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“Everybody knows, but you’ve got to stop and think about it, to really get the
pleasure about the complexity, the inconceivable nature of Nature”
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Abstract

In today’s world we cannot ignore the challenge of feeding an increasing global population
despite more erratic and extreme weather patterns. Among the many approaches suggested
to address this challenge and improve crop yield, hybrid breeding seems a promising
solution. Through the phenomenon of heterosis, hybrid breeding provides the opportunity
to obtain more resilient plants and more grain, thus ensuring food stability. This is
particularly promising for staple crops such as wheat and rice that represent the main form
of sustenance worldwide.
Despite this, the application of hybrid breeding in autogamous cereals like wheat must
overcome many difficulties. Specific modifications to the architecture of wheat flowers are
required to maximise seed set obtained from cross-pollination, while inhibiting selffertilization. Scientific obstacles include a complex genome organization and polyploidy, as
well as the physiology and characteristics of the wheat flower itself. As a result, this project
focuses on barley as a surrogate genetic model for wheat. Since barley is diploid, working
with barley mutant resources greatly simplifies genetic analysis and potentially makes it
easier to uncover mutant phenotypes otherwise hidden by the genic redundancy embedded
within a hexaploid genome.

This thesis focuses on the characterization of three barley multiovary (mov) mutants named
mov1, mov2 and mov5 which show abnormal flower development. Compared to a wild-type
11

barley floret, the mov mutants share the characteristics of having a complete or partial
reduction of stamens, combined with an increase in the number of carpels. From the
perspective of hybrid seed production, these mutants potentially present the dual advantage
of being male-sterile and of being able to produce multiple seeds per floret. The main aims
of the project were to identify which gene(s) confer the mov phenotype, understand the
relationship between the identified genes and establish how the candidate genes interact
with the known floral development network, particularly in the context of the ABC model.
For each mutant, the approach taken relied mostly on forward genetics via mapping.
Concomitantly, developmental and morphological aspects were explored using microscopy,
as well as expression analysis and transient in vivo assays to determine interaction dynamics
of the identified genes with known players of floral development.
Overall, plausible candidate genes have been identified for each of the three mov loci and
their role in flower development has been explained. These results provide the basis for a
model explaining flower development in barley, taking into account not only the main
genetic actors, but also their regulators. The knowledge transfer from barley to wheat and
the applicability of using floral development mutants for wheat hybrid breeding is discussed.
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Thesis overview

To help navigate this thesis, an overview outlining the contents of each chapter is provided
below.

The aim of Chapter 1 is to set the context around which this work has been structured. It
presents a Literature Review on hybrid breeding and expands on the feasibility of its use in
wheat considering current limitations and advantages. Here, the reader will find a
description of the prevailing strategies employed and aspects that might be considered to
make hybrid breeding in wheat more accessible and cost-effective in the near future. This
chapter proposes how modifying floral morphology could be an interesting avenue of pursuit
towards increasing the effectiveness of hybrid wheat seed production.

Chapter 2 forms a General Introduction about the state-of-the-art knowledge on flower
development and provides a basis for understanding the subsequent Results sections.
Chapter 2 brings examples from across plant species, ranging from Gymnosperms to
Angiosperms. Explanation of the ABC model will enable the reader to understand the vast
diversity of floral structures and conceive how flexible and plastic the model is. The main
processes of flower development are discussed, with particular attention to specific gene
classes. The chapter ends with an overview of the current knowledge on wheat and barley
flower development and highlights the gaps this project has attempted to address.
17

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 present the research Results and report the characterization of barley
multiovary (mov) mutants mov1, mov2 and mov5. Within the present work, each mov locus
has been located and promising candidate genes have been proposed for each mutant based
on genetic, transcriptomic and morphological data. Although the data has yet to be
published, these chapters are presented in manuscript style. Due to the nature of the
experiments, the reader may find some procedures and methods repetitive. With this in
mind, an attempt has been made to keep repetition to a minimum. For the same reason, the
introduction sections to Chapters 3, 4 and 5 only include current literature specific for each
mutant and avoid discussing flower development further.

Chapter 6 contains a General Discussion, in which results from mov1, mov2 and mov5 are
used to construct a unifying model for flower development in barley. The chapter also
discusses the potential application of mov mutants in a hybrid seed production scenario and
is followed by Chapter 7, which highlights the Conclusions that may be drawn from the
present work, and Chapter 8, which lists the Contribution to Knowledge created by the
current thesis.

Appendices A, B and C contain Supplementary Information to Chapters 3, 4 and 5,
respectively. Appendix D presents an addition to the project, carried out in collaboration with
Professor Chengdao Li and colleagues at Murdoch University, Perth, Western Australia. This
side project explores the genetic basis of anthocyanin accumulation in the aleurone of grains
of monocotyledons, with particular attention to wheat and barley. Grain colour could be
used as a visual selective marker in breeding and is thus pertinent to the broader objective
18

of this work. The data in Appendix D has been accepted at The Plant Journal (September
2019).
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Hybrid breeding in wheat: the tools of the trade
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Matthew R. Tucker1
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Abstract
Hybrid breeding in wheat has the potential to deliver major increases in yield. This is a
requisite to guarantee food security for increasing population demands and to counteract
extreme environmental conditions. For successful hybrid breeding in wheat, efficient fertility
control systems are needed to force outcrossing and avoid self-pollination. Recent
technological advances may provide a suite of tools to achieve this. This review summarizes
male-sterility systems for wheat hybridization, focusing on genetic resources that can be
used to alter floral development and spike morphology. Importantly, mutant resources have
the potential to deliver distinct male and female lines for enhanced outcrossing, a key
requirement in the progress towards hybrid wheat breeding.

Introduction
As of 2019, we share the world with over 7.7 billion humans [1]. Although the population
growth rate has declined over the last half-century [1], the global population has risen
25

leading to concerns about our ability to nourish everyone. Indeed, for the third consecutive
year, there has been an incremental increase in world hunger, which reached a total of
approximately 821 million undernourished people globally in 2017 [2]. This trend has been
accentuated by climate variability and extreme weather events that increasingly account for
the majority of all internationally reported disasters [2]. These climatic events negatively
impact agricultural production by affecting crop yield, planted area and the number of crops
grown annually. Specifically, among the many effects of climate extremes, field crops
represent the agricultural sector that is most affected in terms of damage and losses [2].

In order to achieve food security in the face of increased climate variability and weather
extremes, we need to breed high-yielding and resilient crops that are suited to sub-optimal
growing conditions. This can be addressed in different ways depending on the physiology
and plasticity of each crop. For example, some studies have focused on increasing
photosynthetic efficiency [3] or resource use efficiency [4], whereas others have tried to
identify, isolate and deploy gene sequences related to tolerance traits to either single or
combined environmental stresses [5-7]. Another approach to improve yield and yield
stability in crops is to exploit the phenomenon of heterosis.

Heterosis: an emergent property of nature
Heterosis or hybrid vigour refers to a widespread natural phenomenon whereby the first
generation progeny of two inbred lines typically exhibits superior performance relative to
the parents themselves (Figure 1). Heterosis is an emergent property of all living systems in
the sense that the hybrid progeny shows properties that cannot be accounted by simple
linear additivity of the individual properties of each parent [8]. In plants, hybrid performance
26

usually manifests itself as increased biomass due to more robust vegetative growth, a
stronger root system and a greater uniformity in growth and flowering [9-12]. This results in
larger and stronger plants that are able to better resist both biotic and abiotic stresses, thus
leading to overall improved yields and greater yield stability on marginal cropland.

Figure 1. Schematic of heterosis. F1 hybrid plants demonstrate superior performance compared to both
parents (P1 and P2) which typically manifests as the characteristics listed.

Current models for heterosis
The hybrid vigour effect was first described in the 1876 book “The effects of cross and self
fertilization in the vegetable kingdom” by Charles Darwin [13] where he compiled data for
more than 60 different plant species and compared cross- and self-pollinated plants in terms
of growth, development and fertility. However, the term “heterosis” was only coined in 1914
by George H. Shull and since then many models have been proposed to genetically explain
heterosis, with the most common being the dominance, overdominance, pseudooverdominance and epistasis models.
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According to the dominance model (Figure 2A), heterosis is the overall accumulation of
favourable alleles in the hybrid progeny as a result of complementation of deleterious
recessive alleles present in the inbred parents [10,14-16]. The overdominance model (Figure
2B) proposes that heterozygosity at key individual loci is the contributing factor towards
heterosis, allowing a synergistic interaction of different alleles at a given locus in hybrids to
exceed the effects of homozygosity at the same locus in the parents [10,17,18-20]. In the
pseudo-overdominance model (Figure 2C), heterosis is explained by complementation at
different yet linked loci [16]. Finally, the epistasis model (Figure 2D) takes into consideration
the sum of interactions between two or more favourable genes inherited from the two
parental lines [21-23].

Although each of these genetic models have been extensively tested in many species, it is
becoming increasingly apparent that these models are not mutually exclusive, meaning they
can concurrently occur in the same plant. Indeed, the exact contribution of each of these
genetic mechanisms to heterosis still remains elusive and can vary greatly according to the
trait, cultivar, species, and parental combination under consideration [24]. For example,
overdominance has been observed to be the major contributor to heterosis in tomato [25],
whereas heterosis in rice (Oryza sativa) relies upon both dominance and overdominance
effects [26-28]. By comparison, the overdominance and pseudo-overdominance models
seem to largely explain the expression of heterosis in maize (Zea mays) [29-31].
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Figure 2. Genetic models of heterosis. A and B represent two distinct genes; a, A, A’ indicate allelic
variation for gene A, while b, B, B’ indicate allelic variation for gene B for parents (P1 and P2) and F1 hybrid
progeny.

Overall, heterosis appears to be a very complex phenomenon which cannot be readily
explained by a single unified model. For this reason, studies seeking to understand the basis
of heterosis are now considering a more comprehensive systems-based approach. Examples
of such a holistic view are studies that take into account variation in expression of regulatory
networks [32,33], epigenetic modifications [34-38], genomic rearrangements [39,40],
29

energy-use efficiency [41-44], circadian-related pathways [45], as well as the role of small
RNAs [46-48]. A systems-based approach is being facilitated by the “-omics” era which
surveys a wider, more global representation of changes at the whole organism level, each of
which is necessary in determining connections between heterotic performance and the
underlying molecular events [49]. For example, a study assessing 1604 hybrids and their
parents from European winter wheat elite lines showed that epistatic interactions are the
major components for grain yield heterosis, overriding dominance effects [50].

Status quo of plant hybrid breeding
Although the molecular mechanisms responsible for hybrid vigour still remain unclear, it is
widely reported that the heterotic effect improves as the genetic diversity of the parental
lines increases. Interestingly, it appears that heterosis is also maximised as ploidy increases
[51]. This is particularly relevant to agricultural systems, as many of the major crops and food
plants are polyploids (containing more than two sets of chromosomes). These include wheat
(Triticum aestivum), maize, oat (Avena sativa), potato (Solanum tuberosum), peanut (Arachis
hypogaea), sugarcane (Saccharum spp.), cotton (Gossypium hirsutum), canola (Brassica
napus), strawberry and more.

Currently, hybrid breeding is widely used in broad-acre crops such as rice, maize, canola,
sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) and sunflower (Helianthus spp.), as well as for many horticultural
crops [52]. For maize, the advantages of hybrid maize were discovered in the early 1900s by
Shull [18] with hybrid programs developed as of the 1920s [10]. It is estimated that heterosis
in maize initially contributed to a yield improvement of at least 15 % [53]. The introduction
of hybrid breeding, together with advances in agronomic practices and improved inbred lines
30

has resulted in a continuous improvement in maize yields. In the United States alone, maize
average yields showed an increase of approximately 400 % from 1930 to 2002 and the
increase still carries on today [9,10] (Figure 3A). Despite the self-pollinating nature of rice,
hybrid rice which was originally introduced in China in 1964 is now commercially established
and widely distributed across China, India, Vietnam, Bangladesh and Indonesia [54]. Similarly
to maize, between 1977 and 1997 hybrid rice showed yield advantages of 20 - 30 % over
conventional inbred rice varieties shortly after their introduction [55]. From the late 1970s
to 2008, hybrid rice yields have increased by about 800 % and still continue to deliver yield
benefits [56] (Figure 3B).
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Figure 3. Historical changes in yield (red) and harvested area (black) for (A) corn in USA (1866 – 2019) and
(B)

rice

in

China
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(http://ricestat.irri.org:8080/wrs/WRS_manila.html).

In wheat, heterosis was first recorded in 1919 [57] and since then attempts have been made
to establish an effective hybrid breeding system [58]. Over the years, numerous studies have
shown that wheat hybrids outperform line varieties in terms of stress tolerance and a
predicted yield advantage of approximately 10 % [50,58-61]. For example, it was recently
reported that hybrid wheat can deliver a higher grain yield, higher protein content and high
quality over line varieties, possibly due to higher nitrogen use efficiency, if parental lines are
carefully chosen [62]. This indicates that, as seen for other predominantly inbreeding species
such as rice, heterosis can also be harnessed and exploited in wheat. Wheat is among the
main commodities produced worldwide. Initially cultivated in the area of the Fertile Crescent
about 10,000 BCE, it is now farmed on more land area than any other food crop [2]. This was
mainly possible thanks to its high environmental adaptation and plasticity in processing. For
these reasons, wheat plays a significant role in human nutrition as a major source of both
vegetable-based protein and carbohydrates, as well as providing dietary minerals, B vitamins
and fibre [63,64]. Apart from human nutrition, wheat grain is also used as animal feed and
for fermentation into alcoholic beverages. Recently, the use of wheat as potential biofuel has
been investigated [65-67]. Consequently, being able to boost wheat yields is of paramount
importance when dealing with future food supply challenges.

Despite the importance of wheat as a staple crop and the improved performance shown by
hybrids, hybrid wheat accounts for only a minor fraction of all commercial wheat production.
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As less than 1 % of the global wheat area is currently planted to hybrid wheat [12], hybrid
wheat represents a niche sector when compared to commercialization of other hybrid
cereals like rice and maize. A major limitation to the exploitation of yield improvements from
hybrid wheat is its high cost of seed production, a consequence of wheat’s floral architecture.
Wheat is an autogamous cereal, meaning florets preferentially undergo self-fertilization.
Hybrid seed production, however, requires efficient cross-pollination between inbred lines.
To facilitate the production of hybrids in wheat, obligate outcrossing is necessary, this can
be achieved by using male-sterile plants as female parents.

Existing male-sterility methods: present limitations and future
outlooks
In the early 1960s both private and public institutions invested greatly in wheat hybrid
research [68]. However, the hybridization systems that were explored were unreliable and
impractical and the yield gains of hybrids over conventional line breeding were too marginal
to be deemed commercially advantageous. The lack of the expected return on investment
meant that variety developers, growers and companies gradually lost interest, funding
progressively dwindled and research in hybrid wheat was discontinued. Some of the
obstacles faced, such as the high production and distribution cost of hybrid seeds and the
lack of seed purity are still present today and are the main reasons for the delays in hybrid
wheat commercialization. Nonetheless, different mechanisms were proposed to induce
male-sterility in wheat plants (Table 1).
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Emasculation can be performed by physically or mechanically removing anthers from wheat
florets [69]. However, contrary to the mechanical de-tasselling of maize male flower organs,
wheat emasculation is simply too labour-intensive and time consuming to be feasible for
large scale production.

Chemical sterility control strategies
Male-sterility in wheat can also be induced by spraying plants with chemical hybridizing
agents (CHAs), the name given to a group of chemicals that show a selective male gametocide
effect. Although several CHAs have been developed over the years, only a few are being used
for commercial wheat breeding today. This is because most CHAs exhibit phytotoxic effects
which reduce seed set, can result in incomplete induction of male-sterility and/or partial
female-sterility, reduced seed germination and seedling vigour [70,71]. The only CHA
currently used in Europe is the plant growth regulator sintofen (commercially known as
Croisor®100 from Saaten Union Recherche, France). On the other hand, clofencet (known as
Genesis® from Monsanto) is the chemical compound that has been registered and approved
for field testing in USA since 1997. The main advantages of Croisor®100 and Genesis over
other gametocides is the relatively lower genotype specificity, allowing a broader choice of
parental combinations [72]. These factors reduce the cost and improve the effectiveness of
hybrid seed production. Recently, a new broad-spectrum pyridazine compound known as
SQ-1 from Key Laboratory of Crop Heterosis of Shaanxi Province is being deployed in China
for large scale production of hybrid wheat seeds. SQ-1 has been proven to induce complete
male sterility with little associated risk of affecting important agronomic traits [73-75].
Despite Croisor®100, Genesis and SQ-1 being more effective than other gametocides, the
major factors limiting the use of CHAs remains the narrow window of application that is
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dependent on environmental conditions, dosage optimization, as well as the bio-safety
concerns of releasing relatively unsafe chemicals into the environment [72,76].

Genetic sterility control strategies
Genetically, male-sterility can be obtained through nuclear-encoded male sterility (NMS) or
cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS). NMS, also known as genic or genetic male sterility, is
typically expressed through mutations in nuclear-encoded genes or through the expression
of transgenes [77]. In wheat, a handful of spontaneous mutants have been recorded to
induce NMS. Depending on the mutation, these can further be divided in dominant and
recessive mutants. Dominant mutant loci include Ms2 (4DS), Ms3 (5AS) and Ms4 (4DS) [7880], while recessive mutant loci described so far include ms1 (4BS) and ms5 (3AL) [81,82],
with seven allelic variations observed for the ms1 locus in different cultivars: ms1a, ms1b,
ms1c, ms1d, ms1e, ms1f and ms1g [83-87]. Due to the interest in their use in hybrid breeding,
several studies have attempted cloning and characterization of these loci [88-92], however
the ideal mutant for practical use in NMS needs to be non-conditional, monogenic and
recessive (for example ms1 and ms5), thus limiting the repertoire of available genes. It is
worth noticing that the mutated genes inducing NMS, apart from being male-sterile, do not
usually confer any additional phenotype. This introduces the issue of distinguishing malesterile plants from the sibling male-fertile plants and requires finding a way to remove the
male-fertile plants in the field (roguing). This issue has been partly addressed by Cao et al.
(2009) who successfully combined the Ms2 locus to the dwarfing locus Rht10, effectively
allowing identification between dwarf male-sterile and tall male-fertile plants [93,94]. The
idea of combining a male-sterility locus to a visual marker was further developed in the XYZ
system [95,96]. This system requires a male-sterile recessive locus and a fertility restorer
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gene on chromosome 5R from rye (Secale cereale) as this chromosome also carries the hairy
peduncle (hp) locus. In the XYZ system, the three wheat lines X, Y and Z are homozygous for
the recessive male-sterile locus and contain 2, 1 and 0 doses of the alien rye 5R chromosome,
respectively. By exploiting trait segregation in the selfed progeny of each line and limited
roguing with hp as a visual dominant marker, the system allows production of large
quantities of homozygous male-sterile seeds which contain no alien introgression that may
affect agronomic traits. An improved strategy of the XYZ was proposed by Zhou et al. (2006)
which introduced the seed colour marker Ba locus from chromosome 4E of Agropyron
elongatum ssp. ruthenicum [97]. Seeds containing the Ba locus exhibit a dosage-dependent
blue coloration and allow for precocious selection of male sterile seeds compared to the use
of an adult plant trait like hp. Further improvement came from breeding the blue seed colour
marker on the same chromosome as the dominant male sterile locus Ms2 and the dwarfing
gene Rht10 in both durum and common wheat [98]. Nonetheless, using an introgressed
visual marker raises limitations in regard to phenotypic penetrance of the visual marker, as
well as the effect of alien chromatin on genome stability during meiosis, thus impacting
transmission of the trait.

On the other hand, CMS refers to the inability of the plant to produce viable pollen due to
rearrangements or mutations in mitochondrial DNA [99-101]. CMS is the most common form
of male sterility observed in nature [102] and can arise spontaneously, as a result of
interspecific and intraspecific crosses, or as a result of anthropogenic mutagenesis (for
example by ethyl methane sulfonate, X-rays or g-irradiation) [103]. Historically, CMS lines of
alloplasmic wheat have been created by transferring the cytoplasm of a wild wheat or related
species into wheat through crossing [71,104,105]. As for NMS, each CMS system can be
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counteracted by the action of specific nuclear-encoded genes, termed fertility restorer (Rf)
genes. However, identifying suitable Rf genes for each system and understanding the
underlying genetics is not trivial.

In some cases, more than one Rf gene is needed to restore fertility. For example, two Rf
genes termed Rf6HchS and Rf1HchS from Hordeum chilense are required to restore pollen
fertility in the CMS msH1 system obtained from using the cytoplasm of H. chilense H1
accession to create alloplasmic bread wheat [106,107]. Similarly, a single locus does not
restore complete fertility in CMS lines of common wheat with the cytoplasm of T.
timopheevii. QTL analysis, mapping and haplotype analysis identified up to eight Rf genes for
the T. timopheevii cytoplasm: Rf1 (1A), Rf2 (7D), Rf3 (1B), Rf4 (6B), Rf5 (6D), Rf6 (5D), Rf7
(7B) and Rf8 (2D) [104,108-113]. However, identifying restorer genes alone is not sufficient
to restore full fertility, as the function of major Rf genes can be dependent on additional
modifier loci [114,115], thus highlighting the importance of determining the underlying
genetic mechanisms of CMS for complete and stable fertility restoration.

Overall, CMS is a complex system and can only be used for hybrid seed production once the
CMS mutant and its associated Rf gene(s) are identified. Furthermore, the CMS mutant
germplasm must not exhibit any negative pleiotropic effects on plant growth and
development. A major limitation to the utilisation of this method in wheat is the lack of
effective fertility restoration to the F1. Given the hexaploid nature of wheat many Rf loci need
to be stacked when breeding the parental lines to ensure complete fertility restoration.
Furthermore, maintaining the male-sterile lines for both CMS and NMS requires a complex
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breeding scheme with these lines often exhibiting a deleterious effect on plant vigour and
yield.

On a positive note, improvement to CMS systems by biotechnological engineering promises
to overcome some of these major drawbacks [116,117]. Hybridization by protoplast fusion
and plastid genome transformation have been demonstrated to be feasible in tobacco [118]
and Brassica oleracea [119]. Recently, chromosome engineering in wheat allowed to isolate
the Rf multi locus to ensure complete male sterility in alloplasmic lines with cytoplasm from
Aegilops kotschyi, Ae. uniaristata and Ae. mutica, thus extending the range of possible
combinations for CMS [120,121].

Environmental sterility control strategies
Plant sterility can also be environmentally induced. In environment-sensitive genetic male
sterility (EGMS), pollen viability can be thermosensitive, photoperiod sensitive or
photothermal sensitive if responsive to changes in temperature, day length or both,
respectively. Originally reported in pepper (Capsicum frutescens) [122], EGMS has now been
also described in cereal crops such as maize [123] and rice [124,125]. In wheat,
gametogenesis is susceptible to temperatures below 4 °C or higher than 25 °C and to
daylengths of more than 14 hours [126-128]. Thermosensitive nuclear genes wtms1 (2B)
[129] and TaPaO1 [130], as well as photoperiod sensitive genes wptms1, wptms2 [131] and
wptms3 [132] located on chromosomes 2B, 5B, and 1BS, respectively, have already been
identified in wheat. Although EGMS does not require a maintainer line nor restorer genes,
global application is limited to specific geographical regions with appropriate climatic
conditions.
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Biological sterility control strategies
Another way that self-pollination could be prevented in wheat would be to employ selfincompatibility (SI). SI refers to mechanisms whereby a plant with fully viable female and
male gametes is unable to produce seeds upon self-pollination and is a strategy currently
used for hybrid production in Brassica oleracea and B. rapa [133,134]. In grasses,
gametophytic SI is controlled by the multiallelic loci S and Z, so that pollen compatibility in
crosses can vary depending on the genotype and combination of S and Z alleles that have
been crossed [135-137]. SI is quite common in grasses, however, introgressing SI into wheat
from a related self-infertile cereal like rye may prove challenging as little is still known about
the molecular details of SI systems in grasses. Furthermore, whether SI experiences a
breakdown in polyploids remains an open question. Confidently, a recent study did not find
a strong association between ploidy and SI at the species or family level [138], indicating that
wheat may still show the same level of SI if suitable genes are introgressed from self-infertile
diploid and closely related species.
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Table 1. Main advantages and disadvantages associated to existing male-sterility systems for hybrid wheat
seed production; refer to text for details.

Transgenic systems: the benefits of biotechnology
Each of these fertility control systems has associated drawbacks in terms of applicability and
cost to hybrid seed production. However, advances in the use of biotechnology provide
cheaper alternatives to promote hybridization.
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The first transgenic hybridization system, called SeedLinkTM from Bayer CropScience, relied
on tapetum-specific expression of a cytotoxic bacterial ribonuclease BARNASE from Bacillus
amyloliquifaciens linked to glufosinate resistance [139,140] (Figure 4A). When female plants
expressing BARNASE are crossed with a plant carrying a tapetal cell-specific ribonuclease
inhibitor BARSTAR, fertility is restored in the F1 progeny [141]. To avoid residual male-sterility
in F1 plants improvement of the SeedLinkTM technology initially involved splitting the
BARNASE gene into complementary, non-overlapping fragments located at allelic positions
[142,143]. These split-gene systems based on “allelic repulsion” are constantly being
improved [144-146] and rely on the fact that only plants co-expressing both fragments show
male-sterility, while fertility is restored in F1 plants due to segregation during meiosis.
A more modern and versatile dual-component system has been proposed by Singh et al.
(2015) [147] (Figure 4B). In this system, the female cassette contains a regulatory component
driving tapetum-specific expression of the Arabidopsis BECLIN1 gene to induce male sterility.
On the other hand, the male expression cassette regulates tapetum-specific expression of
Arabidopsis COP1, a gene that does not affect fertility. These plants are therefore fully fertile.
In F1 plants, BECLIN1 expression is abolished through specific COP1-mediated degradation of
the regulatory component of the female cassette, thus resulting in complete fertility
restoration. Promisingly, this system works with any male-sterility inducing gene other than
BECLIN1. This works by simply substituting BECLIN1 in the female cassette without the need
to affect the male expression cassette.

Numerous other alternative systems to control pollination through metabolic engineering
and inducible control systems have been proposed or are under development. The major
strategies have been comprehensively reviewed by Kempe and Gils (2011) [76]. Although,
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the described biotechnological advances contribute in facilitating hybridization and reducing
hybrid seed production costs, all of these strategies generate transgenic hybrid seed.
Restrictions to global trade combined with onerous regulatory requirements for release of
GM crops have contributed to shifting efforts towards using biotechnology to produce nontransgenic hybrid seeds.

Transgenic plants to produce transgenic-free seeds
One method that uses a transgenic male-sterility system to produce non-transgenic F1
hybrids is termed Seed Production Technology (SPT, Pioneer Hybrid International, Inc.)
(Figure 4C) and has been successfully implemented for the production of maize hybrids since
2011. The SPT system requires a maintainer line and a male-sterile female line. The female
line is non-transgenic and homozygous recessive for a male-sterility locus. On the other hand,
the maintainer line is likewise homozygous recessive for the same male-sterility locus but
carries a specifically designed transgenic construct that renders the plant male-fertile. The
transgenic construct contains three fundamental elements: a single dominant allele
complementing the male-sterility locus, a pollen germination inhibitor and a seed colour
marker. The novelty of this method lies in the action of the three elements together. Due to
the pollen germination inhibitor, the only viable pollen produced from the transgenic
maintainer line will be non-transgenic and carry the male-sterility locus. This pollen is used
to cross-fertilize the female plants and the resulting seed (non-transgenic and still
homozygous for the male-sterility locus) will be used to grow female lines. In the hybrid seed
production field, the female lines will be crossed with a male line able to restore fertility. The
F1 seeds will thus be fully fertile and non-transgenic. Furthermore, self-fertilization of the
transgenic maintainer line will result in 50 % non-transgenic seeds and 50 % seeds carrying
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the transgene. Seed selection is possible due to the seed colour marker in the transgenic
construct. The transgene event is thus restricted to the maintainer line and serves to produce
large amounts of non-transgenic male-sterile seeds for the production of male-sterile female
parents.
It would be ideal to adapt the SPT system to wheat. However, despite being successfully
deployed in maize, its adaptation for hybrid wheat breeding has been prolonged by the
inherent challenge of identifying suitable genes conferring male sterility. Nonetheless,
significant advances have recently been made, with all components of the SPT system
deemed functional in wheat [88,91]. Originally, the seed colour marker used in the SPT
system is the fluorescent protein DsRed originating from the algae Dicosoma sp. [148].
Although DsRed is functional and an effective marker in molecular biology, it does come with
the drawback of being a non-plant derived sequence and hence contributes to added GMtrait deregulation costs. A more ideal seed colour marker from a GM-trait deregulation
perspective would be one that is native to bread wheat or its wild relatives, like the Ba locus
from Agropyron elongatum.
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Figure 4. Simplified schematic representation of major existing hybridization systems that utilise
transgenes. Red symbols indicate transgenic individuals. (A) SeedlinkTM gene system; the mother line is
made male-sterile by inducing tapetum-specific expression of the bacterial ribonuclease BARNASE and
maintained by crossing with a fertile plant carrying no transgene. Further mother lines can be selected
from progeny seeds due to herbicide resistance (HR) present on the transgene. Fertility is restored in the
F1 hybrid seeds when the mother line is crossed with a father line expressing the cell-specific ribonuclease
inhibitor BARSTAR. (B) BECLIN1 - COP1 system; the female cassette in the mother line contains a
regulatory component expressing the conjugated protein HFR1NT131 – TBPm3 which binds to the TATA-box
mutated promoter (PTA29(TGTA)). This promoter controls tapetum-specific expression of the male-sterility
gene BECLIN1. The father line contains a male cassette driving tapetum-specific expression of COP1 which
has no effect on fertility. In F1 progeny, COP1 protein physically interacts with HFR1NT131 and degrades it,
resulting in abolition of BECLIN1 expression and thus fertility restoration. (C) In the Seed Production
Technology (SPT) hybridization system the mother line is homozygous for a recessive male sterile locus
(e.g. Ms45 in maize). This system relies on the transgene present in the maintainer line which contains
one copy of a dominant fertility restorer (Ms45), a pollen germination inhibitor (PGI) and a seed colour
marker (SC). Thanks to the PGI the transgene allows to propagate the male sterile mother lines while
confining the transgene to the maintainer line. Crossing of the mother line with a father line homozygous
for the dominant allele of the male sterility allows production of non-transgenic and fully fertile F1 seeds.

The tailoring of a wheat plant – “precision breeding”
One of the biggest challenges in hybrid wheat breeding is ensuring sufficient seed set on the
female parental line in the hybrid seed production field. Seed set is restricted due to the
inherent structure and development of the wheat inflorescence and the requirement of wind
to disperse pollen from the male to the female parent. To effectively maximise crosspollination, it will be necessary to develop populations with specific and appropriate
characteristics for both the male and female parent plants [72,149]. This in turn requires
targeted floral modifications (Figure 5).
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The difficulties of a wheat floret
In wheat, the reproductive unit is the spikelet composed of two bracts, namely glumes, that
enclose a variable number of individual florets, usually between two and five [150]. Each
floret is in turn composed of two leaf-like structures: an outer lemma and an internal palea
that envelope two lodicules, three stamens and one carpel containing a single ovule which
will develop into the seed upon fertilization [151]. In wheat, the major determinant impeding
cross-pollination is the fact that anthesis – defined as anther extrusion from the floret –
usually occurs after the pollen has already been shed inside the floret [152]. Additionally,
anthesis is very short and only lasts between 8 minutes to a few hours [11,153]. Floret
opening in wheat typically occurs in the morning, succeeded by another round of opening in
the afternoon depending on genotype and environmental conditions [11]. Flowering and
pollen dispersal are also heavily dependent on environmental factors, including wind speed
and direction, temperature and relative air humidity [154-156].

Other factors hindering cross-pollination are the relatively brief stigma receptivity (6 - 13
days, depending on environmental factors) [58,157,158], the reduced pollen viability (0.5 - 3
hours) [159] and low pollen production compared to other cereals. Moreover, pollen weight
and shape also play major roles as it has been reported that most of the released wheat
pollen falls within three metres of its origin. Consequently, outcrossing rates decrease the
farther away from the pollen source and can result in cross-fertilization rates reaching
approximately 10 % under optimum conditions while being as low as 0.1 % in unfavourable
circumstances [158,160]. These rates are too low and variable for a successful commercial
hybrid breeding program.
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Some of the wheat floral traits are a likely consequence of domestication as wheat breeding
has selected heavily for yield (a product of self-fertility) and counter-selected for outcrossing
traits typical of wheat progenitors (T. monococcum, A. speltoides, T. tauschii). Reverting
wheat to an obligate outcrosser yet retaining favourable agronomic and quality traits is
expected to be challenging and will require the identification and successive stacking of
genes that would contribute to cross-pollination.

Characteristics of a male population
Development of the male population should focus on excellent pollen-donating qualities
(Figure 5). Ideally, male pollinators would produce long spikes containing many spikelets. A
good starting point to achieve this is by considering wheat’s genetic diversity.

In European wheat varieties, anther extrusion appears to be a quantitative trait influenced
by several loci having a small to modest effect. The most significant marker associated with
this trait was located in the Rht-D1 gene, with Rht-D1a allele resulting in about 17 % increase
in anther extrusion [161]. An analysis of wheat F2 mapping populations identified multiple
QTLs for anther length, spikelet number and spike length at the photoperiod-sensitive PpdD1 locus, with a positive effect from the Ppd-D1b allele [162]. Interestingly, the same study
also identified a favourable association between the semi-dwarfing Rht-B1a allele and large
anthers. Another viable option to introduce good pollinator traits is by looking within related
species. Addition of rye (cv Imperial) chromosome 4R to wheat (cv Chinese Spring) has been
reported to increase suitable traits such as anther length and pollen grain number [163].
Another crucial aspect to consider is synchronizing the flowering time between male and
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female lines. In this regard, different flowering patterns could be achieved by manipulating
expression and combination of the vernalization (VRN) and photoperiodic (PPD) genes.

Hybrid seed production can also be facilitated by adjusting the relative height of male and
female plants. The male lines would need to be taller than female lines so that pollen can
readily spread to the shorter female plant (Figure 5A). Plant height can be controlled by
exploiting the portfolio of Rht genes, introduced and widely distributed in wheat breeding
programs during the Green Revolution. Although Rht-B1 and Rht-D1 are the two major wheat
homeoloci used to reduce plant height, it has been shown that Rht-D1 also behaves as a
major QTL for anther extrusion [164,165], with a negative effect for the height-reducing Rht1b alleles [166]. A recent study highlighted how a novel Rht24 locus on chromosome 6A is
best suited for male plants owing to no pronounced effect on anther extrusion [166].
Predominant use of Rht24 in the male population with concurrent expression of multiple Rht
genes in the female population can guarantee relative taller male lines with superior crosspollination characteristics, but still within the plant height accepted by farmers.

Characteristics of a female population
Apart from relative plant height, other desired qualities for a population of female plants
would be optimal pollen-receptive abilities (Figure 5). In this context, increasing receptivity,
density and length of stigmatic hairs is an interesting research area. This could initially be
approached by introgression from durum wheat which generally shows more extended and
more crowded stigma hairs into bread wheat. Other ways to increase the chances of
successful cross-pollination could come from having supernumerary carpels within the floret
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and a more open floret. Steps in understanding the mechanism of flower opening besides
lodicule swelling have recently been made [167].

Mutant resources: the joker in the pack
The generation of male and female populations for hybrid breeding entails modifying
multiple aspects of the plant structure, particularly the floral architecture. A situation that is
challenged by the complexity, size and ploidy of the wheat genome. Being hexaploid
(AABBDD), wheat contains triplicate copies (homeologs) of each gene derived from the A, B
and D genomes, respectively. Thus, genic redundancy often confounds obtaining mutants
with a visible phenotype. In this context, turning to mutant collections of relatively simpler
cereals represents a useful resource to exploit. For example, information on flower
development in rice is far more advanced and may inform crucial flower development
processes in wheat. Barley has a related but simpler and smaller genome constitution than
wheat along with numerous genetic mutant resources, facilitating discovery of many genes
pertinent to fertility and floral architecture that are also relevant for wheat. Of particular
interest to hybrid breeding are mutants whose florets offer an improved or obligate crosspollination and have the potential to produce more seeds.

Several mutants have been described which appear to possess the double advantages of
being male-sterile and of being able to support multiple seed set. In rice, the recessive
mutant dwarf and deformed flower 1-1 (ddf1-1) shows conversion of lodicules into glumelike organs and transformation of stamens into pistil-like organs [168]. A similar phenotype
is observed in the recessive rice mutant superwoman1 (spw1) [169], and its maize ortholog
silky1 (si1) [170]. Likewise, multiovary (mov) mutants in barley [171-174] and the mutated
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dms locus in wheat cv. Zhoumai 18 [175] also develop flowers exhibiting supernumerary
carpels at the expense of stamens. In wheat, an interesting spontaneous mutant line is Three
Pistil (TP) [176]. Instead of a single carpel, TP florets contain three fully fertile carpels as well
as three stamens, a trait controlled by a single dominant gene Pis1 located on chromosome
2DL [177,178]. Although TP plants consistently produce increased total grain weight per
floret and increased seed set, seed size is generally smaller when seeds simultaneously
develop within the same floret [177,178].

The compromise between seed number and seed size observed in wheat TP lines highlights
that potential pleiotropic adverse effects need to be considered and avoided before
introducing mutants into a hybrid breeding context. For example, DDF1-1 encodes an F-box
protein involved in both vegetative growth and floral organ specification, thus all organs
except spikelets are significantly reduced in size in the mutant. The additional carpels
produced in spw1 and si1 florets are sterile, thus unable to produce any seeds. The dms locus
also affects plant height, male sterility and tiller number. Counter-acting or modulating
unwanted effects is possible by studying these mutants and understanding the effects of
these mutations on the plant organism.

Other aspects to consider are spike morphology and the arrangement of spikelets along the
spike (Figure 5B). In the barley laxatum (lax) mutant the rachis internodes are lengthened.
As a result, the spike is longer, spike density is reduced and spikelets are well-spaced [179];
all qualities that would be beneficial in a male parent population to enable florets to open
widely and to promote pollen dispersal. Conversely, female plants would require a different
spike morphology such as an increased floret aperture and branched inflorescence to raise
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the number of florets per unit area. Boosting floret numbers would also maximise the
opportunities of successful pollination in a hybrid seed production field.

In this context, the super opening flower 1 (sof1) phenotype found in barley would be of
interest to hybrid breeding [180]. The sof1 mutant, originated by g-irradiation, was found to
develop larger and longer lodicules than wild type thus pushing the lemma and palea wider
apart and resulting in an overall more open floret structure. Regarding mutants affecting
inflorescence branching, the most notable examples come from the tetraploid “Miracle
wheat” and corresponding barley orthologue compositum2 (com2) which display branched
spikes [181]. The “Miracle wheat” phenotype appears to have arisen by a single event
mutation in an AP2/ERF transcription factor on chromosome 2AS, selected for during the
domestication process, and is associated with an increase in spike weight and grain number.
Mutation of the same AP2/ERF transcription factor at the multi-rowed spike (mrs) locus in
hexaploid wheat gives rise to multirow spikes, in which a cluster of spikelets forms at each
rachis node instead of a single spikelet [182]. Another notable example of supernumerary
spikelets in wheat is paired spikelets, characterized by the formation of a second complete
or rudimentary spikelet at each rachis node, reported to be influenced by relative expression
levels of Ppd-1, FLOWERING LOCUS T (TaFT) and TEOSINTE BRANCHED1 (TB1) genes
[183,184]. Taken together, these and many other cases highlight the importance of studying
floral-related mutants and the need of fundamental research in flower and seed
development.
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Figure 5. Schematic of male and female wheat parents combining desired characteristics for the (A) plant
architecture, (B) spike morphology and (C) floret structure to enhance cross-pollination. (A) Plant
architecture: the male parent would be taller than the female parent so that pollen can fall directly onto
the female plant. (B) Spike morphology: the male spike would ideally contain many well-spaced spikelets,
while a branched female spike would increase the number of carpels per unit area. At the (C) floret
structure, the male parent would have optimal pollen-donating characteristics exhibited by increased
anther length, anther extrusion, anther size and greater pollen number. On the other hand, the female
parent would possess optimal pollen-receptive qualities such as increased density of stigmatic hairs or
supernumerary carpels and increased floret aperture due to bigger lodicules.

The future of breeding strategies
The effect on outcrossing from modifications in floret and spike architecture can be
maximised with a restructuring of breeding practices. Current hybrid wheat breeding
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systems typically involve planting alternate rows of male-sterile and self-fertile pollinator
plants. F1 seeds are only harvested from the rows of male-sterile plants. Optimising
outcrossing rates would require reducing the distance between the pollinator and malesterile plants. This could be achieved by interplanting pollinator plants amongst male-sterile
plants, as is routinely done in rye. However, this strategy implies that the harvested product
would be composed primarily of hybrid seeds, but still contain a small fraction derived from
the selfed pollinator. Thus, the purity of the harvest would be compromised and would
require seed mixing to be below 5 % to be compliant with current hybrid seed purity
regulations. Consequently, this introduces the need of a seed selection step to distinguish
hybrid seeds from pollinator inbred seeds, for example by using a seed colour marker or
herbicide tolerance. Even more promising would be the abolition of seed set on the
pollinator by breeding female-sterile plants, although this would then require increased
breeding efforts in propagating similar lines.

Other aspects to consider for a competitive hybrid breeding strategy is to maximise
heterosis. Ideally, this could be done by increasing the genetic diversity of the parents [52],
as the amount of genetic variance available for hybrid breeding was reported to contribute
the largest effect in the efficiency of hybrid vs line breeding [59]. Specifically, even a
moderate increase of heterosis from 10 % to 15 % would be enough to ensure a higher
predicted future yield potential for hybrids relative to line breeding for the next 25 years
[59].

The genetic divergence of breeding material can be increased by establishing heterotic pools
– the grouping of genetically distinct and suitable elite wheat germplasms [185-187] and this
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information can then be used to select the most appropriate parental lines. Approaches to
establish heterotic pools have been suggested [187,188] and new strategies are constantly
being explored and experimentally verified to identify high-yielding heterotic patterns
suitable for self-pollinating crops [188].

Heterotic effect can also be predicted with genomic selection (GS) which uses genome-wide
molecular markers and a training population to predict phenotypes of complex traits like
grain yield using statistical models. GS has already been successfully deployed in wheat
[189,190] and maize [191] and has high potential to speed up the breeding process [192].
However, the current accuracy of GS in wheat is still limited by the size of the training
population, the relatedness between the training and the testing set and the insufficient
models for multi-environment predictions.

Challenges and perspectives
Ultimately, the key to implementing wheat hybrid breeding on a large scale is the design of
a facilitated, sustainable and robust hybridization process. This would not only entail finding
a suitable fertility control system and investing major efforts in breeding appropriate female
and male lines but would also require restructuring current breeding programs.

The study and use of mutants in floral and spike morphology, together with the increasing
power of hybrid prediction using genome-wide approaches can contribute new tools
towards improving the long-term performance of hybrids relative to conventional line
breeding. Already, hybrid wheat offers benefits in terms of yield and yield stability, with the
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added opportunity of including tolerance traits to diseases, stresses and herbicides. The
greater resilience and adaptability shown by hybrid wheat to marginal land promises to
return more reliable and predictable yields in a wider range of environmental conditions.
Higher yields will also play a crucial role in lowering hybrid seed rates compared to
conventional varieties, offsetting the higher hybrid seed production costs. These attributes
have spurred a renewed interest and investments from major seed companies in new
generation hybrids, expected to be released in Europe, North America and Australia in the
early 2020s.
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The ABC of flower development

Flowers occupy an important part of our lives. Throughout history flowers have been a
symbolic object and thus occupy a distinct role in human celebrations and rituals, from
worship to special occasions, and from birthdays to funerals. Flowers are also used as a
source of food and for medicinal purposes. For example, the Chinese hibiscus (Hibiscus rosasinensis), purple coneflower (Echinacea purpurea) and marigold flowers (Calendula
officinalis) are widely used to support the immune system, digestive system, wound healing
or to supplement levels of antioxidants in diets [1-3]. Although flowers are highly regarded
as decorative for their aesthetic beauty or used as celebratory symbols to commemorate or
donate to loved ones, they govern a crucial role in the lifecycle of flowering plants
(Angiosperms). The principal purpose of the flower is to ensure reproduction by providing a
mechanism for the union of the male and female gametes. The formation of a flower is one
of the distinguishing characteristic of Angiosperms, which are currently the most diverse
group of land plants and this diversity is reflected in the vast array of floral structures.

It’s a matter of class: the genes behind flower development
Most of our knowledge of the molecular mechanisms governing flower development has
been achieved thanks to pioneering studies in the model dicotyledonous plants Arabidopsis
thaliana and Antirrhinum majus. In Arabidopsis thaliana, flowers are composed of structures
that are organised in a very specific pattern. Moving towards the centre of the flower, these
structures include: four green sepals, four white petals of equal size and shape found in an
alternate position with respect to the sepals, six uneven stamens and nectaries at their base,
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and a gynoecium formed by two fused carpels [4]. Sepals and petals together form the
perianth which serves to protect the flower from the unpredictable environment and to
attract pollinators. On the other hand, stamens and carpels form the true reproductive units
of the flower, whose function is to produce viable gametes for sexual reproduction. In 1991,
through characterization of floral homeotic mutants, Coen and Meyerowitz (1991) [5]
proposed a simple and elegant genetic model to explain flower development. This model is
called the ABC model and postulates that the flower is organized in four concentric whorls,
and that the floral organs that develop within each whorl are specified by the action of
distinctive classes of genes called the A-, B- and C-class genes. Each gene class is expressed
in two adjacent whorls: A-class genes are expressed only in the first and second whorl, Bclass genes function in the second and third whorl, whilst C-class genes are confined to the
third and fourth whorl (Figure 1). An important aspect of the ABC model is that the A and C
functions are mutually antagonistic. Each whorl, therefore, is defined by the expression of
different combinations of genes.

Figure 1. Expression domain of the A- (red), B- (yellow) and C-class (blue) genes during early flower
development in Arabidopsis thaliana. In the merged image, orange signifies expression overlap between
A- and B- class genes, whilst green represent expression overlap between B- and C-class genes. Numbers
indicate flowers at different developmental stages, with 1 being the youngest. Inflorescence meristem
(IM) and floral meristem (FM) are indicated. Figure adapted from Alvarez-Buylla et al. (2010) [4].
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Consequently, for each whorl, it is the distinctive interaction between expressed genes that
defines the identity of the floral organs that will develop. Specifically in Arabidopsis, A-class
genes function to specify formation of sepals in the first whorl, the combination of A-class
and B-class genes determines petal initiation in the second whorl, in the third whorl B- and
C-class genes together give rise to stamens, while C-class genes lead to the development of
carpels in the innermost fourth whorl.

In 1995 the ABC model was expanded to also include the D-class genes. Genes belonging to
the D-class family work in combination with C-class genes to specify the ovules within the
carpel. These genes were initially discovered in Petunia hybrida [6], but orthologues were
soon found also in Arabidopsis thaliana [7,8]. The most current model was only completed
in 2000 with the discovery of E-class genes. In Arabidopsis thaliana where they were first
identified, the E-class genes are expressed in all four whorls and mediate the interactions
between the floral organ identity proteins. The E-class members therefore function primarily
in establishing the context in which the floral organ identity genes can act [9,10].

Monocotyledonous plants exhibit a variety of floral structures that can differ greatly from
the botanically perfect flower of Arabidopsis. A notable difference lies in the highly modified
floral structure of Poaceae, commonly known as grasses. Although the flower structure of
grasses is quite different to that of dicotyledons, it still maintains an organization in four
concentric whorls. These incorporate bracts called lemma and palea in whorl 1, two lodicules
in whorl 2, the androecium comprising stamens in the third whorl and the gynoecium (the
pistil) in the fourth whorl. As seen for Arabidopsis, the perianth of the Poaceae functions to
protect the floret and aid gamete encounter. The lodicules are located in whorl 2 and are
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positioned at the base of the floret where they swell at flowering. The swollen lodicules
physically push the lemma aside, thus allowing opening of the floret which helps anther
extrusion and maximises the chances of pollination and fertilization of the ovule [11].
Lodicules in monocotyledon plants are considered to be equivalent to petals in
dicotyledonous flowers [12]. Indeed, thanks to phylogenetic analyses and characterization of
floral mutants in other species, it was shown that the ABCDE model is widely conserved and
valid for all Angiosperms. Recently, the model for flower development was reviewed and a
more comprehensive and completed model termed (A)BC was proposed [13]. The revised
model incorporates and unifies findings from over 20 years of studies and defines a new
function to A-class genes, in which they act to establish the floral meristem identity and set
the floral context to enable the B- and C- functions to fulfil their regulatory role over floral
organ identity. In this regard, the (A)-function therefore partly overlaps with the function of
E-class genes.

Although the ABCDE model is a fundamental component for the reproductive success of
Angiosperms, it is still a framework that allows for flexibility and variation. Examples can be
found in plants belonging to the genus Tulipa [14], Lilium, Helleborus and Magnoliidae in
which the B function has expanded from the second and third whorls to the first whorl and
the perianth is consequently composed of organs called tepals which can have a petaloid
appearance, but show no distinguishable morphological difference between sepals and
petals.

However, the most striking variation can be found in the plant Lacandonia schismatica
(Triuridaceae), a rainforest monocotyledon discovered in Mexico, in which the stamens are
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located centrally to the flower and are surrounded by the gynoecium formed by 60 - 80
carpels, an extremely rare characteristic that is otherwise known only for the genus of earlydivergent Angiosperms Trithuria [15,16]. In these cases, the ABCDE model has effectively
shifted to ACBDE.

These species-specific variations in the ABCDE model are thought to have arisen mainly from
duplications of entire gene families followed by non-functionalization, neo-functionalization,
and sub-functionalization of the duplicated genes [17] and is believed to have been a key
process during flower evolution. Nonetheless, these observations highlight the fact that
despite the great diversity in the size, symmetry, colour, structure and number of organs, all
Angiosperms share a basic molecular plan for flower development. It is therefore
theoretically possible to create flowers with any particular organ in any particular whorl,
simply by altering the expression of the ABCDE genes [18] (Figure 2).

Figure 2. (A) Wild-type flower and homeotic conversion of floral organs in mutants of the (B) A-class, (C)
B-class and (D) C-class genes based on the ABCDE model. Figure adapted from Taiz and Zeiger (2010) [18].
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Living in a MADS world
The majority of the genes belonging to the ABCDE model, with the exception of genes such
as APETALA2 (AP2, Arabidopsis) and DROOPING LEAF (DL, Oryza sativa), are transcription
factors belonging to the MADS-box protein family. The acronym MADS [19] derives from the
initials of the four founding members of this gene family, namely: MINICHROMOSOME
MAINTENANCE1 (MCM1, Saccharomyces cerevisiae) [20], AGAMOUS (AG, Arabidopsis
thaliana) [21], DEFICIENS (DEF, Antirrhinum majus) [22], and SERUM RESPONSE FACTOR (SRF,
Homo sapiens) [23]. In plants, MADS-box transcription factors are key regulators of many
crucial developmental processes ranging from root, flower, fruit to seed development. For
this reason, MADS-box proteins have long been considered master regulators because
altering their expression is sufficient to disrupt or trigger an entire developmental program
outside of its normal context.
Sequence conservation and protein structure suggest that a gene duplication event that
occurred more than a billion years ago prior to the divergence of plants and animals
originated two main lineages of MADS-box genes, termed Type I and Type II [24] (Figure 3).
Type I (SRF-like) genes are found in animals, fungi and plants [25]. Studies conducted in
animals have shown that Type I MADS-box genes are involved in the response to growth
factors [23]. In plants, the function of Type I MADS-box genes is still largely uncharacterized
[26]. However, studies are now starting to unravel the function of these genes and have
identified a key regulatory role in plant reproduction, especially in regard to controlling
female gametophyte, embryo, and endosperm development [27,28], with an overarching
effect on controlling genome dosage and post-zygotic compatibility [29,30].
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Type II genes include MEF2-like genes from yeast, fungi and animals, where they play an
important role in muscle development in the latter [31], as well as the exclusively plantspecific MIKC-type genes whose name is derived from the protein’s characteristic structure
in four domains (Figure 3). The MIKC-type MADS-box genes consist of a MADS-box domain
(M), an intervening domain (I), a K-box (K), and a C-terminal domain (C) [25]. MIKC-type
MADS-box proteins can further be divided into MIKCc-type and the MIKC*-type based on the
length and intron/exon structure of the I- and K-domains [32]. Specifically, all MADS-box
proteins involved in flower development belong to the MIKCc-type category. Intriguingly, the
MIKCc-type genes act during all steps of flower development: from the floral transition to
ovule and fruit development.

Figure 3. Classification and domain structure of Type I and Type II MADS-box genes. Figure adapted from
Alvarez-Buylla et al. (2000) [24]; Theissen and Saedler H. (1996) [25].

The MADS domain of approximately 180 base pairs is the most conserved region of the entire
protein sequence. Once translated, this domain folds into an a-helix that is required for DNA
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binding and two antiparallel b-strands which are involved in dimerization [33] (Figure 4). The
MADS domain is thus able to recognize and bind a specific DNA consensus sequence called
CArG box [CC(A/T)6GG] usually located in the promoter region of target genes [34,35]. In
contrast, the more variable I-domain is required to determine the selective formation of
DNA-binding dimers between specific MADS-box proteins [36]. The K-domain is
characterized by the presence of three amphipatic a-helices (K1 – K3) which form a second
interaction surface to mediate the interactions between MADS-box proteins [37,38]. In
Arabidopsis, part of the K-domain also acts as a determinant of dimer specificity for B-class
genes, together with the I-domain [35,39] (Figure 4). Finally, the C-terminal domain can
contain specific sequence motifs, especially in the case of B-class genes, but is generally the
least conserved domain of MADS-box proteins. Different studies have shown that this
domain can function as a trans-activation domain [40-42]. In other cases, the C-terminal
domain seems to have a contributing effect in the formation of multimeric complexes of
MADS-box proteins [41,43].

Figure 4. Schematic representation showing structure of MIKC-type MADS proteins and general function
for each domain. The conserved secondary elements are shown using dashed lines for 𝛂–helices and
arrow for β-strand. Figure adapted from Kaufmann et al. (2005) [44].

The ability of MADS-box proteins to form higher order complexes led to the postulation of
the floral quartet model. In this model, dimers of MADS-box proteins can interact together
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to form tetrameric complexes [45]. By binding to two different CArG sites, the multimeric
transcription factor complex can form DNA looping which brings together distal promoter
regions (Figure 5). Compelling support for the floral quartet model has recently been
provided in Arabidopsis thaliana using multiple techniques such as bandshift assays [46] and
affinity purification coupled with mass spectrometry [47]. These have allowed to determine
the exact identity and stoichiometry of MADS-box proteins forming the complexes. It was
thus observed that the floral tetramers also allow recruitment of transcriptional co-factors,
chromatin remodelling proteins and other transcription factors to activate or repress the
expression of downstream genes [47].

Figure 5. The floral quartet model; dimers of MADS-box protein interact via the C terminals to form
tetrameric complexes. This interaction brings together distal CArG motifs and promoter elements and
creates DNA looping. Composition of the floral quartets depends on the floral whorl. Figure adapted from
Causier et al. (2010) [13].

The intimate relationship of B-class genes
The amazing variety in size, colour and structure of modern flowers is the result of speciesspecific fine-tuning of the ABCDE model in order to adapt to the environment and maximise
pollination and seed dispersal. However, given their role in determining the reproductive
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organs, it is perhaps not surprising that the functions of B- and C-class genes remain the most
conserved even between distantly related species. Indeed, correct development of
reproductive organs ensures successful reproduction and consequently species’ survival.
Within the lineage that led to the Angiosperms, a duplication event occurred ~200 – 300
million years ago of the ancestral B gene gave rise to two clades, termed GLO-like (GLOBOSAlike) and DEF-like (DEFICIENS-like) [48,49]. Evidence of this event can be found in extant
Gymnosperms which possess gene subfamilies that are ancestral to the DEF- and GLO-like
genes [48], whereas Amborella trichopoda, accepted as the most basal lineage in the clade
of the Angiosperms, has both DEF-like and GLO-like genes. This indicates that the duplication
event of these genes occurred after the split of the Angiosperms from the lineage that led to
the extant Gymnosperms [49,50]. The name of these clades derives from the two B-class
genes present in Antirrhinum majus as they were the first B-function genes to be molecularly
characterized [22,51].

In Antirrhinum, both DEF and GLO genes show a similar expression pattern very early during
floral development, specifically in the petal (whorl 2) and stamen (whorl 3) primordia and
expression continues in these organs as they differentiate [51,52]. In contrast to what is
expected from the ABCDE model, DEF expression has also been detected in developing
carpels, whereas GLO levels remain low in this tissue. Similar to Antirrhinum, only two B-class
genes have been identified in Arabidopsis. These genes, termed APETALA3 (AP3) and
PISTILLATA (PI), belong to the DEF-like and GLO-like clades, respectively [53,54].
Interestingly, AP3 and PI show comparable spatial and temporal expression to their
Antirrhinum orthologues, and mutants in Antirrhinum and Arabidopsis B-class genes (def, glo,
ap3 and pi) result in a similar phenotype [51-54]. Namely, the mutants exhibit a homeotic
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conversion of petals into sepals in the second whorl and stamens into carpels in the third
whorl, consistent with the ABC model.

Unlike Antirrhinum and Arabidopsis that only include one member for each B-class clade,
other plant species have undergone lineage-specific duplications followed by neo- and subfunctionalization. For example, in orchids two rounds of gene duplications occurred in the
DEF-like clade during early orchid evolution, while retaining a single GLO-like gene. It is
believed that the combinatorial interaction of the resulting four DEF-like genes underlies the
unique and innovative flower structure of orchids [55]. Within the grasses, duplications have
mainly occurred in the GLO-like clade. In rice, there are two GLO-like genes: OsMADS2 and
OsMADS4 [56]. These genes are mainly expressed in lodicules, stamens, and carpels [56,57].
It has been observed that suppression of OsMADS2 by RNAi results in a homeotic change of
lodicules into bract-like structures, while stamens still develop normally [58]. In contrast,
RNAi suppression of OsMADS4 does not induce any apparent alterations to either lodicules
or stamens [59]. Interestingly, the simultaneous loss-of-function in both OsMADS2 and
OsMADS4 results in conversion of lodicules to palea-like organs and stamens to carpel-like
organs [59], suggesting that both genes have a redundant function in stamen formation.
These results hint to a sub-functionalization of rice GLO-like genes, as OsMADS2 seems to
play a more important role than OsMADS4 in lodicule specification. OsMADS16 (also known
as SUPERWOMAN1 – SPW1) is the only DEF-like gene in the rice genome [60,61]. Loss of
function of OsMADS16 causes a phenotype in the second and third whorl with conversion of
lodicules and stamens into palea-like and carpel-like organs, respectively [61]. Similarly in
maize, SILKY1 – the only DEF-like gene, is required for the normal development of lodicules
and stamens [62]. However, sequence and expression data of the three maize GLO-like
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genes: ZMM16, ZMM18 and ZMM29 suggest a functional diversification of GLO-like genes in
grasses [63]. ZMM18/29 mRNAs are expressed in male and female inflorescences and in
developing kernels, while even though ZMM16 is expressed in the same tissues it is also
weakly expressed in different vegetative organs [63].

In almost all core eudicots studied so far, DEF- and GLO-like proteins are obligate heterodimers (they form functional dimers exclusively with each other). This is distinct from other
MADS-domain proteins that are capable of forming either homo-dimers or hetero-dimers
[36]. Furthermore, DEF-GLO hetero-dimers initiate a positive autoregulatory feedback loop,
in which they activate their own expression, a genetic regulation which is quite rare outside
of flower development [52,54,64,65]. Interestingly, in the extant gymnosperm Gnetum
gnemon the class-B genes (ancestral to both DEF- and GLO-like genes) are only able to bind
DNA as homo-dimers in in vitro studies [66], while in the Gymnosperm Picea abies the classB genes are able to combine in both homo-dimeric and hetero-dimeric complexes [67]. These
observations have led to the hypothesis that the obligate DEF-GLO hetero-dimerization
observed in core eudicots evolved several times independently from an ancestral homodimerization state after the separation of the clades that led to DEF- and GLO-like genes
[66,68]. This shift is thought to have conferred a distinct selective advantage by ensuring a
stricter control on the spatio-temporal activation of B-class genes and increasing robustness
of the system against unwanted deactivation by chance [65].

In contrast to the core eudicots, a complete array of interactions has been observed in
monocotyledonous plants. In the monocot plant Joinvillea, GLO-like proteins can bind DNA
as a homo-dimer [69], in Lilium hetero-dimerization occurs between DEF- and GLO- proteins
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and homo-dimerization occurs among GLO proteins [70], while in other species like rice DEF
and GLO-like proteins are obligate hetero-dimers. These findings suggest that obligate
hetero-dimerization is the more likely ancestral state in the grasses, but that homodimerization has recently re-emerged. It also uncovers an unexpected evolutionary lability in
B-class MADS-box interactions. Indeed, it has been shown that a single amino acid change is
enough to switch the maize GLO-like protein ZMM16 between homo-dimerization and
obligate hetero-dimerization [69]. These observations highlight once more the vast plasticity
of MADS-box protein-protein interactions.

Expanding our view: flower development in wheat and barley
While most studies on flower development initially focused on model species such as
Antirrhinum, Arabidopsis and rice, attention is now being turned to a wider variety of plant
species. These include economically important crops such as barley and wheat where
modified flower structure might be engineered to support novel breeding strategies.

Wheat is an allohexaploid grass with the genome constitution AABBDD. It is a result of the
cross between different ancestral diploid species, each contributing a different genome. In
particular, the A genome is thought to be derived from Triticum urartu, the B genome from
Aegilops speltoides, and the D genome from Ae. tauschii [71]. Consequently, allohexaploid
wheat can contain up to three copies of each gene (homeologs) derived from the A, B and D
genomes, respectively. This genomic composition makes it hard to obtain mutants with a
visible phenotype. On the other hand, it raises intriguing questions about the effect of
polyploidization on gene regulatory networks, especially in regard to genetic redundancy,
functionalization and possible genomic expression dominance — the effect whereby a
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particular sub-genome manifests a differential control of morphological traits, as observed
in allotetraploid cotton [72,73]. Some MADS-box genes involved in flower development have
already been identified within the wheat genome, and indeed a homeolog-specific
expression pattern has been detected for some [74].

On the other hand, cultivated barley derives from domestication of a diploid grass species
known as wild barley (H. spontaneum). Similarly to wheat, barley represents an important
source of calories in human nutrition, is largely used as malt in beverages and food processing
and as source of animal feed [75]. The dual role of barley in both human and animal
consumption, make it the fourth most important cereal crop in the world after wheat, maize,
and rice. Even though the barley genome is still quite large, it is nonetheless smaller and less
complex than that of wheat. Given the shared economic importance and the close
evolutionary relatedness of wheat and barley, the latter has regularly been considered a
model crop species for plant breeding due to its relatively simpler genetics.

In barley and wheat, most of the orthologs of the A-, B-, C-, D- and E-classes have been
identified from phylogenetic and sequence analyses [76,77]. Despite this, temporal and
spatial expression data for most of the MADS-box genes are still unavailable. Moreover, the
lack of confirmed knockout mutants is a limiting factor that represents a major knowledge
gap. However, in recent times, mutant resources for both species are expanding and
becoming more accessible [78-82]. Additionally, spontaneously occurring mutants also act
as potentially useful resources. Of particular interest for hybrid breeding are mutants whose
florets offer obligate cross-pollination and have the potential to produce additional seeds. In
wheat, an example of such a mutant line is Three Pistil (TP) [83]. Instead of a single carpel as
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normally found, TP florets contain three stamens and three fully fertile carpels. Overall, TP
plants produce an increased total grain weight per floret; however, the embryos of the two
lateral seeds do not mature properly compared to the central seed. Additionally, seed size is
generally smaller, probably due to increased competition for nutrients [84,85]. The TP trait
was determined to be controlled by a single dominant gene termed Pis1 located on long arm
of chromosome 2D [84,85]. An even more striking phenotype in some wheat lines is
pistillody, whereby the stamens are converted fully or partially into pistil-like structures. In
wheat, this phenotype is mostly obtained by nuclear-cytoplasm interactions when the
cytoplasm of wheat is substituted with the cytoplasm of a wild relative species [86]. Studies
report that pistillody in cytoplasmic substitution wheat lines is associated with alterations in
the expression pattern of B-class MADS-box genes [87]. Interestingly, an occurrence of
pistillody was also recorded in barley for the multiovary (mov) mutants at the beginning of
the 1950’s [88-90]. Since then, little work has been done to understand the genetics behind
the pistillody trait in barley.

Perspective
This Chapter provides background information regarding flower development and MADSbox genes in flowering plants. Despite the extensive knowledge which is already available,
opportunities exist to (1) examine the function of MADS box genes in barley and wheat, and
(2) apply this information to control flower structure in a way that might be suitable for
downstream applications in hybrid breeding. These opportunities will be considered in the
following Results chapters.
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Proposed study

Modification of floral architecture can lead to the development of fertility control systems,
which are an important component of hybrid breeding. One way to modify the floral
architecture could be to exploit the advanced genetic knowledge of flower development
from diverse species. This could be utilised, for example, to modulate the function of MADSbox transcription factors, which work together to generate the vast floral diversity we
observe around us. Alternatively, mutant resources can be screened to identify speciesspecific components that influence fertility. In this context, pistillody mutants in barley
represent a promising starting point as they are inherently male-sterile and have the
potential to produce multiple seeds.

Given the above premises, this work focuses on the characterization of three barley pistillody
mutants: multiovary1 (mov1), mov2 and mov5. Specifically, the present work aims to:

§

Identify the genes responsible for the multiovary phenotype in 3 barley mov mutants

§

Understand the interactions between the candidate genes of the 3 mov mutants

§

Establish how the candidate genes fit in the known floral developmental network

The work also discusses the implications of transferring the knowledge created on mov
mutants in wheat for use in a hybrid breeding scenario.
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Abstract
Floral architecture is a key determinant of a plant’s reproductive strategy and is therefore
one of the factors able to influence seed set. Implementing hybrid breeding in cereals such
as wheat and barley requires forcing outcrossing in a plant that is otherwise autogamous.
Modifying the structure of florets is a promising target to support hybrid breeding efforts,
particularly in wheat, and consequently lower the cost of hybrid seed production. Despite
the complexities of wheat genetics, knowledge of pathways controlling development can
often be extrapolated from barley to wheat due to their close evolutionary history. Here, we
analyse the barley multiovary mutant mov1 and identify the B-class MADS-box gene
HvMADS16 as a putative candidate. The homeotic recessive mutant mov1 transforms
lodicules into bract-like organs and stamens into carpels, respectively. Developmental,
histological and transcriptomic data provide clues on how mov1 interacts with the ABC model
of flower development and the processes that lead to stamen and lodicule specification in
barley. Understanding flower development in related cereals with a relatively simpler
genome can provide key insights for flower development in wheat.
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Introduction
The most diverse and captivating floral structures in nature build upon a simple set of rules
established in the ABC model of flower development. This model was predicted based on
extensive studies in model species like Arabidopsis thaliana and Antirrhinum majus, and
postulates that each organ within a flower is specified by the combinatorial action of specific
classes of genes, referred to as the A-, B-, C-, D- and E- class genes [1-8]. These genes act in
two adjacent whorls in the flower. Thus, in the outermost whorl, A- and E-class genes
together specify sepals or other bract-like organs, while the action of A-, B- and E-class genes
in whorl 2 give rise to petals or equivalent structures. Stamens in the third whorl are specified
thanks to the action of B-, C- and E-class genes. Carpels, on the other hand, require the action
of C- and E-class genes, with D-class genes being essential for ovule development.
Surprisingly, the majority of genes forming the ABC model are transcription factors belonging
to the MADS-box gene family.
In cereals, especially for wheat, manipulating the flower structure to increase yield
represents a key target for breeding. In wheat the flower is normally formed by a pair of
palea and lemma in whorl 1, two lodicules in whorl 2, three stamens in whorl 3 and a single
carpel in the fourth whorl. However, numerous natural and induced mutants showing
pistillody (the conversion of stamens into additional pistils) have been described [9-11].
Studies in wheat pistillody mutants often show that the pistillody phenotype correlates with
changes in expression of genes belonging to the ABC model [12-14]. This is particularly true
for B-, C- and D-classes which are directly implicated in stamen, carpel and ovule
development.
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In barley, at least three multiovary loci have been reported [15]. Mutations at these loci
specifically affect flower development and cause additional carpels to grow at the total or
partial expense of stamens. The multiovary1 (mov1) locus was initially recorded by Tazhin in
1980 [16]. The first described allele, termed mo5, appeared spontaneously in the barley
variety Revelatum 1886. mo5 presented as a homeotic conversion of stamens into additional
non-functional carpels, with substitution of lodicules as half-curled leaf-like structures and
partial fertility [16]. Linkage with the nud locus positioned mo5 on the centromeric region of
chromosome 7H [16] with later mapping attempts by Soule et al. (1996) suggesting that the
locus may encode a member of the MADS-box gene family [17]. In 1995, additional
multiovary mutants appeared as a result of a fast neutron mutagenesis experiment in the
cultivar Steptoe. Of the mutants identified, mo6b showed striking phenotypic similarity to
mo5, despite showing complete sterility. Using an RFLP probe with sequence similarity to
MADS-box genes, mo6b mapped to the centromeric region of chromosome 7H, at a similar
location to mo5 [18]. Because both mo6b and mo5 were shown to be monofactorial recessive
they were deemed to belong to the same locus, although allelism tests were not conducted
due to seed unavailability [15]. Despite the availability of an early general description for the
mutant phenotype and rough mapping information for the mov1 locus, the responsible
gene(s) have yet to be identified. Here we show that a total of three genes on chromosome
7HL, including the B-class gene HvMADS16 (HORVU7Hr1G091210) are absent in mov1 plants.
We propose that absence of HvMADS16 is responsible for the mov1 phenotype.
Morphological and developmental characterisation data indicate that HvMADS16 is required
for lodicule and stamen specification, as developmental defects in these organs appear very
early in floral organogenesis in mutant plants. We explore the interactions of B-class genes
in barley and discuss the implications of the absence of HvMADS16 in the context of the ABC
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model. Based on molecular and histological data, we postulate a model explaining how Bclass genes specify stamen and lodicule development in barley.

Results:
mov1 florets show homeotic conversion of floral organs in whorls 2 and 3
Wild-type barley florets are composed of one set of palea and lemma (bract-like organs)
which surrounds two lodicules, three stamens and a single carpel (Figure 1). By contrast,
within mov1 florets the three stamens (whorl 3) each appear to have been replaced by
carpels and one pair of leaf-like organs is present instead of the lodicules (whorl 2) (Figure
1). However, in mov1 florets there is no conversion of the floral organ in the fourth whorl
which still develops into a central carpel like in wild type, as well as for the palea and lemma
in whorl 1.

Figure 1. Exposed (A) wild-type and (B) mov1 florets. (C) The floral organs in a wild-type floret consist of 2
lodicules, 3 stamens and 1 carpel. (D) In mov1 florets the lodicules are converted into bract-like organs,
and stamens are converted into additional carpels (arrows). Scale bars: 1000 µm.
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The B-class gene HvMADS16 is absent in mov1
Since mov1 shows specific homeotic conversion of floral organs in whorls 2 and 3, a PCRbased strategy, consisting of PCR amplification followed by Sanger sequencing of the
amplicon, was used to survey all B-class genes (derived from Morex reference assembly
Hv_IBSC_PGSB_v2) for presence/absence, structural and sequence variants in mov1 plants
relative to wild type (cv. Steptoe). Homology-based search using rice B-class genes found a
total of 3 B-class genes in barley consisting of 2 GLO-like homologues and a single DEF-like
homologue, confirming already published data [19]. The GLO-like homologues HvMADS2
(HORVU3Hr1G091000) and HvMADS4 (HORVU1Hr1G063620) did not show differences when
tested for amplicon size polymorphisms by PCR as well as in Sanger sequencing between
genotypes (Figure 2A). In contrast, the DEF-like homologue HORVU7Hr1G091210 on
chromosome 7H appeared to be absent in mov1 mutants (Figure 2A). HORVU7Hr1G091210
will be named here as HvMADS16 based on homology to the rice B-class gene
OsMADS16/OsSPW1 (SUPERWOMAN1) and the high-sequence identity shared by the
respective encoded proteins (88.3%) (Appendix A, Supplementary Figure S4). Genotyping
by copy number analysis combined with phenotyping performed on a total of 583 progeny
plants originating from a mov1 heterozygote seed stock showed a 3 : 1 (wild type :
multiovary) segregation, typical for a single recessive locus (Appendix A, Supplementary
Table S1). Absence of HvMADS16 co-segregated perfectly with the mov1 phenotype in all
plants tested. These findings indicate that mov1 lacks a HvMADS16 sequence, as would be
expected from a large deletion, typical of fast-neuron-derived mutants.
To define the size of the deletion surrounding HvMADS16, a similar PCR-based approach was
used to test the presence/absence of neighbouring gene sequences, based on annotations
from the barley reference Morex genome Hv_IBSC_PGSB_v2. The mov1 mutant appeared to
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be missing a region of approximately 0.95 Mb relative to wild type (Figure 2C). According to
the reference sequence, this region is predicted to encode three gene sequences:
HORVU7Hr1G091190 (40S ribosomal protein), HORVU7Hr1G091200 (undescribed protein);
and HORVU7Hr1G091210/HvMADS16 (MADS-box transcription factor 16) (Appendix A,
Supplementary Table S2). Consistent with a role of HvMADS16 in correct inflorescence
specification, transcripts were predominantly detected in developing wild-type
inflorescences when tested by quantitative Real-Time PCR (qRT-PCR) across a Steptoe tissue
series (Figure 2B). On the other hand, transcripts for HORVU7Hr1G091200 could not be
detected in any of the tissues examined. Furthermore, a BLASTx query of the translated
nucleotide sequence against NCBI non-redundant protein databases found no significant
similarity to any protein in other species. The gene encoding a 40S ribosomal protein
(HORVU7Hr1G091190) could not be assayed by PCR or qRT-PCR due to the highly repetitive
nature of the sequence. As presence/absence of this gene could not be confirmed, it was
included in the deletion following a more conservative approach. However, publicly available
RNAseq data [20] indicate that HORVU7Hr1G091190 is not expressed in 16 barley tissues
including the inflorescence. Considering the specific homeotic conversion of floral organs in
whorls 2 and 3, the absence of HvMADS16 in mov1 mutant plants and the role of B-class
genes in other plant species, HvMADS16 appears to be the most likely causal agent for mov1.
Based on the reference Morex assembly Hv_IBSC_PGSB_v2 the HvMADS16 gene is divided
in seven exons and contains untranslated regions (UTRs) at both the 5’ and 3’ ends (Figure
2D).
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Figure 2. (A) HvMADS16 (HORVU7Hr1G091210) is the only B-class gene physically absent in mov1 when
assayed by PCR. The barley glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase HvGAPDH gene
(HORVU7Hr1G074690)

was

used

as

reference.

(B)

Transcript

abundance

of

HvMADS16

(HORVU7Hr1G091210) in a Steptoe tissue series as assayed by qRT-PCR. For details about tissue sampling
refer to Materials and Methods. (C) Present (green) and absent (red) genes surrounding HvMADS16
(HORVU7Hr1G091210) in mov1 as assayed by PCR. Deletion size in mov1 is estimated to be no bigger than
0.95 Mb, based on the Morex reference assembly Hv_IBSC_PGSB_v2. (D) Gene structure of HvMADS16
(HORVU7Hr1G091210); length in base pairs of Untranslated Regions (UTR), exons (black) and introns (solid
line) is indicated.
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In mov1 the stamens are not correctly specified during floral organogenesis
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of wild-type and mov1 developing
inflorescences were compared in order to determine how and when mov1 affects floral
organ development. The earliest observable difference between wild type and mutant was
seen immediately preceding the appearance of stamen primordia at Waddington stage W3.0
(Figure 3) [21]. Following Waddington stage W3.0, wild-type meristems develop three lateral
dome-shaped protrusions that are clearly observable at Waddington stage W3.5 (Figure 3).
These protrusions are stamen primordia which subsequently differentiate into filament and
anther tissues (W5.0 – 7.0). The meristematic tissue at the centre of the meristem terminally
differentiates into a single carpel (W5.0 – 7.0) (Appendix A, Supplementary Figure S1).
When compared to wild type, a crease appears in the basal floral meristems of mov1
inflorescences already at W3.0 (Figure 3). At stage W3.5 the meristems divide into
protrusions that arrange into multiple concentric creases by W5.0 (Figure 3). As development
progresses (W5.0 – 7.0) each crease will then give rise to a carpel, leading to the 4-carpel
structure visible in the mature mov1 floret (Figure 3; Appendix A, Supplementary Figure S1).
Occasionally, it was observed that a single floral meristem in mov1 inflorescences could give
rise to two distinct florets (Figure 3).
To further examine if the additional carpels in mov1 are functional and correctly developed,
transverse sections of the carpel structures were observed by light microscopy. Interestingly
in mov1, each carpel lobe contains an ovule-like structure (Figure 4). Nonetheless, female
gametophytes are not correctly differentiated in any of the additional ovules, as well as in
the ovule of the central carpel (Figure 4).
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Figure 3. SEM of barley inflorescence development in wild type (WT) and mov1. For wild type, primordia
giving rise to stamens are false-coloured in yellow, cells giving rise to the carpel in purple and lodicules in
green. In mov1, the central carpel (purple) is retained while the stamens are converted into additional
carpels. Cells giving rise to the additional carpels are false-coloured in different shades of red/orange.
White arrows in mov1 (W3.0) indicate creases in the floral meristems, while white asterisk at W5.0
indicates separation of a single floral meristem into two distinct florets. Waddington stage is indicated for
each developmental timepoint, from W5.0 lemma and/or stamens have been removed to expose the
carpels. Scale bars: 200 µm.
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Figure 4. Transverse sections of mature (A) wild-type and (B and C) mov1 carpels stained with toluidine
blue. Black asterisks indicate the ovule-like structures formed in the multiovary mutant. Inset shows
characteristics of a wild-type female gametophyte. Red arrows indicate: (I) synergid cells, (II) egg cell, (III)
central cell and (IV) antipodal cells. For wild type scale bars: 50 µm; for mov1 scale bars: 100 µm.

In mov1 the expression of the ABC genes is disrupted
To evaluate how the intricate interplay of genes within the ABC model are influenced in
mov1, qRT-PCR was performed on developing inflorescences (W2.0 - 6.0). These particular
stages were chosen because, developmentally, they cover the specification and start of
differentiation of both the male and female barley reproductive organs. A general overview
of the dynamics of the ABC model was obtained by examining transcript abundance for
representatives for each gene class. As expected, HvMADS16 expression in wild type steadily
increases as inflorescence development progresses, while it is completely absent in mov1
samples (Figure 5). Overall, as shown in Figure 5, expression of B-class genes (HvMADS2 and
HvMADS4) and E-class genes (HvMADS7 and HvMADS8) is significantly lower in mov1 from
stage W3.5 onwards (Appendix A, Supplementary Figure S2). Conversely, expression of Cclass genes (HvMADS3 and HvMADS58), D-class gene (HvMADS13) and the barley orthologue
of the rice carpel-specific DROOPING LEAF (HvDL) gene are all significantly increased in mov1
compared to wild type (Figure 5; Appendix A, Supplementary Figure S2). Perhaps not
surprisingly given their role in establishing floral meristem identity, the expression pattern
of A-class genes (HvMADS14 and HvMADS15) remains largely unaffected, with a slight
decrease in expression for HvMADS14 (Appendix A, Supplementary Figure S2).
The transcript abundance of barley orthologues of genes which were shown in rice to be
specifically involved in both male and female germ-line development was also examined.
Expression of HvMEL1 (MEIOSIS ARRESTED AT LEPTOTENE1), involved in rice in the correct
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development pre-meiotic germ cells and progression of meiosis [22], is significantly reduced
in mov1 plants (Appendix A, Supplementary Figure S2). The HvMSP1 (MULTIPLE
SPOROCYTE) gene shows homology to rice OsMSP1, which has been shown to restrict the
number of cells beginning sporogenesis as well as initiating anther wall formation in rice [23].
However, no significant expression difference was detected between wild-type and mov1
inflorescences (Appendix A, Supplementary Figure S2).
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Figure 5. Transcript abundance assessed by qRT-PCR in wild-type (black) and mov1 (red) developing
inflorescences at stages W2.0 (double ridge), W3.5 (stamen primordia), W4.5 (carpel primordium) and
W6.0 (stamen and carpel development) for: B-class genes HvMADS16 (HORVU7Hr1G091210), HvMADS2
(HORVU3Hr1G091000), HvMADS4 (HORVU1Hr1G063620); C-class gene HvMADS3 (HORVU3Hr1G026650);
D-class gene HvMADS13 (HORVU1Hr1G023620) and HvDL (HORVU4Hr1G067780). Error bars represent ±
Standard Error. For each timepoint, two-tailed T-test P-values ≤0.05 (*), ≤0.005 (**) and ≤0.001 (***)
are shown for differences between wild type and mov1. For each sample n = 3 independent biological
replicates.

To validate the qRT-PCR results and determine the spatio-temporal pattern of ABC genes
during floret development, transcript location and abundance of selected genes was
assessed by in situ hybridization in tissue series of Steptoe and the mov1 mutant. In wildtype Steptoe, HvMADS16 is first detected in the stamen and lodicule primordia (Figure 6).
HvMADS16 signal becomes weaker in whorl 3 as stamens develop, while remaining strong in
the lodicules. No expression is observed in the carpel. As expected, HvMADS16 expression is
undetectable in mov1 inflorescences in any floral organ. HvMADS3 (C-class) and HvMADS13
(D-class) were also selected for in situ hybridization analysis (Figure 6). The expression
pattern of these two genes was found to be very similar: in wild-type florets expression is
confined to the ovule, while in mov1, expression of both HvMADS3 and HvMADS13 localizes
in 2 or 3 locations per floret. Notably, HvDL expression in wild type is restricted to the carpels
and to the abaxial side of the lemma but is not expressed in lodicules or stamens (Figure 6).
In mov1 florets HvDL expression is more diffuse within the floret and remains in the lemma.
For all genes tested, sense probes gave no observable signal (Appendix A, Supplementary
Figure S3).
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Figure 6. (A) Expression pattern as assessed by in situ hybridization with antisense probe for HvMADS16
(HORVU7Hr1G091210) during wild-type (WT) inflorescence development. HvMADS16 signal is initially
localised in stamen primordia (sp). At later stages of development signal is confined to lodicules (lo) and
more weakly in stamens (st), but not in carpels (ca) or ovules (ov). Lemma is indicated by le. Scale bars:
100 µm. Expression pattern for HvMADS16, HvMADS3 (HORVU3Hr1G026650), HvMADS13
(HORVU1Hr1G023620) and HvDL (HORVU4Hr1G067780) in (B) wild-type and (C) mov1 inflorescences at
stage W6.0. The carpel-like complex in mov1 is indicated with cl. Scale bars: 200 µm.

HvMADS16 is able to form hetero-dimers with the other B-class genes
To assess the interactions of barley B-class proteins bimolecular fluorescence
complementation (BiFC) was conducted in onion epidermal cells. Fluorescence signal was
observed only in cells co-expressing HvMADS16 with HvMADS2 or HvMADS4 (Figure 7). For
these combinations, fluorescence was predominantly confined in the nucleus. No signal was
observed when the two GLO-like genes HvMADS2 and HvMADS4 were co-expressed in the
same cells, or with a truncated version of HvMADS16 (ΔHvMADS16-nYFP), containing only
the MADS-domain (Figure 7). Likewise, no signal could be detected when homo-dimeric
combinations for each B-class gene were tested (Figure 7). A previously published interaction
between rice the glutamyl-tRNA synthetase OsERS1 and its cofactor OsARC was used as
positive control [24].
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Figure 7. BiFC assays in onion epidermal cells showing interaction between barley B-class genes. nYFP
indicates N-terminal of YFP (1-174), while cYFP indicates C-terminal split of YFP (175-241). Scale bars: 200
µm. A previously published interaction between rice proteins OsERS1 and OsARC was used as positive
control [24].
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Discussion
mov1 is a B-class mutant
Previous mapping studies positioned the mov1 locus, responsible for the multiovary
phenotype, on the centromeric region of chromosome 7H [18]. This agrees with the present
work which identifies a missing region of approximately 0.95 Mb on chromosome 7HL in
mov1 plants. However, the current study positioned the mov1 locus with higher resolution
and significantly narrowed the critical interval to only three putative genes encoding: a 40S
ribosomal protein, an undescribed protein and a MADS-box transcription factor. The latter
has been named here HvMADS16 due to high sequence identity (88.3 %) to the rice B-class
protein OsMADS16/SUPERWOMAN1 (Appendix A, Supplementary Figure S4). Among the
missing genes in mov1, HvMADS16 stands out as the most likely causative candidate as mov1
plants show specific homeotic conversion of lodicules and stamens in whorls 2 and 3,
respectively (Figure 1). Based on the ABC model, the striking phenotype strongly suggests
the lack or reduced activity of B-class genes. Additionally, the mov1 phenotype is remarkably
similar to the rice B-class mutants superwoman1 (spw1) [25] and maize silky1 [26], which
also show transformation of lodicules and stamens into bract-like organs and carpels and
involve DEF-like genes. This observation suggests a conserved role of B-class genes in floral
organ specification in monocotyledonous cereals. Furthermore, consistent with what
observed by Soule et al. (2000) [18], the 3:1 phenotypic segregation observed for mov1
heterozygote seeds is typical for a single, recessive Mendelian gene which suggests that no
other loci are involved in the mov1 phenotype.

Additional molecular evidence supports our hypothesis that altered HvMADS16 function
underlies the mov1 phenotype. Besides being physically absent in mov1 while being present
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in wild type, examination of HVMADS16 transcript levels across a variety of tissues in wild
type found expression predominantly in the inflorescence (Figure 2). Specifically, HvMADS16
expression is confined to lodicules and stamens in wild-type developing inflorescences
(Figure 6). The very specific expression pattern provides a possible explanation as to why
mov1 only shows a major phenotype in floral development, but not in any other aspect of
plant growth. Another gene, HORVU7Hr1G091200, was identified in the fast-neutron deleted
region, however, no expression could be detected for this gene by qRT-PCR. It may be that
HORVU7Hr1G091200 has a very specific expression pattern that was not included by our
sampling or it may be that HORVU7Hr1G091200 represents a pseudogene as it is currently
annotated as a low-confidence gene without functional annotation in the Hv_IBSC_PGSB_v2
assembly used and no orthologues could be found in other species.

To validate the role of HvMADS16 in flower development, a complementation strategy to
rescue the mov1 phenotype was attempted (Appendix A, Supplementary Figure S5). As
homozygous mov1 plants are fully sterile, the strategy consisted in genotyping segregating
mov1 plants by copy number analysis and inserting HvMADS16 in a heterozygote mov1
background. The transgenic plants resulting from the transformation would genotypically
segregate, however the phenotypically rescued plants would have been identified using
sequence polymorphisms included in the inserted construct. However, the mov1 mutant is
in the cv. Steptoe, a genotype that is not very prone to transformation, and fully developed
regenerant plants could not be obtained from calli following the transformation event.
Another way to corroborate the role of HvMADS16 is to use a CRISPR strategy to knockout
HvMADS16 in barley plants cv. Golden Promise and thus attempt to re-create the mov1
phenotype. For this reason, two guide RNAs targeting the first exon of HvMADS16 at
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positions + 29 bp and + 72 bp from the translational start site were designed (Appendix A,
Supplementary Figure S5). Plant transformation is currently underway, however, given the
extent of barley transformation protocol, regenerant plants are still not available for analysis.

Mov1 is essential for early flower development and correct reproductive
development
As seen from our SEM analysis, phenotypic differences in mov1 inflorescences start to appear
very early in flower development, corresponding approximately to stage W3.0 (lemma-floret
primordium) (Figure 3). This is consistent with the spatial expression pattern of HvMADS16
in wild-type inflorescences as observed by in situ hybridization; signal is detectable in young
meristems before the differentiation of stamen and lodicule primordia (Figure 6). It is also in
accordance with HvMADS16 temporal expression pattern as shown by qRT-PCR, as
expression in a wild-type inflorescence development series begins only after stage W2.0
(double ridge) and gradually increases until after the reproductive organs have started
differentiating (W6.0) (Figure 5).

The end result of the developmental differences occurring in mov1 are completely sterile
florets. Other than their inherent male-sterility due to the lack of stamens, mov1 flowers also
appear to exhibit female-sterility. As shown by histochemical analyses with toluidine blue, all
four carpels in mov1 are non-functional. Although ovule-like structures are present, they are
unable to complete development to produce a fully differentiated embryo sac (Figure 4).
Instead, the ovule-like structures are filled with undifferentiated cell layers, an effect also
observed in wheat pistillody lines [12]. We speculate that, as seen for spw1 in rice, the
undifferentiated cells observed in the ovule-like structures derive from overproduction of
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the nucellar tissue [25]. However, further experiments are needed to address this point.
Furthermore, no seeds were obtained when mov1 was used as female parent for crosses
with the other multiovary mutants mov2 and mov5 for allelism tests. Interestingly, this is in
contrast to the Arabidopsis orthologue ap3 mutant which produces viable seeds [27]. Taken
together, in barley, the presence of multiovary is not indicative of functional reproductive
development.

The absence of HvMADS16 and the remodelling of the ABC model
Many studies have shown the vast and intricate interactions among the genes of the ABC
model. Not surprisingly, the absence of a B-class gene in mov1 causes alterations in the
expression of its interacting partners. The changes in expression patterns seen by qRT-PCR
and in situ hybridization are all consistent with the absence of stamens and lodicules; and
the presence of additional carpels in the final mov1 phenotype.

As expected, HvMADS16 expression in mov1 is not detected by qRT-PCR and the signal from
in situ hybridization is completely lost in the mutant inflorescences. Interestingly, the
expression of the other B-class genes (HvMADS2 and HvMADS4) also decreases at a very
early stage, from W2.0 (double ridge) onwards, indicating a concerted action in specifying
lodicules and stamens (Figure 5). This observation is consistent with reports for numerous
other species whereby DEF- and GLO-like hetero-dimers are able to activate their own
expression and initiate a positive autoregulatory feedback loop [28-30]. Additional evidence
supporting this hypothesis comes from the BiFC experiments whereby we show that
HvMADS16 (DEF-like) is an obligate hetero-dimer with either GLO-like proteins HvMADS2 or
HvMADS4 (Figure 7). The MADS-domains alone is insufficient to establish this interaction as
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ΔMADS16, a truncated version of HvMADS16 containing only the MADS-domain, did not
show a signal in the BiFC assay (Figure 7). Furthermore, GLO-like proteins do not interact
with each other (Figure 7).
Overall, the expression of C-class genes (HvMADS3 and HvMADS58), D-class genes
(HvMADS13) and HvDL increase in mov1 inflorescences. In wild type, these gene classes are
expressed in the innermost fourth whorl of the flower and function in specifying carpel and
ovule development. The increase observed in mov1 inflorescences can be explained by the
combined effect of a minor repressive action of B-class genes on carpel and ovule-promoting
genes, together with the expansion of the expression domain of these classes to the third
floral whorl. The final effect of these expression changes is a floret with carpels in two
consecutive whorls (whorl 3 and whorl 4). Interestingly though, there is no alteration in the
number of organs in whorl 3, an effect that has also been observed in spw1 mutants in rice
[25].
The spatial expression pattern of HvMADS3 detected by in situ hybridization also highlights
a potential sub-functionalization of barley C-class genes. Both the rice (OsMADS3) and maize
(ZMM2) orthologues of HvMADS3 have been reported to be strongly expressed in stamen
primordia [31] and anthers [32], respectively. In contrast, in wild-type barley inflorescences
HvMADS3 expression was specific to the ovule primordia (Figure 6). Furthermore, it has been
shown that OsMADS3 plays an important role in specifying stamen identity, as well as in
repressing lodicule formation [33]. In our case, HvMADS3 expression was shown by qRT-PCR
to increase in mov1 inflorescences, which wouldn’t be expected if the function of HvMADS3
were conserved with respect to its rice orthologue (Figure 5).
On the other hand, the expression pattern of HvDL is consistent with the expression pattern
of the rice orthologue OsDL [25]. In rice florets, OsDL expression has been shown to be
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confined to the carpel and to the central vein of the lemma [34]. A very similar expression
pattern was observed for HvDL in wild type, with expression in the carpel and base of the
lemma, thus suggesting a conserved function in carpel morphogenesis. In mov1 though,
HvDL expression is more diffuse throughout the developing floret (Figure 6).
Likewise, for HvMADS13, the spatial expression observed in wild-type inflorescences is
consistent with the expression of the rice orthologue OsMADS13 [35]. For both the barley
ovule-specific genes HvMADS3 and HvMADS13 the increased expression in mov1 detected
in mov1 inflorescences by qRT-PCR analysis may be explained by the additional ovules
observed by histochemical analysis (Figure 4; Figure 5). Notably, this corresponds well with
the spatial pattern of expression of both genes in the mutant as visualised by in situ
hybridisation, which shows distinct expression maxima throughout the floral meristem
(Figure 6).
During flower development, A-class genes are predominantly involved in determining the
floral organs in whorls 1 (palea/lemma) and 2 (lodicules). In rice, there are four A-class genes
which slightly differ in function and expression pattern. In particular, OsMADS14 has been
reported to be mainly responsible for the identity of lodicules and stamens, while OsMADS15
is more involved in the formation of palea and lemma [36]. In this study we show that
HvMADS14 expression decreases slightly in mov1, while HvMADS15 expression remains
unaffected (Appendix A, Supplementary Figure S2). Based on these results, we propose that
the A-class genes HvMADS14 and HvMADS15 share a conserved function in flower
development to their rice counterparts.
Similarly, the rice E-class genes OsMADS7 and OsMADS8 are initially expressed in lodicule,
stamen and carpel primordia. As development progresses, expression persists in the
developing lodicules and stamens [37,38]. The significant decrease in HvMADS7 and
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HvMADS8 expression observed in mov1 developing inflorescences is consistent with a
conserved role in lodicule and stamen determination (Figure 5). Overall, the lack of both
lodicules and stamens in mov1 can be explained by reduced expression of all the genes
involved in the formation of these floral organs.
Interestingly, expression of the barley MEL1 orthologue, is significantly reduced in mov1
plants (Figure 5). MEL1 belongs to the ARGONAUTE gene family and in rice it is expressed in
the male and female archesporial cells – the cells that divide to form the sporocyte - and in
sporocytes themselves. OsMEL1 functions to regulate correct cell division and correct
progression of meiosis [22]. The reduction of HvMEL1 transcript may reflect the absence of
male archesporial cells and sporocytes due to lack of stamens, as well as the lack of female
sporocytes in the ovule-like structures. Unexpectedly, the expression of HvMSP1 does not
seem to be affected (Figure 5). Rice MSP1 encodes a receptor–like protein kinase and is
crucial in limiting the number of cells entering into male and female sporogenesis by acting
in the cells surrounding the sporocytes [23]. MSP1 is also expressed in the inner wall layers
in anthers where it functions in initiating anther cell wall formation [23]. If HvMSP1 shared a
conserved function with its rice counterpart, its expression would be predicted to decrease
in mov1 due to the lack of anthers and female sporocytes. It is possible that another MSP1like gene fulfils this role in barley.

A model to explain barley flower development
Based on the results of the present study and on previous reports in barley and other plant
species, we propose a model to explain the role of B-class MADS-box proteins in flower
development in barley (Figure 8). In wild type, the B-class genes HvMADS16, HvMADS2 and
HvMADS4 are expressed in the floral whorls 2 and 3. Here they can form DEF-GLO hetero-
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dimers. Based on the floral quartet model, in whorl 2 the hetero-dimers associate in higher
order protein complexes with A- and E-class genes. In whorl 3, instead, the floral quartet
complex forms between B-, C- and E-class genes. The relevant quaternary complexes are
then able to regulate the expression of target genes, eventually leading to the formation of
lodicules in whorl 2 and promoting stamen development in whorl 3 while concomitantly
repressing carpel formation. In mov1, HvMADS16 is absent. The remaining B-class GLO-like
proteins HvMADS2 and HvMADS4 do not interact and therefore cannot compensate for the
absence of HvMADS16. Additionally, the lack of a DEF-GLO hetero-dimer results in an
absence of the positive autoregulatory loop acting on B-class genes. Thus, the only protein
complexes that can form in whorl 2 are between A- and E-class genes, and between C- and
E-class genes in whorl 3. As a result of the genes regulated by these complexes of
transcription factors, bract-like organs will develop in whorl 2 and carpel formation is
promoted in whorl 3, leading to the multiovary phenotype observed in mov1, resembling a
mutant in B-class function.

In conclusion, we show that mov1 is very likely caused by the deletion of HvMADS16, a Bclass gene necessary for specification of stamen and lodicule identity. The findings presented
in this research support the hypothesis that the ABC model is perturbed in mov1, and that
the correct higher-order protein complexes can thus not be formed appropriately.
Developmentally, the absence of HvMADS16 causes defects at the onset of meristem
differentiation and results in completely sterile florets.
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Figure 8. (A) In wild type, the B-class genes HvMADS16 (HORVU7Hr1G091210), HvMADS2
(HORVU3Hr1G091000) and HvMADS4 (HORVU1Hr1G063620) are expressed in whorls 2 and 3. In whorl 2
the floral quartet between A-, B- and E-class genes promotes lodicule specification. In whorl 3, the floral
quartet between B-, C- and E-class genes promotes stamen specification and represses carpel
development. (B) In mov1, HvMADS16 is absent and the remaining B-class genes do not form dimers. The
only protein complex that forms in whorl 2 is between A- and E-class genes, which drives bract-like
development, while the floral quartet in whorl 3 forms between C- and E-class genes, promoting carpel
and ovule differentiation. mov1 effectively resembles a mutant in B-class function.
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Materials and Methods
Plant material and genotyping
Segregating seeds for the mo6b allele (cv. Steptoe) mutated at the mov1 locus were kindly
provided by Professor A. Kleinhofs. For phenotyping, segregating mov1 plants were grown in
the glasshouse (photoperiod maintained at ~ 12 hour over winter months with the use of
artificial lighting, ~ 23/ ~ 16 °C day/night temperatures). Phenotypes were visually scored by
manually opening the florets with tweezers. For a single plant, at least 6 central florets from
2-3 different spikes were scored to confirm phenotype. Images of florets were taken at
Adelaide Microscopy (University of Adelaide) using a Nikon SMZ25 Stereo Fluorescence
Microscope equipped with DS-Ri1 colour cooled digital camera. Image analysis and
processing was carried out with the NIS-Elements AR software. For inflorescence dissection,
plants were grown in a growth chamber with a 16-hour photoperiod and 23/15 °C (day/night)
temperatures. All soil used was composed of 75 % (v/v) Coco Peat, 25 % (v/v) nursery cutting
sand (sharp), 750 mg/L CaSO4.2H2O (gypsum) 750 mg/L Ca(H2PO4)2.H20 (superphosphate),
1.9 g/L FeSO4, 125 mg/L FeEDTA, 1.9 g/L Ca(NO3)2, 750 mg/L Scotts Micromax micronutrients,
and 2.5 g/L Osmocote Plus slow release fertilizer (16:3:9) (Scotts Australia Pty. Ltd.). pH was
adjusted to 6.0 - 6.5 using 2 parts agricultural lime to 1 part hydrated lime.
Genotyping of the plants was performed by copy number analysis using TaqManTM assay
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). Primers and TaqManTM probes were designed with
PrimerQuest software from IDT (Integrated DNA Technologies, USA) on the target sequence
HvMADS16 as gene of interest and barley CONSTANS-like CO2 (HORVU6Hr1G072620) as
internal positive control [38]; sequence of primers and probes can be found in Appendix A,
Supplementary Table S3A. The reaction was set up as follows: 1x of PrecisionFastTM qRT-PCR
Master Mix with Low ROX (Primerdesign Ltd., UK), 200 nM of each primer, 100 nM probe,
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150 ng template DNA and water to a final volume of 10 μL. The reaction was performed with
an initial activation step at 95 °C for 2 minutes, followed by 40 cycles at: 95 °C for 5 seconds
and 60 °C for 20 seconds in a QuantStudio 6 Flex Real-Time PCR machine (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, USA). The detectors used were FAM-BHQ1 and HEX-BHQ1, with ROX as internal
passive reference.

Nucleic acid extraction and genomic PCR
For all barley material, DNA was extracted from two weeks old plants using a
phenol/chloroform method as described by Rogowsky et al. (1991) [40]. DNA concentration
and quality were checked with NanoDropTM (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA).
PCR was performed using OneTaq DNA polymerase (New England BioLabs, USA), following
the manufacturer’s protocol in a final volume of 12.5 μL. Primer Tm was calculated online at
http://tmcalculator.neb.com/#!/main.

Primers

used

are

listed

in

Appendix

A,

Supplementary Table S3B and S3C. PCR products were stained with SYBR Safe (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, USA), separated on 1 % agarose gel by electrophoresis and visualized under
UV light. The DNA marker used was HyperLadder 1 Kb (Bioline, Australia). All PCR fragments
were purified using ISOLATE II PCR and Gel Kit (Bioline, Australia) and sent to the Australian
Genome Resource Facility (AGRF) for sequencing.

Microscopy
For scanning electron microscopy (SEM), inflorescences were manually dissected and fixed
overnight in 4 % paraformaldehyde, 1.25 % glutaraldehyde in PBS, 4 % sucrose, pH 7.2.
Before processing, samples were washed three times in PBS and fixed in 2 % OsO4 in PBS for
one hour. Samples were then dehydrated in a 50 - 100 % ethanol series and dried with a
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critical point dryer. Dried samples were arranged on carbon tabs stuck to 12 mm aluminium
stubs and coated with platinum. Samples were observed using a Hitachi FlexSem 1000
Scanning Electron Microscope at Adelaide Microscopy (University of Adelaide). For light
microscopy, carpels were fixed in FAA solution (50 % Ethanol 100 %, 5 % acetic acid, 10 %
formaldehyde 37 %, one drop of Tween-20) overnight and transferred to ethanol 70 % until
further processing. Samples were dehydrated in an 70-100 % ethanol series and embedded
in Technovit 7100 or LR white resin for wild type and mov1, respectively. Samples were
sectioned using a Leica Rotary Microtome RM2265 at 5 µm or 1.5 µm, for Technovit 7100
and LR white resin respectively. Slides were stained with 0.1 % toluidine blue in 0.1 % sodium
tetraborate for 2 minutes and rinsed three times with water. Slides were left to dry at 40 °C
before mounting with DPX. After 72 hours slides were imaged at Adelaide Microscopy
(University of Adelaide) with a Nikon Eclipse Ni-E optical microscope equipped with DS-Ri1
colour cooled digital camera. Image analysis and processing was carried out with the NISElements AR software.

RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and quantitative Real-Time PCR (qRT-PCR)
Wild-type and mov1 inflorescences were manually dissected with fine-pointed tweezers at
stages W2.0, W3.5, W4.0, W6.0, which correspond roughly to 17, 20, 23 and 26 Days Post
Germination (DPG) according to the growing conditions used. Dissected inflorescences were
snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until further processing.
For the Steptoe tissue series, roots and coleoptiles were sampled at 2 DPG, leaves were
collected at 17 DPG, inflorescences correspond to 26 DPG, internodes were sampled at 40
DPG, and caryopsis at 50 DPG.
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RNA was extracted using the ISOLATE II RNA Plant Kit (Bioline, Australia), following the
manufacturers’ protocol. An additional DNase treatment was performed with TURBOTM
DNase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA), followed by cDNA synthesis using SuperScriptTM IV
First Strand Synthesis (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) as per manufacturers’ instructions. PCR
amplification of the HvGAPDH (HORVU7Hr1G074690) gene was used to verify cDNA quality.
Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) was carried out following the method described in
Burton et al. (2008) [41]. Namely, the specificity of each primer pair was verified by melt
curve analysis and checked by HPLC purification and Sanger sequencing. For each amplicon,
between four and six 20 µL PCR reaction mixtures (sequences of primers used are listed in
Appendix A, Supplementary Table S3D) were combined for purification by HPLC using a
HELIX DNA DVB 50 x 3.0 mm monolithic polymer reversed-phase column (Agilent
Technologies, USA). Chromatography was performed using buffer A (100 mM
triethylammonium acetate [Applied Biosystems] and 0.1 mM EDTA) and buffer B (100 mM
triethylammonium acetate, 0.1 mM EDTA and 75 % acetonitrile). The size and PCR product
identity were confirmed by Sanger sequencing. The product was then dried and dissolved in
water to produce a 20 ng/µL stock solution which would then be used to create a dilution
series covering orders of magnitude ranging from 101 - 109 /µL copies of PCR product to use
as standard.
For each timepoint or tissue, three technical replicates and at least three biological replicates
were considered in the analysis. Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) experiments were
assembled by the liquid-handling robot CAS-1200 robot (Corbett Robotics, Australia) and the
reaction was set up to contain 2 µL of template (either cDNA solution diluted 1:20, the
diluted standard, or water as no template control), 5 µL of IQ SYBR Green PCR reagent (Biorad Laboratories, USA), 1.2 µL each of forward and reverse primers at 4 mM, 0.3 µL of 10x
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SYBR Green in water, and water to reach a total volume of 10 µL. Reactions were performed
in a Biorad CFX384 3 minutes at 95 °C followed by 45 cycles of 1 second at 95°C, 1 second at
55 °C, 30 seconds at 72 °C, and 15 seconds at the optimal acquisition temperature.
The transcript levels of genes encoding barley glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(HvGAPDH),

cyclophilin

HvCYCLO

(HORVU6Hr1G012570),

a-tubulin

HvTUB

(HORVU1Hr1G081280), and heat shock protein 70 HvHSP70 (HORVU5Hr1G113180) were
used as controls for normalization. Normalization was carried out using multiple control
genes as described by Burton et al. (2004) [42]. For each gene, transcript abundance is
expressed as arbitrary units that represent the numbers of cDNA/µL, normalized against the
geometric means of the three control genes that vary the least with respect to each other
[43].

In situ hybridization
Sense and antisense RNA probes for in situ hybridization were PCR-amplified with the T7
promoter extension to the 5’ of primers (primers used can be found in Appendix A,
Supplementary Table S3E). The PCR product was separated on a 1 % agarose gel and purified
from gel with ISOLATE II PCR and Gel Kit (Bioline, Australia). Approximately 3 µg of template
were used for in vitro T7 RNA polymerase (DIG RNA Labelling Kit, Roche, US) transcription to
synthesize Digoxigenin (DIG)-labelled RNA probes. RNA probes were purified by precipitation
with ethanol and lithium chloride and resuspended in DEPC-treated water to a concentration
of approximately 500 ng/µL.
mov1 inflorescences were fixed in FAA solution (50 % ethanol, 4 % paraformaldehyde, 0.05
% glacial acetic acid and one drop of Tween-20 surfactant in DEPC-treated water). The tissue
was dehydrated in a graded ethanol series, cleared with HistoChoiceÒ Clearing Agent
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(SIGMA, USA) and infiltrated with Parra pastillated Paramat GurrTM (BDH Chemicals, UK)
performed by the Meyerowitz Lab (https://www.its.caltech.edu/~plantlab/protocols/
insitu.html). Samples were sectioned at 8 µm using a Leica Rotary Microtome RM2265 and
mounted on PolysineTM glass slides (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA).
In situ hybridization was performed using an InsituPro robot (Intavis, Germany). Slides were
gently dewaxed and rehydrated, washed with PBS and treated with Proteinase K for 30
minutes at 37 °C. Slides were then washed with 4 % paraformaldehyde and dehydrated to
100 % ethanol. Slides were left to dry before incubating 16 - 20 hours with hybridization mix
(50 % formamide, 300 mM NaCl,10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 1x Denharts, 10 %
dextransulphate, 10 mM DTT, 250 ng/mL tRNA, 100 μg/mL poly(A)) and 1000 - 1500 ng of
probes at 55 °C. After incubation, slides were washed in 2x SSC/50 % formamide and treated
with RNase A (ThermoFisher Scientific, USA). Immuno-labelling was performed using AntiDigoxigenin-AP fragments (Roche, Switzerland). NBT-BCIP (Roche, Switzerland) was used for
immune-detection as per manufacturer’s instructions and incubated for 14 - 16 hours. Slides
were imaged at Adelaide Microscopy (University of Adelaide) with a Nikon Eclipse Ni-E
optical microscope equipped with DS-Ri1 colour cooled digital camera. Image analysis and
processing was carried out with the NIS-Elements AR software.

Bi-molecular fluorescent complementation (BiFC)
The full-length coding sequences of HvMADS2, HvMADS4, HvMADS16 and ΔHvMADS16,
containing only the MADS-domain, were PCR-amplified with Q5® high-fidelity DNA
polymerase (New England BioLabs, USA), from Steptoe inflorescence cDNA at 26 DPG using
primers containing HindIII and XmaI restriction sites. Concomitantly, the BiFC vectors pSAT1nEYFP-N1 (N-terminal fragment) and pSAT1-cEYFP-C1-B (C-terminal fragment) [44] were
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digested using restriction enzymes HindIII and XmaI. Primers used for cloning are listed in
Appendix A, Supplementary Table S3F. PCR fragments were digested, and then all
components were stained with SYBR Safe (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA), separated on 1 %
agarose gel by electrophoresis and purified from gel using ISOLATE II PCR and Gel Kit (Bioline,
Australia). Purified fragments were quantified with Nanodrop and ligated using T4 DNA
Ligase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) as per manufacturer’s protocol.
For onion epidermal cells, the onion was cut into 2 × 2 cm squares and incubated at 28 °C on
HO medium (200 mM D-sorbitol, 200 mM D-mannitol, 4.4 g/L MS media, 1.75 g/L Phytagel,
pH 5.8) for 4 hours in the dark before transformation. For transformation, 15 μL of 1 μm gold
particles (40 mg/mL) were coated with DNA as follows. The gold particles were transferred
to 1.5 mL tubes and vortexed for 30 seconds at 1600 rpm. A mixture containing 5 μg of each
plasmid DNA (1 μg/μL) was added to the gold particles and quickly vortexed at 2450 rpm.
Meanwhile samples were vortexing, 5 μL of PM solution (40 % PEG-4000, 520 mM MgAc, pH
6.6) were added to the tube and additionally vortexed for 30 seconds. The DNA-gold mixture
was incubated at room temperature for 20 minutes. After incubation the supernatant was
gently removed, and the gold pellet was gradually resuspended in 45 μL of 100 % ethanol.
The tube was centrifuged at maximum speed for 3 - 5 seconds to pellet the gold and the
supernatant was promptly replaced with 20 μL of fresh 100 % ethanol. For biolistic,
approximately 8 μL of DNA-gold mixture were pipetted onto the centre of a macrocarrier
disc.
Biolistic was performed using a PDS-1000/He particle delivery system (Bio-Rad Laboratories,
USA), with a helium pressure of 1100 psi, 28 inHg vacuum in the chamber and a 6 cm distance
between the projectile and the samples. After bombardment, the onion tissue was incubated
24 hours at 28 °C before imaging. For imaging, the epidermal peel was removed from the
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onion tissue using fine-pointed tweezers, placed in glycerol on glass slides and covered with
a coverslip. Z-stack images of YFP were imaged using an excitation wavelength of 514 nm
and emission wavelengths of 525 to 546 nm at Adelaide Microscopy (University of Adelaide)
using a Nikon A1R Laser Scanning confocal microscope equipped with DS-Ri1 colour cooled
digital camera. Image analysis and processing was carried out with the NIS-Elements C
software.

Gene knockout by CRISPR
Vectors were provided by Prof. Yao-Guang Liu (South China Agricultural University). Guide
RNA design and cloning for HvMADS16 CRISPR knockout was performed as described by Ma
et al. (2015) [45]. The primer sequences used for cloning are listed in Appendix A,
Supplementary Table S3G.
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C. Selva, N. Shirley, R. Whitford, U. Baumann, M. R. Tucker

School of Agriculture Food and Wine, University of Adelaide, Waite Campus, Urrbrae 5064, South
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Abstract
We report mapping of the barley multiovary locus mov2 to the short arm of chromosome 3H
and identify HvSL1, a C2H2 zinc finger transcription factor, as the most likely candidate.
Florets of mutant mov2.g plants lack stamens, but exhibit functional supernumerary carpels
leading to multiple seeds per floret when artificially pollinated. Based on developmental,
genetic and molecular results we propose a model for stamen and carpel specification in
barley, with HvSL1 regulating the B-class gene HvMADS16, particularly in floral whorl 3.

Introduction
Understanding flower development is the first step towards providing the knowledge about
how floral structures can be modified for agricultural use. This can be achieved through
prediction of key genes and CRISPR-knockout by reverse genetics, but also by using forward
genetics to exploit naturally variable germplasm and diverse mutant resources. Recent
advances in genomic technologies have highlighted the utility of mutant populations as a
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tool for gene discovery in diploid cereal species such as barley [1,2], and complex polyploid
species such as wheat [3]. However, historical mutant screens uncovered a considerable
array of phenotypes (https://www.nordgen.org/bgs/), some of which led to a dramatically
altered number of reproductive organs. Until now, many barley multiovary mutants have
been partially described in the literature [4-8]. However; their genetic location, gene content
and inter-relationship are still largely unknown. Among them, the multiovary2 (mov2) locus
has been roughly mapped to the short arm of chromosome 3H and suggested to be a MADSbox containing gene [9]. In this study we characterize the recessive mov2.g allele, derived
from a fast neutron irradiated population of the cultivar Steptoe generated in the early 1990s
[8]. mov2.g plants have previously been reported to lack stamens and to contain complex
carpel-like structures [8,9]. In this study, we map the mov2 locus to a region on 3H containing
a C2H2 zinc finger transcription factor, named here as HvSL1 based on homology to rice
OsSL1 (STAMENLESS1). As the mov2.g phenotype closely resembles that of plants with
reduced B-class activity, we report in detail how mov2.g affects flower development and
investigate interactors of HvSL1 in the context of the ABC model, in particular promoters of
B-class gene sequences.

Results
The multiovary phenotype of mov2.g results in additional fertile ovules and
multiple viable seeds per floret
The floral organs in a wild-type barley floret are arranged in a defined pattern. The outermost
whorl (whorl 1) contains the palea and lemma, two lodicules are present in whorl 2, while
three stamens in whorl 3 surround a single carpel at the centre of the floret (whorl 4). In
contrast, florets of mov2.g present a multiovary phenotype whereby there is a homeotic
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conversion of all stamens into supernumerary carpels, thus rendering the plant unable to
self-pollinate (Figure 1).

The number of carpels within mov2.g florets varies, but typically ranges from 5 - 7 carpels or
carpel-like structures. Visually, it was not possible to distinguish the central carpel from the
additional organs as all carpels were irregularly shaped, joined at the base, and appeared
smaller relative to wild type (Figure 1). In contrast, development and morphology of the
lemma and palea were unaffected in mov2.g. Likewise, the development of lodicules
remained largely unchanged. Sporadically, mov2.g florets contained one wild-type lodicule
and one lodicule showing partial conversion into a bract-like organ. Importantly, when
mov2.g plants were used as a female recipient in artificial pollination, some florets were able
to produce multiple seeds per floret (Figure 1). After manual pollination, a maximum of three
seeds were observed to develop within a single floret. All three seeds were viable, and after
germination gave rise to mature plants. In contrast to wild-type plants, however, mov2.g
homozygous seedlings tended to have reduced early vigour. In most cases, it was also
observed that seeds from heterozygous plants, still segregating for the mov2.g phenotype,
presented an overall germination rate of ~ 50 % or lower (Appendix B, Supplementary Table
S1). Of the seeds that germinated, the proportion of mov5.o was usually observed to be
lower (6 – 10 %) than expected for a single locus recessive trait (25 %) (Appendix B,
Supplementary Table S2A).
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Figure 1. Exposed (A) wild-type and (B) mov2.g florets. (C) The reproductive organs in a wild-type floret
consist of 3 stamens and 1 carpel. (D) In mov2.g florets the stamens are converted into additional
supernumerary carpel-like structures (arrows). Scale bars: 1000 µm. (E) A wild-type spike produces one
seed per floret. (F-G) Artificially pollinated mov2.g spikes can produce multiple seeds per floret. Scale bars:
2000 µm.
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Developmental defects appear after meristem differentiation in mov2.g
inflorescences
To understand the basis of the multiovary phenotype, scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
was used to observe wild-type (cv. Steptoe) and mov2.g inflorescence development.
Immature inflorescences of both genotypes were morphologically comparable at the very
early stages of spike development, corresponding to Waddington stages W3.0 (lemma/floret
primordium) [10] (Figure 2). At stage W3.5 – 3.75 (stamen primordia), both wild-type and
mov2.g floral meristems displayed lateral protrusions, consistent with the appearance of
stamen primordia from the floral meristem (Figure 2). Following this stage, the first
morphological differences were identified. In wild-type barley, the lateral protrusions give
rise to mature stamens, while the central area of meristematic cells proliferate and
differentiate into a single ovule-containing carpel (W5.0 – 8.5) (Figure 2). As each wild-type
floral meristem develops, it maintains a vertical symmetry along the central inflorescence
rachis. However, when compared to wild type, as development proceeds (W5.0 – 8.5) the
lateral protrusions in mov2.g floral meristems do not differentiate into stamens, but instead
give rise to organs which follow the characteristic morphogenesis of carpels. Specifically,
these carpel-like organs appear to initially develop an ovule primordium which is later
surrounded by the growing carpel tissue. These additional carpel-like structures also
differentiate stigmas bearing stigmatic papillae (W8.5) and appear to develop synchronously
with the central carpel, resulting in a unit formed by multiple carpel-like structures, each
basally joined together and to the central carpel (Figure 2). Moreover, as floral organs
develop there is frequently a loss in the vertical symmetry of florets along the central
inflorescence rachis and distortion of the inflorescence tip, which is reflected in a shorter and
broader spike morphology compared to wild type (Appendix B, Supplementary Figure S1).
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Figure 2. SEM of barley inflorescence development in wild type (WT) and mov2.g. For wild type, primordia
giving rise to stamens are false-coloured in yellow, cells giving rise to the carpel in purple and lodicules in
green. In mov2.g, the central carpel (purple) and lodicules (green) appear to be retained, cells giving rise
to the additional carpel-like structures are false-coloured in blue (different shades). Waddington stage is
indicated for each developmental timepoint, from W5.0 lemma and/or stamens have been removed to
expose the carpels. Scale bars: 200 µm.

A C2H2 zinc finger transcription factor underlies the mov2 locus
A previous study mapped the mov2 locus to the telomeric region on the short arm of
chromosome 3H (3HS), between molecular markers ABC171A and JS001B [9]. However, the
genomic interval in which mov2 resides (~ 28 Mb) was deemed too large to reliably identify
the underlying causative gene sequence(s). In order to map mov2 at a higher genetic
resolution, a mov2.g (cv. Steptoe) x Morex bi-parental population was developed. For the
purpose of confirming if the parental cross was successful, six seeds that set on the mov2.g
male-sterile female parent were assayed both phenotypically and genotypically. For all six F1
plants heterozygosity was confirmed by KASPÔ marker analysis across two known SNPs, at
positions chr3H_1006543 and chr3H_28805649 according to the Morex reference assembly
(Hv_IBSC_PGSB_v2) and by Sanger sequencing across a known SNP within gene
HORVU7Hr1G091210. Phenotypically, F1 individuals possessed intermediate growth
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characteristics (Appendix B, Supplementary Figure S2) and flowering time (personal
observation) relative to both parental lines. The mutant multiovary phenotype was not
observed in these individuals suggesting that the mov2.g mutation is completely recessive.
In total, 352 F2 plants derived from four confirmed F1 individuals (88 F2 plants from each F1
individual) were grown until maturity and subsequently used for genetic mapping. For each
F2 plant, phenotyping was performed at flowering by visual inspection of 5 - 13 florets across
1 - 3 individual spikes. The mov2.g multiovary phenotype segregated as a single Mendelian
recessive gene (3 wild-type : 1 mutant) in F2 plants derived from only two of the F1 lines
(V144_XE8-2 and V144_XE8-3) (Appendix B, Supplementary Table S2B). Phenotypic
segregation of F2 individuals derived from the other two F1 lines (V144_XE8-5 and V144_XE83-8) was observed to be skewed from the expected 3:1, with only 14 % (12/88) and 6 % (5/88)
of F2 plants expressing the multiovary phenotype (Appendix B, Supplementary Table S2B).
For fine-mapping of the mov2 locus, SNPs spanning the 3HS region were identified and
developed as KASPÔ markers. SNPs were identified either from a published Steptoe x Morex
dataset [11] or from in-house Steptoe leaf transcriptomic data that was mapped to the
reference Hv_IBSC_PGSB_v2 Morex assembly. Confirmation that mov2 mapped to the
correct 3H locus was achieved using seven KASPÔ markers designed to span the previously
published interval (~ 28 Mb). These were tested on a subset of 48 plants from the mov2.g x
Morex F2 population, of which 20 individuals presented the mov2.g phenotype. Following
this, an additional 10 KASPÔ markers were designed to saturate the previously published
interval, facilitating the reduction of the critical mov2 containing region to approximately 1.9
Mb, based on flanking markers at positions chr3H_9095799 and chr3H_11039299 (Figure 3).
Further resolution of the locus was achieved using 179 F3 individuals derived from carefully
selected recombinant F2 plants that were genotypically heterozygous across the target locus.
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These F3 individuals segregated for the multiovary phenotype and were genotyped with six
additional KASPÔ markers spanning the 1.9 Mb region. Comparing phenotypic to genotypic
segregation across these F3 plants allowed reduction of the critical interval to roughly 449
Kb, based on the Morex reference sequence (barley genome Scaffold_1432, personal
communication Dr. Martin Mascher, IPK Gatersleben, Germany), between markers
chr3H_9748112 and chr3H_10289104 (Figure 3). The aforementioned scaffold contains 20
annotated gene sequences (Appendix B, Supplementary Table S3).

Figure 3. Mapping of the mov2 locus in a mov2.g x Morex bi-parental population. mov2 was initially
mapped to a ~ 1.9 Mb interval between markers chr3H_9095799 and chr3H_11039299 based on 352 F2
segregants. Fine mapping using 179 F3 recombinants reduced the critical interval to ~ 449 Kb between
markers chr3H_9748112 and chr3H_10289104. Marker order is based on the genetic map. Examples of
mapping in F3 recombinants exhibiting mov2.g phenotype are shown; green: mov2.g allele; grey: Morex
allele.

For the purpose of identifying the causative gene sequence, each of the 20 annotated gene
sequences within the interval were assessed for expression in floral tissues, especially in
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tissue types affected in mov2.g florets. Barley expression datasets were obtained from both
in-house and unpublished resources, including Steptoe and mov2.g leaf (Zadoks stage Z22)
[12] transcriptomes (unpublished), as well as transcriptomes from 2-week old seedlings (Z12)
[13], different stages of developing inflorescences (W2.0, W3.5 and W8.0 - 8.5) [13] and from
developing pistils (W8.0 – 10.0) (L. Wilkinson, M. Tucker, unpublished).
Overall, ten of the 20 annotated gene sequences showed expression in either pistil or
inflorescence tissues. Of the nine gene sequences, only HORVU3Hr1G003740 was identified
to be uniquely expressed in reproductive tissues and not vegetative tissues (leaf and seedling
stage) nor in mov2.g leaf (Figure 4). Sequence analysis indicated that HORVU3Hr1G003740
encodes a putative C2H2 zinc finger transcription factor (Figure 5A) sharing 65.6 % sequence
identity with the rice protein LOC_Os01g03840, also known as STAMENLESS1 (SL1). In rice,
OsSL1 is known to play a crucial role in floral development, with loss of OsSL1 function leading
to a multiovary phenotype [14]. Thus, HORVU3Hr1G003740 is hereafter referred to as HvSL1.
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Figure 4. Heatmap of gene expression (RNAseq values) in different plant tissues for genes present in the
mapped critical interval for mov2. Gene order is based on Morex Scaffold_1432 (Dr. Martin Mascher, IPK
Gatersleben, Germany). HvSL1 (HORVU3Hr1G003740) is indicated in bold. For each tissue, development
based on the Zadoks or Waddington growth scale is provided.

To determine if a mutation in HvSL1 might contribute to the mov2.g phenotype, PCR primers
were designed to amplify a 2199 bp region spanning the entire HvSL1 coding sequence.
Comparison of PCR results from Morex, Steptoe and mov2.g genomic DNA suggested that
HvSL1 is absent in mov2.g plants (Figure 5B). By contrast, predicted high-confidence
neighbouring gene sequences were still present, indicating that HvSL1 could be the only
deleted gene at the mov2 locus (Appendix B, Supplementary Table S3). However, presence
of low-confidence neighbouring genes could not be tested due to repetitiveness of the
sequence. For additional confirmation, HvSL1-specific PCR was repeated on 36 critical
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recombinant F3 individuals derived from the mov2.g x Morex mapping population, of which
16 (44.4 %) exhibited the multiovary phenotype. For all samples, the absence of HvSL1
corresponded with the mutant phenotype. Although this alone does not provide conclusive
proof, it appears likely that the multiovary phenotype in mov2.g is due to deletion of the
HvSL1 gene.

Figure 5. (A) Gene structure of HvSL1 (HORVU3Hr1G003740); length in base pairs of Untranslated Regions
(UTR), exons (black) and introns (solid line) is indicated (B) HvSL1 (HORVU3Hr1G003740) appears to be
absent in mov2.g plants when assayed by PCR. The barley glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase
HvGAPDH gene (HORVU7Hr1G074690) was used as reference.

HvSL1 is expressed early in flower development and the expression of ABC genes
is altered in mov2.g
To establish how the mov2.g mutation might influence the expression of floral regulators
from the ABC-class genes, quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) was performed on
developing inflorescences from wild type and mov2.g at stages W2.0 to W6.0. This time-
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course captures the specification and differentiation stages for both the male and female
reproductive organs.
First, HvSL1 expression was investigated. In wild type, HvSL1 transcript abundance steadily
increased between stages W2.0 (double ridge) through to W3.5 (stamen primordia) and
W4.5 (carpel primordium) after which it decreased towards stage W6.0 (carpel
development). As expected, HvSL1 expression was completely absent in developing
inflorescences from mov2.g plants (Figure 6).
When comparing transcript abundance for the three barley B-class genes, the greatest
difference was observed for HvMADS16, which was significantly reduced in mov2.g relative
to wild type as development progressed (Figure 6). Although the overall transcript
abundance was reduced, it did temporally increase with development. A similar trend was
observed also for the B-class gene HvMADS2, while for the remaining B-class gene HvMADS4,
transcript abundance was initially lower in mov2.g until stamen primordia specification
(stage W3.5). After stage W3.5, transcript abundance for HvMADS4 steadily increased to
match wild-type levels by stage W6.0 (Figure 6). These results suggest that the mov2.g
mutation affects transcript levels of all three B-class genes.
This contrasts with the trend observed for carpel-specific (HvMADS58) and ovule-specific
(HvMADS3) MADS-box genes for which transcript abundance in the mov2.g mutant showed
a delayed accumulation relative to wild type, followed by an increase which eventually
exceeded wild type (Figure 6; Appendix, Supplementary Figure S3). Developing mov2.g
inflorescences also exhibited significantly higher levels of the meristem-specific gene
HvOSH1 (HOMEOBOX 1) transcript at most timepoints, particularly as development
progressed (Figure 6). Conversely, transcript abundance of ovule specific D-class gene
HvMADS13, A-class genes HvMADS14 and HvMADS15, in addition to the carpel-specific
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YABBY transcription factor HvDL (DROOPING LEAF) and the germline regulator HvMSP1
(MULTIPLE SPOROCYTE), remained unaffected in mov2.g samples (Figure 6; Appendix,
Supplementary Figure S3). Likewise, transcript abundance of the E-class genes HvMADS7
and HvMADS8 reached similar levels in wild type and mov2.g, despite a delay in accumulation
(Appendix, Supplementary Figure S3). Strikingly, transcripts for another germline gene
HvMEL1 (MEIOSIS ARRESTED AT LEPTOTENE1) showed a distinct, but not significant,
reduction in mov2.g inflorescences (Appendix, Supplementary Figure S3).
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Figure 6. Transcript abundance assessed by qRT-PCR in wild-type (black) and mov2.g (red) developing
inflorescences at stages W2.0 (double ridge), W3.5 (stamen primordia), W4.5 (carpel primordium) and
W6.0 (stamen and carpel development) for: HvSL1 (HORVU3Hr1G003740), B-class genes HvMADS16
(HORVU7Hr1G091210), HvMADS2 (HORVU3Hr1G091000), HvMADS4 (HORVU1Hr1G063620); C-class
genes HvMADS3 (HORVU3Hr1G026650) and HvMADS58 (HORVU1Hr1G029220); D-class gene HvMADS13
(HORVU1Hr1G023620) and HvOSH1 (HORVU4Hr1G009730). Error bars represent ± Standard Error. For
each timepoint, two-tailed T-test P-values ≤0.05 (*), ≤0.005 (**) and ≤0.001 (***) are shown for
differences between wild type and mov2.g. For each sample n = 3 independent biological replicates.

HvSL1 alone is not sufficient to directly activate the promoters of MADS-box Bclass genes
Studies conducted in rice suggest that OsSL1 acts as an upstream positive regulator of
OsMADS16 transcription [14]. An in silico analysis of the 3 Kb putative promoter sequence
upstream of the translation start site for HvMADS2, HvMADS4 and HvMADS16 predicted
multiple potential C2H2 transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) for each gene. For
HvMADS2, the identified TFBSs showed a 75 % similarity score to the Arabidopsis motif used
as input, while the similarity score reached ³ 80 % for the TFBSs predicted for both HvMADS4
and HvMADS16 (Appendix B, Supplementary Figure S4). To determine whether a direct
interaction occurs in barley between HvSL1 and MADS-box B-class genes, a dual luciferase
reporter assay was performed in isolated barley protoplasts. Firstly, protoplast transfection
efficiency was assayed using a plasmid designed to constitutively express YFP. For each
sample, transfection efficiency was calculated by counting and averaging the number of
protoplasts expressing YFP in three representative images. Six independent transfections
suggested that transformation efficiency was variable, ranging from 59.8 to 96.8 %, but
successful nonetheless (Appendix B, Supplementary Figure S5). Likewise, constitutive
expression of HvSL1 driven by pCaMV35S promoter worked when transfected alone but
appeared to be quite variable leading to a 0.8 to 2.6-fold increase in HvSL1 expression
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compared to expression of housekeeping genes (n = 2 independent transfections). As
expected, no HvSL1 expression was detected in protoplasts transfected with MMG solution
(mock) (Figure 7). For each B-class gene, the 3 Kb putative promoter sequence was fused to
the dual luciferase reporter system. Results indicated that for all B-class genes, the relative
luciferase activity did not significantly change in the presence of HvSL1 over-expression,
compared to protoplasts transfected with the luciferase reporter alone (n = 3 independent
transfections) (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. (A) HvSL1 (HORVU3Hr1G003740) expression by qRT-PCR in protoplasts transfected with mock or
with a construct driving constitutive HvSL1 expression. Fold change is reported relative to housekeeping
genes barley glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase and cyclophilin. (B) DLR assay in protoplasts
transfected with the sole dual luciferase reporter (light grey) or co-transfected with both the dual
luciferase reporter and HvSL1 (dark grey). The luciferase reporter is regulated by the putative promoter
(3 Kb) of each B-class gene, while HvSL1 is constitutively expressed by the Cauliflower Mosaic Virus 35S
promoter. ns indicates no significant difference. For further vector details refer Supplementary Figure S5.
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Discussion
The barley multiovary mov2.g phenotype is likely caused by deletion of the zinc
finger transcription factor HvSL1
In previous studies, mov2 was mapped to the short-arm telomeric region of chromosome 3H
(3HS) [9]. In the present study, the location of mov2 was confirmed in a mov2.g (cv. Steptoe)
x Morex F3 population, further refining its position to a 449 Kb interval (Figure 3). Analysis of
this region in the Morex reference sequence was unable to confirm previous suggestions that
a MADS-box gene resides within the mov2 locus. Rather, sequence analysis identified the
HORVU3Hr1G003740 gene, which encodes a putative C2H2 zinc finger transcription factor
and is the likely orthologue of OsSL1. The HORVU3Hr1G003740 gene, referred to as HvSL1,
appears to be the most likely candidate responsible for the mov2.g phenotype. Indeed,
among the genes annotated in the mapped interval, HvSL1 appears to be the only gene that
is physically absent in mov2.g plants (Figure 5). This type of deletion is consistent with fastneutron mutagenesis. The absence of HvSL1 completely co-segregates with the mutant trait
as determined by analysis of 36 F3 lines derived from critical recombinants across the locus
interval. HvSL1 expression is also completely abolished in developing inflorescences from
mov2.g plants compared with wild type (Figure 6). Furthermore, the mov2.g multiovary
phenotype closely resembles that of stamenless1 (sl1) mutants in rice [14], whose causative
gene sequence is a direct orthologue of HvSL1. It is worth noting, however, that slight
phenotypic differences are present between mov2.g and rice sl1. In particular, we did not
observe a high rate of abnormal lodicules, bract-like organs between the additional carpels,
nor incomplete conversions of stamens into carpels in mov2.g plants. Similarly, phenotypic
differences are present between HvSL1 and the respective orthologues in Arabidopsis
JAGGED (JAG) and NUBBIN (NUB). Although both JAG and NUB seem to be involved in correct
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stamen and carpel development, lack of function in these genes does not alter organ identity,
but rather organ morphogenesis [15,16]. Furthermore, the role of JAG and NUB as shape
determinants is not restricted to the reproductive organs but also affects the outer floral
whorls as well as vegetative tissues, indicating a more general role in proper lateral organ
shape, especially for JAG [15,16].
Despite the strong evidence presented in this work, conclusive proof is needed in order to
confirm that HvSL1 is responsible for the mov2.g multiovary phenotype. For this reason,
although it is beyond the timeframe of the current study, experiments have been initiated to
generate Hvsl1-knockout plants by CRISPR/Cas9 technology. Two different guide RNAs,
positioned at + 39 bp and + 269 bp downstream of the transcriptional start site, were
designed to target the first and second HvSL1 exon, respectively (Appendix B,
Supplementary Figure S6). Transformation of barley (cv. Golden Promise) is currently being
performed.

The most striking feature of mov2.g spikes is the ability to produce multiple seeds per floret
upon cross-pollination, with up to three seeds developing simultaneously within the same
floret (Figure 1). These seeds are able to germinate and produce plants, suggesting that the
ovules and female gametophytes of the additional carpels are correctly differentiated.
Production of multiple seeds per floret is in accord with initial reports in the 1950s of
multiovary mo mutants in the barley cv. Trebi [5,6]. Nonetheless, allelism tests between
mov2.g and the Trebi-derived mo multiovary mutant are yet to be performed due to seed
unavailability [17]. Although the description of the early multiovary mutants does not
completely reflect the phenotype of mov2.g florets, this might be a consequence of
differences in genetic backgrounds (Steptoe and Trebi), or types of mutation possibly due to
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different kinds or doses of mutagen. In particular, mo mutants (cv. Trebi) exhibited
incomplete penetrance of the multiovary phenotype, with some florets retaining one or two
normal stamens, or showing incomplete conversion of stamens to carpels [5]. Furthermore,
florets of mo plants were commonly observed to contain a single lodicule [6]. These
characteristics were not observed in mov2.g (cv. Steptoe) plants in our growing conditions.
Although the mov2.g trait has been reported to be genetically monofactorial recessive [17],
we observed that in some cases the frequency of detectable mutants from segregating
heterozygous parents was much lower (6 – 10 %) than expected (25 %). This was seen both
in F2 individuals derived from the mov2.g.x Morex population as well as during genotyping
by copy number of plant material used for the other experiments (Appendix B,
Supplementary Table S2). Indeed, a previous study on the same mutant also reported a
distorted segregation ratio in F2 plants [8,9]. It was suggested that the observed low
proportion of mutant plants might be a consequence of likely additional mutations and/or
chromosomal rearrangements that would have a negative impact on survival or transmission
of gamete carrying the mov2.g allele [9]. An alternative hypothesis could be that the skewed
segregation seen in some segregating families and the low germination (≤50 %) of mov2.g
heterozygous seeds could be indicative of an additional role of HvSL1 in seed viability and/or
germination apart from that in floral development. However, additional studies are needed
to explore this hypothesis further.

Shifting the balance of the ABC genes possibly contributes to the multiovary
mov2 phenotype
Mov2 appears to be necessary for the correct development of stamens. As seen from SEM,
the initial phases of inflorescence differentiation are similar in mov2.g and wild type until
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stage W3.75 (stamen primordia). At this stage, floral meristems of both mov2.g and wild type
develop lateral protrusions (Figure 2). However, it is hard to distinguish if the lateral
protrusions in mov2.g are indeed stamen primordia which fail to develop due to insufficient
levels of B-class genes or if the protrusions are in reality a symptom of the incipient initiation
of additional carpels. Further experimentation, possibly looking at expression domain of ABC
genes by in situ hybridization at these early stages is needed to discern between these two
alternative hypotheses.
Overall, the overview of the ABC genes obtained from transcript abundance studies in
mov2.g is in accordance with the resulting phenotype. In particular, the reduced expression
in mov2.g inflorescences of all three B-class genes HvMADS2, HvMADS4 and HvMADS16 is
likely to explain the lack of stamens. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that expression of these
genes is not completely abolished and could be sufficient to drive normal lodicule
development. Indeed, transcript abundance of both HvMADS2 and HvMADS4 reach levels
that are comparable to wild type at stage W6.0 (carpel development) (Figure 6). Based on
the qRT-PCR results and phenotype of mov2.g florets, we speculate that the action of HvSL1
is prominent in the third floral whorl (stamens). Following this hypothesis, the occasional
partial conversion of lodicules into bract-like organs is probably a secondary effect resulting
from the combined low levels of HvMADS2 and HvMADS16 rather than a direct action of
HvSL1 in whorl 2 (lodicules). This would be in contrast to rice SL1 which has been shown by
in situ hybridization to be expressed in both whorls 2 and 3 [14]. However, it is still plausible
that HvSL1 could have a role in lodicule development, even if less striking. To this effect, it
would be ideal to perform in situ hybridization in wild-type and mov2.g inflorescences to
determine the expression domain of HvSL1. The initial lower levels of HvMADS2 and
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HvMADS4 seen by qRT-PCR could also be explained by the low levels of HvMADS16 driving a
slow start of the positive autoregulatory feedback loop typical of B-class genes [18,19].
Noticeably, HvOSH1, which is predicted to act in the floral meristem based on homology to
rice, is present at higher levels in mov2.g (Figure 6). This result suggests that a larger
meristem niche is present in the multiovary mutant, or that the meristem is maintained for
longer. In either case, an increase in HvOSH1 expression is in agreement with the higher
number of floral organs (5 - 7 carpels and lodicules) present in mov2.g compared to wildtype florets. Furthermore, the increased transcript abundances of carpel and ovule-specific
transcription factors belonging to the C-class (HvMADS3 and HvMADS58) MADS-box genes
(Figure 6) also support the presence of additional carpels and ovules in mov2.g florets.
Interestingly, despite the phenotype, the expression levels of the D-class (HvMADS13) MADSbox gene and of the carpel-specific HvDL gene remain unaffected in mov2.g with respect to
wild type (Figure 6; Appendix B, Supplementary Figure S3). This may indicate that
HvMADS13 and HvDL play a minor role than other MADS-box genes in the formation of
additional ovules and carpels in mov2.g. Alternatively, HvDL in mov2.g may have slower
expression dynamics that might have not been captured entirely. Indeed, most of the
investigated genes seem to have a delayed response in mov2.g. This observation, together
with the smaller plant size for homozygote mutants might be indicative of delayed floral
development in the multiovary mutant.
Transcript abundance levels of A-class (HvMADS14 and HvMADS15) and E-class (HvMADS7
and HvMADS8) genes in mov2.g are comparable to wild-type levels for most timepoints
(Appendix B, Supplementary Figure S3). Since A-class genes are predominantly involved in
specification of whorls 1 and 2, the qRT-PCR results are consistent with the observation that
mov2.g florets do not show any major phenotypic disruption in these outermost whorls. In
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the case of the E-class genes, the only developmental stage in which transcript abundance
decreases significantly in mov2.g compared to wild type is at W3.5. This stage corresponds
to the initiation of stamen primordia initiation and is in accord with a role of HvMADS7 and
HvMADS8 in stamen and lodicule differentiation as seen for rice [20,21]. The rescue of their
expression at later timepoints may indeed explain the normal lodicule development seen in
mov2.g.
Based on studies in rice, HvMEL1 is predicted to regulate correct male and female germ cell
development [22]. Accordingly, expression of HvMEL1 is decreased in mov2.g plants with
respect to wild type (Appendix B, Supplementary Figure S3), possibly due to lack of the male
germline as a result of the absence of anthers. Lower HvMEL1 expression is still retained in
mov2.g developing inflorescence, indicative that the female germline may be present in the
additional carpel-like structures.
Finally, as seen for mov1 (Chapter 3), transcript abundance of HvMSP1 gene, presumed from
rice to regulate sporogenesis [23], does not show significant differences between mutant
and wild-type plants (Appendix B, Supplementary Figure S3). Once more, this argues in
favour of HvMSP1 having an alternate function to its rice counterpart.

Even though the lack of HvSL1 in mov2.g broadly affects the genes involved in the ABC model,
results from the dual luciferase reporter assay in isolated barley protoplasts suggest that
HvSL1 alone is not sufficient to regulate the activity of B-class genes (Figure 7). This
observation may indicate either that HvSL1 does not regulate the activity of B-class genes or
that regulation of B-class genes by HvSL1 is indirect. Alternatively, HvSL1 may act as a direct
regulator by recruitment of other co-factors or via additional cis-elements missing in our
experiment. It is thus a starting point for new hypotheses which should be addressed by
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further experimentation. It is worth mentioning that in our particular case, in silico analysis
of barley putative promoter sequences (3 Kb) using an input motif from Arabidopsis did not
provide reliable predictions of TFBSs. However, this could not be known a priori and choice
was determined by the restricted input motifs that were available.

Adding components to barley flower development
When considering the arrangement of floral organs into whorls, mov2.g plants only show
distinct homeotic conversion of stamens (whorl 3), while floral organs in the other whorls
remain unaffected. For this reason, we propose that Mov2 predominantly functions in whorl
3 and is involved in correct regulation of B-class genes, particularly HvMADS16. In wild type,
formation of the correct hetero-dimer between a DEFICIENS-like (HvMADS16) and a
GLOBOSA-like (HvMADS2 and HvMADS4) B-class genes in whorls 2 and 3 can support the
assembly of appropriate quaternary complexes of MADS-box transcription factors to initiate
the cascade of downstream signalling [24]. This results in lodicules being formed in whorl 2
and stamens developing in whorl 3 (Figure 8).
The lack of HvSL1 in mov2.g plants results in a shift in the balance of the ABC model. At a
molecular level, we speculate that B-class activity in mov2.g flowers is predominantly
maintained in whorl 2 (lodicules) where enough HvMADS16 is present to give rise to normal
lodicules as in wild type. At the same time, the reduced levels of HvMADS16 in whorl 3 are
not sufficient to successfully form functional B-class hetero-dimers. As a consequence, the
predominant quaternary complexes forming in whorl 3 are between C- and E- class genes
which will promote carpel formation (Figure 8). Also, concomitant possible expansion of the
expression domain of ovule-promoting genes to whorl 3 and/or a greater meristem niche in
mov2.g florets results in multiple carpels having a functional female gametophyte.
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated that a C2H2 zinc finger transcription factor, termed
here HvSL1, is absent in homozygous mov2.g plants and is located at the mov2 locus. This
finding is in contrast to previous studies proposing that a MADS-domain containing gene
sequence is responsible for the mov2 multiovary phenotype [9]. In mov2.g plants, defects
appear early in inflorescence development but remain restricted to the third floral whorl,
suggesting that Mov2 is necessary for normal stamen development in barley. Indeed, even
though Mov2 alone is not able to directly influence B-class gene activation, lack of
Mov2/HvSL1 perturbs expression of genes that give rise to the reproductive organs.
Phenotypically, the final outcome of the underlying genetic changes is the presence of a
male-sterile floret containing supernumerary carpels capable of supporting production of
multiple seed set per floret.
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Figure 8. (A) In wild type, the B-class genes HvMADS16 (HORVU7Hr1G091210), HvMADS2
(HORVU3Hr1G091000) and HvMADS4 (HORVU1Hr1G063620) are expressed in whorls 2 and 3. In whorl 2
the floral quartet between A-, B- and E-class genes promotes lodicule specification. In whorl 3, the floral
quartet between B-, C- and E-class genes promotes stamen specification and represses carpel
development. (B) In mov2.g, HvMADS16 expression is mostly confined to whorl 2 due to absence of the
positive regulator HvSL1 (HORVU3Hr1G003740). The remaining B-class genes and residual expression of
HvMADS16 in whorl 3 is not sufficient to form hetero-dimers. As a result, the most frequent protein
complex that forms in whorl 3 is between C- and E-class genes, promoting carpel and ovule differentiation.
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Materials and Methods
Plant material and genotyping
Segregating seeds for the mov2.g allele (cv. Steptoe) mutated at the mov2 locus were kindly
provided by professor A. Kleinhofs. Growing conditions, soil preparation and phenotyping of
plant material were performed as described in Chapter 3. Similar growing conditions and
phenotyping methods were also used for the bi-parental mapping population. DNA for KASP
assay was extracted from two weeks-old leaf tissue. KASP™ assays were designed using
Primer Picker (LGC Genomics) and prepared using the LGC Genomics SNPline™. Assays were
performed using KASPTM Master mix, following the manufacturer’s instructions. Sequence of
KASPTM markers can be found in Appendix B, Supplementary Table S4.
Genotyping of segregating mov2.g plants was performed by copy number analysis using
TaqManTM assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). Primers and TaqManTM probes were
designed with PrimerQuest software from IDT (Integrated DNA Technologies, USA) on the
target sequence HvSL1 as gene of interest and barley CONSTANS-like CO2
(HORVU6Hr1G072620) as internal positive control [25]. Sequence of primers and probes can
be found in Appendix B, Supplementary Table S5A. The reaction set up and reaction
conditions used are the same as those described in Chapter 3. The reaction was performed
in a QuantStudio 6 Flex Real-Time PCR machine (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA), using FAMBHQ1 and HEX-BHQ1 as detectors, and ROX as internal passive reference.

Nucleic acid extraction and PCR
For all barley material, genomic DNA was extracted from freeze-dried 2-week old plant
material as described in Kovalchuk (2014) [26]. PCR reactions were prepared, performed,
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separated on agarose gel and Sanger sequenced as mentioned in Chapter 3. Primers used for
PCR are listed in Appendix B, Supplementary Table S5B.

RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR)
Wild-type and mov2.g inflorescences were manually dissected with fine-pointed tweezers at
timepoints 17, 20, 23 and 26 Days Post Germination (DPG), which correspond approximately
to developmental stages W2.0, W3.5, W4.0, W6.0 in the growing conditions used. Dissected
inflorescences were processed as described in Chapter 3 for RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis,
qRT-PCR and output analysis. Sequence of primers used for qRT-PCR are listed in Appendix
B, Supplementary Table S5C.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
For SEM, wild-type and mov2.g inflorescences were processed and imaged as mentioned in
Chapter 3.

In silico analysis of putative promoters
Zinc finger transcription factor binding sites were predicted in silico with JASPAR 7th release
(http://jaspar.genereg.net) [27]. For each B-class gene, a 3 Kb sequence upstream of the
translational start site was scanned for the only available zinc finger motif, which belonged
to Arabidopsis thaliana (ID MA1277.1).

Protoplast isolation
Isolation of barley leaf protoplasts was performed as described by Yoo et al. (2007) [28] with
minor modifications. Briefly, the adaxial epidermal layer of leaves from 11-day old barley
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seedlings (cv. Golden Promise) were individually peeled and the leaf was cut into
approximately 2 cm x 0.5 cm strips using surgical blades. The leaf segments of approximately
10 plants were immediately transferred in a Petri dish containing 15 mL of 0.6 M mannitol
for 30 minutes at room temperature to induce plasmolysis. After incubation, the leaf
segments were transferred to another Petri dish containing 10 mL of freshly prepared
enzyme solution [0.55 M mannitol, 40 mM MES-KOH at pH 5.7, 20 mM KCl, 2.0 % cellulase
R10 (Yakult Pharmaceutical, Japan), 0.75 % macerozyme R10 (Yakult Pharmaceutical, Japan),
10 mM CaCl2, 0.1 % BSA] and incubated for 3 hours in the dark at 28 °C with gentle shaking
(40-60 rpm). After enzymatic digestion, forceps were used to gently remove the remaining
epidermis and leaf debris from the enzyme solution. An equal volume (10 mL) of W5 solution
(154 mM NaCl, 125 mM CaCl2, 5 mM KCl and 2 mM MES-KOH at pH 5.7) was slowly added
to the protoplasts and the solution was filtered with a 100 µM nylon mesh to a 50 mL roundbottom tube. Volume was adjusted by adding 5 mL of W5 solution. The filtered protoplasts
were collected by centrifugation at 600 g for 3 minutes. Supernatant was replaced with 15
mL of fresh W5 and the protoplasts resuspended by gentle shaking. Protoplasts were allowed
to pellet by gravity for 30 minutes in ice. After incubation, the supernatant was promptly
removed and substituted with MMG solution (0.6 M mannitol, 15 mM MgCl2 and 4 mM MESKOH at pH 5.7) at a concentration of 106 cells/mL, determined by counting cells in 12 μL of a
1:10 dilution of protoplast solution with a haematocytometer.

PEG-mediated transfection of barley protoplasts
PEG-mediated transfections were mostly carried out as described by Bai et al. (2014) [29].
Firstly, 200 µL of PEG-Ca2+ solution [40 % (w/v) PEG 4000, 0.4 M mannitol, 0.1 M CaCl2] were
pre-loaded in pipette tips. Secondly, 100 µL of protoplast solution (approximately 105 cells)
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were added to 20 µg of each plasmid DNA in a 2.0 mL tube. The pre-loaded PEG-Ca2+ solution
was immediately added to the protoplast-DNA mixture, mixed gently and incubated for 15
minutes at room temperature in the dark. The transfection process was stopped by adding
840 µL of W5 and centrifuged at 600 g for two minutes. Cells were resuspended in 500 µL
W5 and transferred to multi-well plates previously coated with 5 % (v/v) FBS. Protoplasts
were cultured at 28 °C for 40 - 48 hours in the dark.
To test transfection efficiency, protoplasts were transfected with pUbi-YFP-rbcS in six
independent transfections. 40 - 48 hours after transfection the protoplasts were visualized
under UV and bright light at Adelaide Microscopy (University of Adelaide) using a Nikon
Eclipse Ni-E optical microscope equipped with DS-Ri1 colour cooled digital camera. Image
analysis and processing was carried out with the NIS-Elements AR software.

Cloning of luciferase reporters and dual luciferase assay
Constructs for transfection in barely protoplasts were cloned by restriction digestion. For the
transcription factor HvSL1, the entire coding sequence was PCR-amplified with Q5® highfidelity DNA polymerase (New England BioLabs, USA), from Steptoe inflorescence cDNA at
26 DPG with primers containing HindIII and EcoRI sites. The empty vector pSAT1-nEYFP-N1
[30] was used to amplify pCaMV35S and t35S with primers containing SacII and HindIII
restriction sites for the promoter and EcoRI and AscI sites for the terminator. Primers used
for cloning can be found in Appendix B, Supplementary Table S5D. An empty pENTR/D-TOPO
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) digested with SacII and AscI was used as the vector’s
backbone. PCR fragments were digested, and then all components were stained with SYBR
Safe (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA), separated on 1 % agarose gel by electrophoresis and
purified from gel using ISOLATE II PCR and Gel Kit (Bioline, Australia). Purified fragments were
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quantified with Nanodrop and ligated using T4 DNA Ligase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) as
per manufacturer’s protocol to form pENTR-pCaMV35S:HvSL1:t35S vector.
For the luciferase reporters, a 3 Kb promoter sequence for genes HvMADS2, HvMADS4,
HvMADS16 was amplified using Q5® high-fidelity DNA polymerase (New England BioLabs,
USA) from Morex genomic DNA using primers containing ApaI and SacII restriction sites.
Vector pGreenII-0800-LUC from Hellens et al. (2005) [31] was digested with ApaI and SacII
enzymes to use as backbone. Like mentioned before, PCR fragments were digested, and then
all components were stained with SYBR Safe (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA), separated on 1
% agarose gel by electrophoresis and purified from gel using ISOLATE II PCR and Gel Kit
(Bioline, Australia). Purified fragments were quantified with Nanodrop and ligated using T4
DNA Ligase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) as per manufacturer’s protocol to form pGreen0800-HvMADS2-LUC,

pGreen-0800-HvMADS4-LUC

and

pGreen-0800-HvMADS16-LUC

vectors.
pENTR-pCaMV35S:HvSL1:t35S and all luciferase reporters were transformed in 25 µL of
OneShot Mach1 T1 E. coli competent cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) and the plasmids
were purified, checked by digestion and Sanger sequenced at the Australian Genome
Resource Facility (AGRF).

To assess HvSL1 expression, protoplasts were transfected in two independent experiments
with pENTR-pCaMV35S:HvSL1:t35S alone. 40-48 hours after incubation RNA was extracted
using a phenol-chloroform method. Briefly, in a 1.5 mL tube samples were lysed and
homogenized in 500 µL TRIzol (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) before adding 150 µL
chloroform. Samples were vortexed and centrifuged at maximum speed at 4°C for 15
minutes. The aqueous phase was carefully transferred to a new 1.5 mL tube with 250 µL
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isopropanol and incubated at 4 °C for 10 minutes before centrifuging at maximum speed at
4 °C for 20 minutes. The precipitated RNA was washed with 500 µL 100 % ethanol, allowed
to air-dry and resuspended in 20 µL DEPC-treated water. cDNA synthesis and qRT-PCR were
performed as previously described in Chapter 3. Changes in HvSL1 gene expression are
reported as fold change relative to the most stable reference genes glyceraldehyde 3phosphate dehydrogenase HvGAPDH (HORVU7Hr1G074690) and cyclophilin HvCYCLO
(HORVU6Hr1G012570), as calculated using the qBASE+ software [32].

For Dual Luciferase® Reporter Assay System – DLR (Promega Corporation, USA) – the
reagents were prepared following the manufacturer’s instructions. Transfected barley
protoplasts after 40 - 48 hours incubation at 28 °C in the dark were transferred to 2.0 mL
tubes and lysed by adding 80 µL of PLB and incubating for 15 minutes at room temperature
with occasional shaking. 35 µL of supernatant were then dispensed in OptiPlate-96 Black
(PerkinElmer, USA) multi-well plates. DLR assay was performed following the manufacturer’s
suggestions, in a GloMax® 96 Microplate Luminometer (Promega corporation, USA) using an
injection volume of 100 µL for both reagents LARII and Stop&Glo, a delay between wells of
0.4 seconds and a reading time of 10 seconds for each well. Measurements are the average
of three independent transfections.

Gene knockout by CRISPR
Vectors were provided by Prof. Yao-Guang Liu (South China Agricultural University). Guide
RNA design and cloning for HvSL1 CRISPR knockout followed as described in Chapter 3. The
primer sequences used for cloning are listed in Appendix B, Supplementary Table S5E.
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Abstract
This is the first report mapping the multiovary mov5 locus in barley, which was located to the
long arm of chromosome 2H. Multiple genes were identified within the mapped critical
interval including HvLFY, the barley orthologue of LEAFY in Arabidopsis thaliana. The role of
HvLFY in barley flower development was investigated. Based on sequence polymorphisms
found in HvLFY in mov5.o plants, as well as transcriptomic analysis and the known role of LFY
transcription factors in other species, we propose HvLFY as the most likely candidate for the
mov5.o phenotype.

Introduction
Among the multiovary (mov) mutants mov1, mov2 and mov5, the most unusual is mov5. As
for other mov mutants, the phenotype presents itself as abnormal flower development.
However, in the case of mov5, inflorescences show characteristics that closely resemble the
sex reversal mutants initially observed in East Anglia and Britain as reported by Gregory and
Purvis in 1947 [1]. Since 1947, no further studies were undertaken to establish the genetic
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basis for this kind of abnormal flower development, and no studies have reported the
genomic location of mov5.
In the present study we characterize the mov5.o allele of the mov5 locus, created by fast
neutron irradiation in the barley cultivar Morex [2]. We provide a detailed phenotypic
description of mov5.o, which shows varying degrees of phenotypic expressivity between
florets of the same spike, between spikes belonging to the same plant and across individual
mutant plants. By assaying transcript abundance, we investigate how the balance of the ABC
model is shifted in mov5.o inflorescences. Most importantly, we map the mov5.o allele to a
3.8 Mb region on the telomeric end of chromosome arm 2HL, which contains 115 annotated
genes. One of these genes encodes a homologue of the LEAFY transcription factor from
Arabidopsis thaliana, and the likely orthologue of OsAPO2/RFL from rice. Mutation of
OsAPO2/RFL also leads to pleiotropic defects in rice inflorescence development, including
formation of multiple ectopic carpels. Sequencing of HvLFY in mov5.o identified a single
nucleotide polymorphism compared to HvLFY in cv. Morex, which leads to an amino acid
change in a highly conserved residue located near the interface for HvLFY dimerization. In
the present study, we discuss this finding in the context of mov5.o and present a testable
model to explain the interaction between HvLFY and ABC-class genes.

Results
Floral organization is disrupted in mov5.o florets
The mov5.o phenotype is most striking when comparing florets from mutant and wild-type
plants. In wild-type barley florets, each floral organ occupies a specific position (whorl) and
displays a defined identity. The most external organs (whorl 1) are a pair of glumes called the
palea and lemma which function to protect the internal reproductive organs. Palea and
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lemma are followed by a pair of lodicules (whorl 2) that contribute to floret opening. The
lodicules are positioned at the base of three stamens (whorl 3), which surround a central
carpel (whorl 4) containing a single ovule (Figure 1).
In contrast to wild type, mov5.o inflorescences develop abnormal flowers that show different
levels of phenotypic severity (Figure 1). Within the same spike, some mov5.o florets show
severely disrupted floral organ identity while a phenotype could not be observed in other
florets which appeared undistinguishable from wild type. Overall, the lemma and palea seem
to remain unaffected in mov5.o as these organs are present and normal in all florets
examined. However, the total number of lodicules in each floret varied from zero to two
(Table 1). In some cases, partial conversion of lodicules into bract-like organs was observed
and in extreme cases lodicules showed both bract-like and stamen-like characteristics and/or
stigmatic hairs (Figure 1D). Similarly, the number of stamens varies, ranging from zero to
three with occasional stamen-carpel mosaic organs (Table 1; Figure 1F). When present,
stamens in mov5.o florets appear smaller and paler compared to wild-type stamens (Figure
1F), however pollen is still produced albeit in lower quantities. In addition to a partial
reduction in stamen number, ectopic carpels were also formed in whorl 3. Visually, the
majority of these ectopic carpels appear to be degenerate and bear no ovules (Figure 1H).
Although additional carpels are occasionally produced in whorl 4, the prevalent structure in
the centre of mov5.o florets is a single carpel-like organ with three, instead of two, feathery
stigmas resulting in a triangular symmetry. If fertilized, the triangular symmetry is maintained
in the developing seed (Figure 1I-J), which still supports germination of a single viable
embryo into a mature plant. Phenotypic variation was also identified between mov5.o florets
growing on the same spike, between spikes belonging to the same mov5.o plant and
between mov5.o plants. Interestingly, it was also observed that in most cases the mov5.o
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phenotype was associated with a distinctly twisted and curled spike peduncle (Appendix C,
Supplementary Figure S1).
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Figure 1. (A) Exposed wild-type (WT) and mov5.o florets. mov5.o florets can have a varying number of
stamens and carpel-like structures. (B) Lodicules in wild type (WT) and mov5.o. Lodicules in mov5.o can
show partial conversion into anthers, bracts and/or bear stigmatic hairs. (C) Stamens in wild type (WT)
and possible variations in mov5.o. When present, stamens in mov5.o appear smaller and paler compared
to wild type. Chimaeric organs having characteristics of both stamens and carpels are also present. (D)
Carpels in wild-type (WT) and carpel-like complexes in mov5.o which can be composed of both normal
carpels and “empty” carpels. (E-F) Seeds developing in mov5.o florets showing abnormal symmetry.
Roman numerals indicate different sides of the same floral organ. Scale bars: 1000 µm.

Table 1. Frequency of floral organs in mov5.o florets from different spikes. WT indicates wild-type barley
floret.

Histological clearing of mov5.o and wild-type mature carpels demonstrated that the female
gametophyte can still be occasionally produced in either the additional or central carpel of
mov5.o florets. Cases were also recorded in which multiple ovaries within a single mov5.o
carpel-structure concomitantly developed fully differentiated embryo sacs (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Cleared (A) wild-type and (B) mov5.o mature carpels. Inset focuses on the egg cell (purple) and
polar nuclei (blue). Antipodal cells (ap) are indicated. Scale bars: 100 µm.

However, as noted above, the majority of the ectopic carpels in mov5.o florets appear to
degenerate prior to maturity or, if maturity is reached, contain an ovule lacking a female
gametophyte. To further address whether ovule tissue identity and gametophyte
development progress correctly in ectopic mov5.o carpels, immunolabelling was performed
using antibodies that recognise specific cell wall epitopes including (1,3;1,4)-b-D-glucan and
de-methylesterified pectin, which were previously shown to accumulate in defined ovule
tissues (L. Wilkinson, M Tucker, unpublished). Thin transverse serial sections of multiovary
structures provided an overview of the central and ectopic carpels and their contents (Figure
3A-C). In ovules from wild-type plants, (1,3;1,4)-b-D-glucan was detected in the inner and
outer integuments, as well as in the nucellus cells adjacent to the embryo sac (Figure 3D).
De-methylesterified pectin was mainly distributed in the nucellus cells surrounding the
embryo sac, in a pattern that partially overlaps with (1,3;1,4)-b-D-glucan labelling (Figure
3D). As expected, considerable variation in ovule development was seen among mov5.o
carpels. Mature mov5.o ovules containing a fully formed embryo sac showed a similar
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pattern of (1,3;1,4)-b-D-glucan and de-methylesterified pectin accumulation compared to
wild type (Figure 3E). However, distribution of both polysaccharides in the nucellus appeared
less confined to cells surrounding the embryo sac, compared to wild type. Other carpels
contained an ovule that appeared to have produced both integuments and nucellus but no
gametophyte. These ovules still accumulated (1,3;1,4)-b-D-glucan and de-methylesterified
pectin in the nucellus cells and (1,3;1,4)-b-D-glucan in the integuments (Figure 3F),
suggesting that gametophyte development is not required per se for the accumulation or
modification of these specific epitopes in the nucellus. In extreme cases, additional mov5.o
carpels contained ovules comprised of over-proliferating integument tissues, which showed
labelling of (1,3;1,4)-b-D-glucan but not of de-methylesterified pectin (Figure 3G). Although
these results are indicative, histological clearing and immunolabelling should be repeated on
a larger sample size when considering the high phenotypic variability of mov5.o carpels.
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Figure 3. Transverse section of (A) wild-type and (B-C) mov5.o mature carpels showing autofluorescence.
Ovule-like structures in mov5.o are indicated with asterisks. Scale bars: 100 µm. Immunolabelling of (D)
wild-type and (E-G) mov5.o ovule structures showing distribution pattern of (1,3);(1,4)-β-D-glucan (red)
and de-methylesterified pectin (green) in the ovule integuments (int), nucellus (nuc) and embryo sac (es).
Scale bars: 50 µm.

The mov5 locus is located on the long arm of chromosome 2H
To date, the genomic position of mov5 remains unknown. To map this locus, a bi-parental F2
mapping population derived from a cross between mov5.o (cv. Morex) and Steptoe was
developed. To verify successful parental crosses, heterozygosity of eight F1 plants was
confirmed by KASPTM marker analysis across six previously known SNPs located on
chromosome 3H, at positions: chr3H_1006543, chr3H_7767159, chr3H_8787424,
chr3H_11702941, chr3H_14011512 and chr3H_28805649 according to the Morex reference
assembly Hv_IBSC_PGSB_v2. Phenotypically, flowers from all eight F1 individuals appeared
similar to wild type. In total, 88 F2 plants from each of four confirmed F1 lines were grown
and used for mapping, totalling 352 F2 individuals. Surprisingly, 13 (14.8 %) and 16 (18.2 %)
F2 individuals derived from two of the F1 lines (V5317_S3-5 and V5317_S3-6) exhibited
stunted growth (Appendix C, Supplementary Figure S2). For these plants, growth either
arrested shortly after cotyledon expansion, or seedlings developed only two or three leaves
that were particularly short and spindly. In all such cases, development progressed only for
a one to two weeks before the seedlings died. Given these plants could not be grown to
flowering for inflorescence phenotyping they were discarded from further analyses, leaving
323 F2 individuals for mapping. Each remaining F2 plant was phenotyped at heading or
flowering stage by manually opening florets and visually inspecting 6 to 22 individual florets
derived from 1 to 3 spikes. Phenotyping showed that the mov5.o multiovary trait segregated
as a single Mendelian recessive locus (3:1) (Appendix C, Supplementary Table S1).
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Due to the lack of knowledge regarding the location of mov5, KASPTM markers were designed
to be evenly distributed across all barley chromosomes. To obtain a rough estimate of mov5
chromosome locality, all markers were used to genotype a subset of 21 F2 individuals, 11 of
which exhibited the mov5.o phenotype. This genome-wide screening revealed association of
the mov5.o phenotype with KASPTM marker chr2H_659264767 on chromosome 2H. To map
the mov5 locus at higher resolution, 22 additional KASPTM markers were designed
surrounding chr2H_659264767 and were subsequently used to genotype all 323 F2
individuals (Figure 4). This allowed the identification of a critical interval spanning
approximately 3.8 Mb at the telomeric end of the long arm of chromosome 2H, between
markers chr2H_695884392 and chr2H_699725902. It is worth noting that within this interval,
marker chr2H_697042015 completely co-segregates with the mov5.o phenotype. However,
partly due to the repetitiveness of the sequence in this region, no additional SNPs could be
identified to further reduce the size of the critical interval.
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Figure 4. Mapping of the mov5 locus in a mov5.o x Steptoe bi-parental population. mov5 was mapped to
a ~ 3.8 Mb interval between markers chr2H_695884392 and chr2H_699725902 based on 323 F2
segregants. Marker chr2H_697042015 within HvLFY (HORVU2Hr1G102590) completely co-segregates
with the mov5.o phenotype. Marker order is based on the genetic map. Examples of mapping in F2
segregants exhibiting mov5.o phenotype are shown; pink: mov5.o allele; grey: Steptoe allele.

The mov5 locus comprises multiple genes including the transcription factor
HvLFY
Based on comparisons between genetic and physical maps from cv. Morex, the region of
interest on chromosome 2H is predicted to contain 115 annotated genes (Appendix C,
Supplementary Table S2) of which 69 (60 %) are annotated as high confidence (HC) gene
sequences (Figure 5A). Towards identifying the mov5.o causative gene sequence(s), the
expression level of the 69 HC genes was investigated using published transcriptome data [3]
from three developmental stages of wild-type inflorescences, corresponding to double ridge
(Waddington stage W2.0), awn primordium (W3.5) and green anther (W8.0 – 8.5) stage, as
well as from 2-week old seedlings (Zadok stage Z12) [4,5]. Of the 69 HC genes, only 39 (56.5
%) are expressed at double ridge with a FPKM ³ 1. Likewise, 40 (58 %) and 39 (56.5 %) genes
are expressed with a FPKM ³ 1 at the awn primordium and green anther stages, respectively.
Interestingly, of these expressed HC genes, 38 are in common between double ridge and awn
primordium samples (Figure 5B). These 38 genes were selected for further consideration.
Genes specific for the green anther stage were not analysed further as it captures a timepoint
that was considered too late in flower development to underlie the mov5.o phenotype.
Of the 38 HC gene sequences expressed at both double ridge and awn primordium stages,
HORVU2Hr1G102590 was identified as a possible candidate to explain the mov5.o phenotype
based on expression pattern and annotation. Overall, HORVU2Hr1G102590 expression is
highest at the double ridge stage (ranking as the second highest expressed gene 117.69
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FPKM) and noticeably decreases at the awn primordium stage (24.84 FPKM) and green
anther stage (0.21 FPKM), as well as having very low expression in vegetative tissue (0.11
FPKM) (Figure 5C).

Figure 5. (A) The mapped interval for mov5 contains 115 genes, of which only 69 (40 %) are annotated
with high confidence, based on Morex reference assembly Hv_IBSC_PGSB_v2. (B) Most high confidence
genes with FPKM ³ 1 are expressed in all stages: double ridge (W2.0), awn primordium (W3.5) and green
anther (W8.0 - 8.5). (C) HORVU2Hr1G102590 (HvLFY) expression pattern from Liu et al. (2019) [3].
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HORVU2Hr1G102590 encodes a protein with very high sequence identity (84.3%) to rice
ABERRANT PANICLE ORGANIZATION 2/RFL (APO2), belonging to the FLORICAULA/LEAFY
(FLO/LFY)

plant-specific

transcription

factor

family

[6].

Henceforth,

gene

HORVU2Hr1G102590 will be referred to as HvLFY. Based on the reference Morex assembly
Hv_IBSC_PGSB_v2 the HvLFY gene is divided in three exons and a 5’UTR (Figure 6). The exonintron structure was found to be conserved with previously characterised FLO/LFY genes
from Antirrhinum majus, Arabidopsis thaliana, maize (Zea mays) and rice. Comparison of the
FLO/LFY protein sequence among these species shows 64.1 % residue identity, with
particularly high sequence conservation towards the C-terminal domain, including the final
part of the second exon and the third exon (Appendix C, Supplementary Figure S3).

Since the mov5.o mutant was created by fast neutron irradiation [2], which typically causes
genomic deletions and disruptions of varying sizes, the presence of HvLFY was tested by PCR.
Multiple replicates indicated that gene HvLFY was still present in mov5.o individuals. The
presence of another 14 genes located within the mov5 region and surrounding HvLFY, which
also show high levels of expression at double ridge/awn primordium stages, was also tested
(Appendix C, Supplementary Table S2). Similar to HvLFY, all tested genes were found to be
present in mov5.o plants.

To investigate whether mov5.o plants contain any sequence polymorphisms that could
explain the mutant phenotype, HvLFY was amplified from mov5.o, Morex and Steptoe plants
and Sanger sequenced. Sequencing covered the entire gene sequence and was extended to
500 bp upstream of the translation start site, inclusive of the 5’UTR, and 150 bp downstream
of the stop codon. No sequence variations were identified within the upstream, 5’UTR and
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downstream regions. One SNP [C/T] within the third exon was detected between the mov5.o
HvLFY gene and both Steptoe and Morex sequences (Figure 6). At the protein level, this SNP
causes a Pro ® Leu non-synonymous substitution at position 364 (P364L) in HvLFY. The same
SNP was used to design KASPTM marker chr2H_697042015 which was observed to completely
co-segregate with the mov5.o phenotype (Figure 4).

Figure 6. Gene structure for HvLFY (HORVU2Hr1G102590); length in base pairs of 5’ Untranslated Region
(UTR), exons (black) and introns (solid line) is indicated. Yellow line shows the position of the [C/T] SNP
found in mov5.o plants.

Interaction of Mov5 with the ABC genes
To investigate whether mov5.o influences the expression pattern of floral homeotic genes,
transcript abundance of the major genes involved in flower development was tested by qRTPCR. Wild-type and mov5.o developing inflorescences were collected at stages W2.0, W3.5,
W4.5 and W6.0 to include organogenesis of both stamens, carpels and ovules. Interestingly,
expression of HvLFY was not significantly altered in mov5.o samples compared to wild type
(Figure 7). In both genotypes, expression was highest at W2.0 (double ridge) and decreased
as development progressed. On the other hand, levels of B-class genes tended to increase in
abundance with development. In mov5.o, all B-class genes, HvMADS2, HvMADS4 and
HvMADS16 showed a reduction in transcript abundance which was most significant for stage
W4.5 (carpel primordium) and most marked for HvMADS16 (Figure 7). A similar trend was
seen for both E-class genes tested (HvMADS7 and HvMADS8). Also in the case of these two
E-class genes, transcript abundance increased with development, with lower abundance in
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mov5.o compared to wild type, especially at W4.5 (Figure 7). Carpel-specific genes
(HvMADS58 and HvDL) were also assayed. HvMADS58 showed an overall decrease in
transcript abundance in mov5.o inflorescences, while HvDL was significantly reduced only at
the timepoint of stamen primordia initiation (W3.5). Transcript levels did not greatly differ
from wild type for all other timepoints (Figure 7; Appendix C, Supplementary Figure S4). The
ovule-specific HvMADS13 and HvMADS3 genes appeared to follow the same expression
dynamics in mov5.o as in wild type. However, while HvMADS3 levels remained unaffected,
HvMADS13 appeared to be slightly but significantly increased in mov5.o at stage W2.0 and
significantly reduced at stage W4.5 (Appendix C, Supplementary Figure S4). Transcript
abundance for A-class genes (HvMADS14 and HvMADS15), the meristem-specific HvOSH1
(HOMEOBOX 1) and germ-line associated HvMSP1 (MULTIPLE SPOROCYTE) genes remained
unaffected in mov5.o samples (Appendix C, Supplementary Figure S4). The other germ-line
gene tested, HvMEL1 (MEIOSIS ARRESTED AT LEPTOTENE1) showed reduced abundance in
mov5.o from stage W3.5 onwards (Appendix C, Supplementary Figure S4), however this
reduction was not statistically significant.
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Figure 7. Transcript abundance assessed by qRT-PCR in wild-type (black) and mov5.o (red) developing
inflorescences at stages W2.0 (double ridge), W3.5 (stamen primordia), W4.5 (carpel primordium) and
W6.0 (stamen and carpel development) for: HvLFY (HORVU2Hr1G102590), B-class genes HvMADS16
(HORVU7Hr1G091210), HvMADS2 (HORVU3Hr1G091000), HvMADS4 (HORVU1Hr1G063620); E-class
genes HvMADS7 (HORVU5Hr1G076400), HvMADS8 (HORVU7Hr1G054220) and C-class gene HvMADS58
(HORVU1Hr1G029220). Error bars represent ± Standard Error. For each timepoint, two-tailed T-test Pvalues ≤0.05 (*), ≤0.005 (**) and ≤0.001 (***) are shown for differences between wild type and mov5.o.
For each sample n = 3 independent biological replicates.
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Discussion
mov5.o is involved in correct floral development
Despite showing normal vegetative growth, mov5.o plants develop dysfunctional florets. In
mov5.o florets, the inconsistent loss of specific floral organs (stamens and lodicules), the
production of mosaic floral organs due to incomplete conversion of lodicules to bracts,
lodicules to stamens and stamens to carpels, as well as the development of supernumerary
carpel-like structures (Figure 1) indicate that floral development is severely compromised in
this mutant. Based on phenotypic evidence, we speculate that mov5.o affects floral organs
in whorl 2 (lodicules), whorl 3 (stamens) and whorl 4 (carpel). However, it is worth noting
that the number of floral organs in mov5.o do not usually equate to the expected number
based on a simple homeotic conversion, but rather mov5.o florets show an increase in organ
number. The phenotype observed in mov5.o individuals is strikingly similar to early
descriptions of barley multiovary mutants by Gregory and Purvis (1947) [1]. In both cases,
abnormal florets do not grow along the entire spike and there is phenotypic variability in the
partial conversion of stamens to carpels, ranging from weak defects whereby the stamens
exhibit a few apical stigmatic hairs to marked transitions in which stamens resemble hollow
carpels lacking an ovule. For mov5.o and earlier described multiovary mutants, however, no
allelism tests or information regarding possible causative genes is thus far available. Despite
such a severe floral phenotype, mov5.o florets occasionally manage to develop viable seeds
upon self- or cross-pollination. This observation indicates that although the majority of
mov5.o additional carpels appear hollow, the single or fused carpel structure that forms in
whorl 4 still harbours a functional embryo sac, although the symmetry of the developing seed
remains abnormal (Figure 1). Results from histological clearing and immunolabelling of
mature carpels confirm that mov5.o individuals are able to occasionally produce a variable
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number of functional embryo sacs and that cell identity within the mov5.o ovules is
maintained (Figure 2). Furthermore, successful reciprocal crosses with wild type cv. Morex
indicate that limited, but viable pollen is still produced from mov5.o stamens (personal
observation).

The mov5 locus is located on chromosome 2H to a region containing a LEAFYlike transcription factor
mov5.o florets also closely resemble the floret disruptions reported for the rice mutant
aberrant panicle organization 2/rfl (apo2/rfl). In rice, apo2/rfl flowers show partial loss of
floral determinacy, as well as conversion of lodicules into glumes, lodicule-stamen mosaic
organs, reduced number of stamens and ectopic carpel formation [6]. Similarly in maize,
mutants in the corresponding APO2/RFL genes, termed Zea FLO/LFY 1 (ZFL1) and Zea FLO/LFY
2 (ZFL2), exhibit disruption in floral organ identity and patterning. In the female florets of the
maize double mutant zf1 zfl2 stamen primordia fail to develop, accompanied by a
concomitant proliferation of carpel-like organs and organs of unclear identity [7]. On the
other hand, male flowers of the double mutant either lack stamens or produce twisted
stamens with a reduced number and size of locules [7]. Rice APO2/RFL and maize ZFL1 and
ZFL2 encode orthologues of the FLORICAULA (FLO) and LEAFY (LFY) genes in Antirrhinum and
Arabidopsis, respectively. The FLO/LFY genes belong to a plant-specific transcription factor
family with prominent roles in reproductive transition, flower development and plant
architecture in various species.
In this study, generation and analysis of a mov5.o (cv. Morex) x Steptoe F2 mapping
population positioned mov5 to the telomeric end of chromosome 2HL spanning a critical
region of approximately 3.8 Mb (Figure 3). Among the 115 annotated genes within the
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identified interval, preferential expression at double ridge and awn primordium stage in wildtype inflorescences was used to filter for possible causative candidates underlying mov5
(Figure 4). One such gene was HORVU2Hr1G102590, termed here HvLFY due to its high
sequence identity with previously characterised FLO/LFY proteins. Based on the high protein
sequence identity, the conserved exon-intron structure of HvLFY with other characterized
FLO/LFY genes, the extensive documented evidence of a role of FLO/LFY genes in flower
development, and the phenotypic similarity of mov5.o plants to described flo/lfy mutants,
we speculate that HvLFY is a plausible candidate to explain the mov5.o phenotype.
Consistent with this hypothesis, sequencing of HvLFY in mov5.o plants revealed a [C/T] SNP
in the third exon which results in a P364L change in the amino acid sequence (Figure 5). KASP
marker chr2H_697042015 designed using the identified SNP fully co-segregates with mov5.o
phenotype (Figure 3). Furthermore, segregation of the mov5.o phenotype within the F2
population is indicative of a single-locus recessive trait (Appendix C, Supplementary Table
S1).
FLO/LFY proteins usually contain a weakly conserved N-terminal domain that mediates LFY
oligo-dimerization and possibly influences DNA binding [8] and a highly conserved C-terminal
region that forms the DNA-binding domain which recognizes pseudo-palindromic sequence
elements in promoters of target genes [9]. Consistent with this, sequence comparison of
FLO/LFY proteins from barley, rice, maize, Antirrhinum majus and Arabidopsis thaliana
showed a higher degree of similarity in the C-terminal domain compared to the N-terminal
domain (Appendix C, Supplementary Figure S3).
A study looking at the crystal structure of Arabidopsis LFY bound to target promoter elements
determined that LFY binds DNA as a cooperative dimer. Binding occurs between a unique
helix-turn-helix fold in the LFY C-terminal DNA-binding domain which forms base-specific
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interactions with both the major and minor grooves of the DNA [9]. The helix-turn-helix fold
is able to promote LFY dimerization by itself and was shown to be defined by two short bstrands (b1 and b2) followed by seven a-helices (a6 - a12) connected by short loops [9].
Pro364 is found in the C-terminal domain of HvAPO2, located proximally to a12, which is
involved in the interface between LFY dimers in Arabidopsis (Appendix C, Supplementary
Figure S3) [9]. Despite the evolutionary rates of LFY/FLO genes in grass species being
significantly higher than those in Angiosperms [10], Pro364 is conserved in all species
considered in this study and more, including Angiosperms Nymphaea odorata and Brownea
grandiceps, the gymnosperm Welwitschia mirabilis, the fern Matteuccia struthiopteris and
the bryophyte Physcomitrella patens [9]. Conservation of Pro364 across the plant kingdom
is indicative of the functional importance of this specific residue. Furthermore, there are
numerous reported examples whereby other single amino acid substitutions in LFY are
sufficient to affect DNA-binding affinity or interactions between amino acids and lead to
mutant phenotypes in planta [9]. Consequently, we speculate that the identified SNP
resulting in P364L could influence HvLFY functionality in mov5.o plants. Decreased or altered
HvLFY function during barley inflorescence development could explain the inconsistent
phenotype observed for mov5.o florets.

Although it has been reported, especially in rice, that the precise spatial-temporal expression
of FLO/LFY genes can be complex [11,12], we do not believe that the mutant phenotype in
mov5.o plants is due to mis-regulation of HvLFY expression. Indeed, transcript abundance of
HvLFY generally does not significantly differ between mutant and wild-type developing
inflorescences (Figure 6). This result is consistent with the hypothesis that alteration in HvLFY
function in mov5.o occurs at the protein level, hence after transcription. In both mov5.o and
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wild-type inflorescences, HvLFY is most abundant at early developmental stages,
corresponding to approximately W2.0 (double ridge) and decreases as the differentiation
and development of both male and female reproductive organs progresses (Figure 7). These
results corroborate the transcriptomic data utilised, where HvLFY expression was highest at
the double ridge stage and decreases with inflorescence development (Figure 5). Expression
of HvLFY, which precedes and coincides with floral organogenesis, suggests that this gene
acts quite early in flower development and is consistent with the floral defects of mov5.o
florets.

Based on KASPTM genotyping, the stunted and lethal phenotype seen in low proportion (14.8
% and 18.2 %) only in some F2 plants of the mapping population was not linked to the mov5
locus or caused by altered HvLFY function. We suspect it might be a result of a secondary
background mutation caused during the original mutagenesis experiment. Apart from a
twisted peduncle for mov5.o spikes (Appendix C, Supplementary Figure S1), no other
pronounced pleiotropic effects were noticed in the vegetative phase or other growth aspects
of mov5.o plants. This is in contrast to rice apo2/rfl mutants, which apart from aberrant floral
organ identities and loss of floral meristem determinacy, also show additional pleiotropic
phenotypes. In addition to its role in flower development, APO2/RFL in rice also appears to
promote tillering, flowering, phyllotaxy and panicle branching [6,13]. Likewise in maize, ZFL1
and ZFL2 play a role in inflorescence architecture by promoting tassel branching and are also
involved in regulating reproductive transition [7]. Given that spike architecture in barley
differs from rice and maize, and that no other major defects were observed in mov5.o plants,
we speculate that HvLFY in barley may have a distinct role relative to FLO/LFY genes of rice
and maize. However, it is worth considering that the mild phenotype in mov5.o plants could
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be attributed to a weak, but functional allele of HvLFY as opposed to a complete absence of
HvLFY function, which could give rise to more severe phenotypes. To this end, future studies
investigating the effects of absence of HvLFY will be pursued.

HvLFY shows partial functional conservation with other FLO/LFY genes
The function of FLO/LFY orthologues appears to have been modulated in several species. For
example: in Arabidopsis LFY controls reproductive transition and floral organ identity [1416], FLO in Antirrhinum confers floral meristem identity and is involved in correct phyllotaxy
[17], ABERRANT LEAF AND FLOWER (ALF) in Petunia hybrida controls floral identity and
branching pattern [18], PpLFY1 and PpLFY2 in the moss species Physcomitrella patens control
the first zygotic cell division [19] and NICOTIANA FLO/LFY1 and 2 (NFL1 and NFL2) in tobacco
(Nicotiana tabacum) are required for correct development and branching of both shoot
apical and floral meristems [20]. The orthologue UNIFOLIATA (UNI) in pea (Pisum sativum)
has a role in vegetative structures in promoting compound leaf development [21,22], an
effect also seen for FALSIFLORA (FA) in tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) even if less
pronounced [23]. Nonetheless, although divergent species have specified FLO/LFY function
to confer additional developmental roles, all FLO/LFY proteins characterised so far retain a
conserved function in floral development acted through the regulation of floral organ
identity genes belonging to the ABC model. For example, in Arabidopsis, LFY induces
expression of AP1 (A-class), AP3 (B-class) and AG (C-class) [24-28] genes. Another example
can be found in rice, whereby APO2/RFL suppresses expression of A-class genes OsMADS14,
OsMADS15 and OsMADS18, as well as expression of the E-class gene OsMADS34 [6].
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In this study, we show that the expression of B-class genes (HvMADS2, HvMADS4 and
HvMADS16) and E-class genes (HvMADS7 and HvMADS8) is affected in mov5.o inflorescences
(Figure 6). These genes show decreased expression in mov5.o compared to wild-type
inflorescences, an observation that is in accord with a role of these genes in stamen and
lodicule organogenesis and differentiation, as documented in rice [29-33], and consistent
with the barley mutant phenotype. Likewise, the reduced expression seen for HvMEL1
(Appendix C, Supplementary Figure S4), the barley orthologue of rice MEL1, is in accord with
the mov5.o phenotype as MEL1 in rice is expressed in both the male and female archesporial
cells and sporocytes [34]. The apparent lower expression level of HvMEL1 may be indicative
of fewer archesporial cells produced due to the reduced number of anthers developing in
mov5.o florets.
Interestingly, expression of all tested genes involved in carpel (HvMADS58 and HvDL) and
ovule development (HvMADS3 and HvMADS13) as well as meristem maintenance (HvOSH1)
seem to be reduced or unaltered in mov5.o plants (Figure 6, Appendix C, Supplementary
Figure S4). This result was unexpected as mov5.o florets produce supernumerary carpels and
increased numbers of floral organs, which might be expected to manifest through increased
C- and D- class gene function. It is also worth noting that for all genes assayed, the most
significant changes in transcript abundance occurred at stage W4.5, corresponding
approximately to carpel primordium initiation. These results highlight the need for additional
studies to elucidate the precise effects of mov5.o and HvLFY on meristem development,
flower development and, particularly, on the organs of the fourth (innermost) whorl. Unlike
rice, transcript levels of A-class genes HvMADS14 and HvMADS15 do not undergo significant
changes in mov5.o plants (Appendix C, Supplementary Figure S4). If HvLFY is the causative
gene, this might be due to the nature of the allele. Considering HvLFY is still present and
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expressed in mov5.o inflorescences, it is plausible that mov5.o represents a weak HvLFY
allele, in which function is partially impaired due to the amino acid substitution. Additionally,
unchanged levels of A-class genes, which are mostly involved in whorls 1 and 2 and in
establishing the floral context [35], agree with the observation of no phenotypic defects in
the palea and lemma of mov5.o florets. Finally, transcript abundance of HvMSP1, predicted
from rice to be involved in regulating male and female sporogenesis [36] appears to remain
unaffected in mov5.o plants despite having reduced anthers (Appendix C, Supplementary
Figure S4). This result is similar to those previously obtained for mov1 and mov2.g, in which
HvMSP1 levels were similarly unaffected and thus argues against a conserved function of this
particular gene with rice. Further studies will be required to determine if this is indeed the
correct OsMSP1 orthologue.

In Arabidopsis, LFY requires the co-factor UNUSUAL FLORAL ORGANS (UFO), an F-box
protein, to directly activate proper AP3 expression for petal and stamen formation [37,38].
This regulatory mechanism between LFY and UFO appears to be widely conserved as
orthologues have been identified in numerous plant species. In particular, a similar
interaction for regulation of the B-class genes DEFICIENS (DEF) and GLOBOSA (GLO) has been
proposed in Antirrhinum, between FLO and FIMBRIATA (FIM), the UFO ortholog [39,40]. In
rice protoplasts, APO2/RFL has been shown to regulate and physically interact with
ABERRANT PANICLE ORGANIZATION1 (APO1), the rice homolog of UFO [6]. Mutant analysis
established that APO2 and APO1 jointly control floral meristem determinacy [6]. LFY and UFO
orthologues have also been observed in petunia and pea [41,42]. Thus, we suggest that also
in barley HvLFY might require the action of an F-box protein as transcriptional co-factor for
direct regulation of B-class genes HvMADS2, HvMADS4 and HvMADS16. In this context, the
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barley gene HORVU7Hr1G108970 is a likely F-box candidate based on sequence homology to
rice APO1. However, further studies confirming interaction between HvLFY and
HORVU7Hr1G108970 and/or if LFY binding sites are present in promoters of B-class genes
are needed to test our hypothesis.

The role of HvLFY in flower development
Based on the results presented in this study, we propose a model to explain the putative
function of HvLFY in barley flower development. In wild-type barley, HvLFY is expressed very
early in inflorescence development, even before the primordia of floral organs arise, and
positively regulates the activity of E-class genes. E-class genes are typically expressed in all
floral whorls and mediate the interactions between MADS-box proteins, thus at these early
stages HvLFY plays a role in establishing the suitable molecular context for MADS-box
transcription factors. As the floral meristem differentiates, HvLFY expression gradually
decreases. However, HvLFY is still expressed at the initiation of stamen primordia, whereby
it directly activates B-class genes, particularly HvMADS16, via interaction with the F-box
protein HORVU7Hr1G108970. In floral whorls 2 and 3, the B-class genes interact with A- and
E-class genes, or C- and E-class genes, to form the floral quartets necessary to specify lodicule
and stamen differentiation, respectively.
In mov5.o, the identified P364L amino acid substitution alters HvLFY function. As HvLFY
function is modified, but not abolished, the regulation of downstream targets is stochastic,
thus compromising the establishment of the molecular context for MADS-box functionality.
Based on the case-specific molecular context that is formed, the identity and abundance of
specific MADS-box floral quartets can be favoured or hindered in any floral whorl, thus
explaining the varying degree of phenotypic severity observed in mov5.o florets.
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In conclusion, we have mapped the mov5 locus to the long arm of chromosome 2H and have
identified HvLFY as a plausible candidate. The HvLFY allele in mov5.o contains a single SNP
causing a Pro ® Leu non-synonymous substitution at a protein residue that is highly
conserved between LFY orthologues across species from Angiosperms to bryophytes, and
therefore possibly alters HvLFY function. Fully functional Mov5 is required for correct
expression of floral homeotic genes, especially B-class genes, which is consistent with the
function of LFY from other species. Despite these correlative findings, further experimental
evidence is required to confirm that HvLFY is Mov5. This might be achieved through
transformation of a HvLFY rescue construct into the mov5.o background or by generation of
Hvlfy alleles by CRSIRP/Cas9. At this point, we speculate that HvLFY is most likely Mov5, and
that HvLFY function might have diverged slightly from other monocotyledons like rice and
maize. We propose a model to explain the putative function of HvLFY in floral organogenesis,
although further studies are needed to test the precise role of HvLFY in flower and vegetative
development.
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Materials and Methods
Plant material
Segregating seeds for the mov5.o allele (cv. Morex) mutated at the mov5 locus were kindly
provided by Professor A. Kleinhofs. Growing and phenotyping of plant material was
performed as described in Chapter 3. Development of the mov5.o x Steptoe bi-parental
mapping population, SNP discovery and KASPTM marker design was performed as mentioned
in Chapter 4. Sequence of all KASPTM markers can be found in Appendix C, Supplementary
Table S3.

Nucleic acid extraction and PCR
For all plant material, genomic DNA was extracted from 2-week old seedling as described in
Chapter 4. PCR reactions were prepared, and PCR products visualized on 1 % agarose gel, as
mentioned in Chapter 3. A list of primers used for PCR can be found at Appendix C,
Supplementary Table S4A.

RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR)
Wild-type and mov5.o inflorescences were manually dissected with fine-pointed tweezers at
developmental stages W2.0, W3.5, W4.0, W6.0, which correspond roughly to 25, 30, 35 and
40 Days Post Germination (DPG) in the growing conditions used. Dissected inflorescences
were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until further processing. RNA
extraction, cDNA synthesis and qRT-PCR were completed as described in Chapter 3.
Sequence of primers used for qRT-PCR are listed in Appendix C, Supplementary Table S4B.
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Histological clearing and immunolabelling with fluorophores
Sample collection and processing for histological clearing of whole mature carpels was
performed as described by Wilkinson and Tucker (2017) [43]. For immunolabelling, mature
carpels were fixed in FAA solution (50 % Ethanol 100 %, 5 % acetic acid, 10 % formaldehyde
37 %, one drop of Tween-20) overnight and transferred to ethanol 70 % until further
processing. Samples were dehydrated in a 70 - 100 % ethanol series and embedded in LR
white resin. Samples were then sectioned using a Leica Rotary Microtome RM2265 at 1.5
µm. Immunolabelling was performed as described by Aditya et al. (2015) [44], on two
biological replicates. Images were taken with Zeiss M1 AxioImager equipped with Axiocam
506 mono and processed using the ZEN 2012 software.
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General Synthesis

Solving the jigsaw of barley flower development
Flower development results from a sophisticated balance of environmental and molecular
cues. Studying floral mutants allows researchers to gain insight into the main genetic players
involved in integration of these cues. In this study, characterization of multiovary mutants
mov1, mov2.g and mov5.o and their putative underlying genes HvMADS16, HvSL1 and HvLFY,
respectively, lays the foundation for understanding floral organ development in barley.
Although further genetic and molecular evidence are required to confirm the causative
relationship between these barley mutants and the proposed genes, this final discussion is
based around the significant findings that mov1 carries a mutation in HvMADS16 (gene
deletion) (Chapter 3), HvSL1 is mutated in mov2.g (gene deletion) (Chapter 4) and that
mov5.o carries a mutation in HvLFY (SNP in a highly conserved residue) (Chapter 5). When
considered in light of the remarkable phenotypic similarities between the rice mutants
superwoman1 (Osspw1/Osmads16), stamenless1 (Ossl1) and aberrant panicle organization
2/rfl (Osapo2/rfl) and the respective barley mutants mov1/Hvmads16, mov2.g/Hvsl1 and
mov5.o/Hvlfy, our findings gain additional support. The results obtained also enable the
formulation of a testable model that can be used in further studies of barley flower
development.

Expression data from public resources (https://ics.hutton.ac.uk/morexGenes/) [1] show that
HvMADS16, HvSL1 and HvLFY are mainly expressed in floral and reproductive tissues in wildtype barley (cv. Morex) (Figure 1). This is consistent with the most prominent phenotype in
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the mutant multiovary plants being seen in the flower. In addition, HvLFY expression appears
to temporally precede expression of both HvSL1 and HvMADS16, indicating that HvLFY may
act at a relatively earlier stage of flower development. For example, although HvLFY is
expressed at low abundance in young inflorescences (5 mm), it is significantly higher than
both HvSL1 and HvMADS16 (Figure 1). As development proceeds HvLFY abundance
decreases while both HvSL1 and HvMADS16 increase, so that once inflorescences are 1 – 1.5
cm in size, HvLFY is significantly lower than the other genes (Figure 1). The low FPKM values
for HvLFY and HvSL1 might be explained by these genes only being expressed in a small
subset of cells within the entire tissue. Although in situ hybridisation resolved the location of
HvMADS16 in stamen and lodicule primordia, further experiments will be required to confirm
the expression domain and timing of HvLFY and HvSL1.
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Figure 1. (A) Expression pattern for barley genes HvLFY - HORVU2Hr1G102590 (black), HvSL1 HORVU3Hr1G003740 (dark grey) and HvMADS16 - HORVU7Hr1G091210 (light grey) in tissues at different
developmental stages. Error bars represent ± Standard Deviation. For INF1 and INF2, two-tailed T-test Pvalues ≤0.05 (*), ≤0.005 (**) and ≤0.001 (***) are shown. For each sample n = 3 independent biological
replicates. (B) Short description for each tissue, DPA represents Days after Pollination. A more detailed
description and expression values can be found at https://ics.hutton.ac.uk/morexGenes/.

When comparing the expression profiles obtained in this study for HvLFY, HvSL1 and
HvMADS16 across all three mutants, possible interactions between the genes can be inferred
(Figure 2). Transcription factors HvSL1 and HvLFY appear to positively influence HvMADS16
expression, as this gene seems to be down-regulated in both mov2.g and mov5.o.
Specifically, HvMADS16 expression in mov2.g inflorescences is lower than in wild type even
before stamen primordia initiation (W3.5), while HvMADS16 expression in mov5.o begins to
decrease around the stage of stamen primordia appearance (W3.5) (Figure 2). Consistent
with the hypothesis that HvLFY and HvSL1 act upstream of HvMADS16, expression profiles of
HvSL1 and HvLFY do not significantly differ from wild type in mov1 plants (Figure 2). However,
HvLFY appears to act on HvMADS16 in a HvSL1-independent manner, as HvSL1 expression
remains largely unchanged in mov5.o inflorescences. Likewise, HvLFY expression seems to
be unaffected in mov2.g plants (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Transcript abundance assessed by qRT-PCR in wild-type (black) and mutant mov1, mov2.g and
mov5.o (red) developing inflorescences at stages W2.0 (double ridge), W3.5 (stamen primordia), W4.5
(carpel primordium) and W6.0 (stamen and carpel development) for: HvLFY (HORVU2Hr1G102590), HvSL1
(HORVU3Hr1G003740) and HvMADS16 (HORVU7Hr1G091210). Error bars represent ± Standard Error. For
each timepoint, two-tailed T-test P-values ≤0.05 (*), ≤0.005 (**) and ≤0.001 (***) are shown for
differences between wild type and mutant. For each sample n = 3 independent biological replicates.

The importance of HvMADS16 can also be inferred from the fertility of the three mutants;
carpels of mov1 florets are completely sterile and lack a female gametophyte, while carpels
produced by mov2.g or mov5.o partly retain the ability to produce a female gametophyte
and viable seeds. This is in line with the observation that HvMADS16 is fully absent in mov1
plants, but is still expressed, despite being lower in abundance, in both mov2.g and mov5.o.
This finding suggests that HvMADS16 is not only required for correct floral organ
specification, but also for correct female gametophyte development. In dicotyledons,
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expression of the HvMADS16 orthologue in Antirrhinum (DEFICIENS) has been detected in
developing carpels [2], while transcripts of the Arabidopsis orthologue, APETALA3,
accumulate in ovule integuments late in development [3]. In addition, in situ hybridisation
confirmed that HPDEF, the orthologous gene in Hieracium piloselloides (tall hawkweed), is
expressed in ovules during female gametophyte initiation until anthesis [4]. Early studies in
rice reported the expression of B-class genes OsMADS2 and OsMADS4 mainly in anthers and
carpels. However, recent studies state that there is no RNA detected in the gynoecium for
both OsMADS2 [5] and OsMADS16 [6]. A different pattern is observed in maize, whereby the
HvMADS16 orthologue SILKY1 was found to be initially expressed in the centre of the floral
meristem that produces the pistil primordium but is later lost in the pistil primordium itself
[7]. Preliminary transcriptomic data from our laboratory (L. Wilkinson, M. Tucker,
unpublished) indicates that HvMADS16 and HvMADS2 are expressed in the later stages of
developing pistil and ovule tissues, while HvMADS4 is barely detectable (Figure 3).
Taken together, we speculate that HvMADS16, apart from being a determinant of lodicule
and stamen specification, also has a role in female gametophyte development. This later role
of HvMADS16 could possibly be performed via regulation or interaction with the B-sister
MADS-box proteins, HvMADS29 and HvMADS31. For example, yeast two-hybrid and pulldown assays in the gymnosperm Gnetum gnemon have demonstrated hetero-dimerization
between the B-sister and B-class orthologues [8]. However, further studies exploring this
hypothesis in barley are needed.
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Figure 3. Transcript abundance for barley HvMADS16 (HORVU7Hr1G091210) in mature carpels before and
after anthesis (Days After Pollination, DAP). Stages correspond the Zadok growth scale. The transcript
abundance shown is the average of values from six barley cultivars: Golden Promise (2 biological replicates
for each timepoint), Salka, Wren, Forum and Gant (3 biological replicates for each timepoint). Error bars
represent ± Standard Deviation.

Based on the results described in this thesis, we present a unifying model for the interaction
of HvLFY, HvSL1 and HvMADS16 in stamen development (Figure 4). We propose that in wildtype barley, HvLFY is expressed early in floral meristem differentiation, before the stamen
primordia appear, and likely via interaction with an unknown F-box protein (possibly
HORVU7Hr1G108970) positively regulates HvMADS16 in the second (lodicules) and third
(stamens) floral whorls. At presumably the same time, HvSL1 drives independent
upregulation of HvMADS16 chiefly in whorl 3. Once HvMADS16 is expressed in whorls 2 and
3 (Chapter 3, Figure 6), it forms obligate hetero-dimers with the other B-class transcription
factors HvMADS2 and HvMADS4 (Chapter 3, Figure 7), probably initiating a positive
regulatory feedback loop. As a result, in whorl 3 the higher-order floral quartet between B,
C and E-class genes represses the expression of HvMADS3, HvMADS58, HvMADS15 and HvDL
that are necessary for carpel and ovule development, while promoting stamen formation. In
addition, HvLFY also plays a role at the very early stages of inflorescence development to
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establish the correct molecular context, likely via regulation of E-class genes, while
HvMADS16 possibly also functions at later stages in female gametophyte development.
In multiovary mutants, this regulatory network is affected at strategic checkpoints (Figure 4).
The most severe phenotypic effect occurs in mov1 whereby HvMADS16 is absent (Chapter
3, Figure 2). As the remaining B-class genes do not interact amongst themselves (Chapter 3,
Figure 7), they cannot compensate for the lack of HvMADS16. A less pronounced phenotypic
effect is observed in mov2.g and mov5.o, in which HvMADS16 is observed to be
downregulated, but is still present (Chapter 4, Figure 6; Chapter 5, Figure 7). In each case
there is reduced expression of all B-class genes, which we interpret to be insufficient to
promote stamen development. Thus, the floral quartet most likely present in whorl 3 is
between C and E-class genes, promoting carpel development instead of stamens.
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Figure 4. Model for barley stamen development. (A) In wild-type barley HvLFY is expressed early in floral
meristems and activates HvMADS16 in whorls 2 and 3, likely via interaction with an F-box protein.
Concomitantly, HvSL1 independently upregulates HvMADS16 expression predominantly in whorl 3. In
whorl 3, HvMADS16 forms hetero-dimers with the other B-class factors HvMADS2 and HvMADS4 and,
together with C- and E-class MADS-box proteins, form floral quartets able to promote formation of
stamens and repress carpel and ovule development. (B) In a multiovary context, the network is disrupted
at different steps. However, all three mov1, mov2.g and mov5.o mutations have the effect of decreasing
HvMADS16 to levels insufficient for stamen formation. The remaining B-class factors are unable to form
dimers, thus the quaternary complex that predominantly forms in whorl 3 of multiovary plants is solely
between C- and E-class proteins which supports carpel and ovule development. Dashed arrows indicate
indirect interactions or interactions that have not been tested yet, while solid line arrows indicate direct
interactions as seen in this study. Green boxed proteins represent the likely candidates for mov1, mov2.g
and mov5.o, which the present study focused on. Grey boxed protein indicates speculative interactor
based on information from other species.

Applicability of barley mov mutants to hybrid breeding
In a hybrid breeding context, barley mov mutants in which stamens have been converted
into additional carpels may present the double advantage of being inherently male-sterile
and being able to increase the number of receptive carpels per spike. Male-sterility ensures
that any seed set is the consequence of cross-pollination, whereas an increase in the number
of receptive carpels per floret increases the likelihood of successful seed set per plant from
wind-borne pollination. Although having multiple carpels might be seen as a disadvantage
due to potential resource competition between multiple seeds, wind-pollinated seed set
from all carpels in a spike is unlikely in a hybrid seed production setting, and hence the
phenotype may indeed improve average seed set. Taken together, one could imagine
multiovary mutants and their wheat counterparts might contribute to a lowering of hybrid
seed production costs. Although, such characteristics seem ideal, the deployment of mov or
mov-like mutants in barley or wheat could be hindered by adverse pleiotropic effects.
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Among the three barley mov mutants described in this thesis, the most detrimental
phenotype is found in mov1 (cv. Steptoe) as it is completely male and female sterile and
therefore cannot be used as a parent in hybrid breeding. Interestingly, a mutation at
seemingly the same locus appears to have less severe effect in the spontaneous mutant mo5
(cv. Revelatum 1886) [9]. Indeed, mo5 plants produced viable seeds when cross-pollinated
with the cultivars Pallidum, Nutans and Nudum [10]. The difference in phenotypic severity
may be a consequence of diverse genotypic background or of the type of lesion caused by
the mutation. Nonetheless, this raises the possibility that negative effects of mov1 on female
fertility may be ameliorated by selecting weaker alleles.

Another mutant that would present complications for use in hybrid breeding is mov5.o (cv.
Morex), as it partially retains florets having a variable number of stamens capable of
producing viable pollen (Chapter 5, Figure 1). The incomplete male-sterility of mov5.o would
likely reduce the F1 seed purity if used in hybrid breeding. Furthermore, it was observed that
mov5.o plants tend to possess a twisted and relatively weaker peduncle relative to wild type
(Appendix C, Supplementary Figure S1). Whether such curled peduncle affects seed yield
through disadvantageous traits is yet to be determined, but one could expect that this
characteristic may render the plant susceptible to head-loss before harvest, ultimately
affecting yield.

The most promising multiovary mutant among the three studied appears to be mov2.g (cv.
Steptoe). Not only is mov2.g completely male-sterile and female-fertile, but florets are also
able to produce multiple seeds (2 - 3) per floret (Chapter 4, Figure 1). Such characteristics
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are of great interest to hybrid breeding since having multiple functional carpels within the
same floret maximises the opportunities for successful cross-pollination.
Interestingly, when cross-pollinated mov2.g florets produced two seeds, both seeds
appeared to be of smaller size compared to wild-type (Figure 5). On the other hand, when
three seeds developed within the same floret, only the central seed retains a similar size to
wild type, with the two lateral seeds being visibly smaller (Figure 5). This effect could be a
consequence of physical space limitation within the floret coupled with an uneven nutrient
allocation among the three seeds. Whether this is reproducible in the field is yet to be
determined. However, it is worth noting that in a hybrid seed production setting it is unlikely
that all pistils would be fertilised, thus reducing the competition threshold and allowing for
the growth of average-sized seeds.

Figure 5. Seed size from (A) wild-type and mov2.g florets developing (B) double or (C) triple seeds. Scale
bars: 1000 µm.

Being a recessive and self-sterile mutation, the mov2 locus needs to be maintained in a
heterozygous condition for self-seed propagation. This would necessarily introduce an
additional breeding step to multiply multiovary individuals. However, genotyping the locus
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at an early stage using molecular markers would facilitate trait screening, and many systems
for maintenance of male-sterile plants are already in use for hybrid breeding.
Other aspects that need to be considered for the use of mov2.g plants in hybrid breeding are
a low seed germination rate (Appendix B, Supplementary Table S1) and the low proportion
of mutant segregants observed in this research (Appendix B, Supplementary Table S2).
Further studies are therefore necessary to determine if these effects are caused by the mov2
locus, which would render it deleterious for hybrid breeding, or if they are symptomatic of
residual mutational load. Additionally, it was noticed that mov2.g individuals tend to have
reduced size and vigour relative to wild-type individuals. Reduced vigour would be
unappealing for hybrid breeding as it may mean that mov2.g plants could be more
susceptible to disease and abiotic stress in the field. Furthermore, reduced vigour may affect
flowering time, making matching the flowering window between female and male parents
more challenging.

Ultimately, it is apparent from this study that, as seen in many instances in biology, use of
multiovary mutants for hybrid breeding is likely to be a trade-off between the desired traits
and disadvantageous phenotypes. Understanding the physiology of multiovary mutants
provides us with the tools to regulate and minimize any unwanted effects.

Transferring knowledge to wheat
The genetic knowledge of flower development generated in this research can conceivably be
transferred to wheat. This would first entail applying bioinformatics to identify the wheat
orthologs of the genes identified here. As wheat is allohexaploid there are expected to be
three orthologous wheat genes for each barley gene. Once identified, the expression pattern
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of the candidate homeologues across tissues and through development would be assayed.
To determine their function, candidate genes could be targeted and rendered non-functional
via site-directed mutagenesis, for example via the use of CRISPR/Cas9 or TILLING. If there is
functional conservation between wheat and barley, this is likely to lead to a similar
phenotype as observed in barley, although in wheat more than one homeologue may need
to be knocked out. This process could also be combined with analysis of the allelic variation
between commercial wheat varieties worldwide to select lines requiring the least degree of
modification.

To test this principle, the HvSL1 gene sequence was used to identify wheat (cv. Chinese
Spring) orthologues TaSL1(3A) (TraesCS3A01G043300), TaSL1(3B) (TraesCS3B01G040200)
and TaSL1(3D) (TraesCS3D01G037400), located on chromosomes 3A, 3B and 3D,
respectively. Transcript abundance of these wheat genes suggests that all three
homeologues

are

expressed

at

a

comparable

abundance

in

floral

tissues

(http://bar.utoronto.ca/eplant_wheat/) [11] (Figure 6), possibly indicating that all three
copies are functional. It would be interesting to create single knock-out mutants for each
homeologue, as well as double and triple mutants. An experiment of this kind would: (1)
verify if all wheat copies are functional, (2) assess if homeologues have undergone subfunctionalization and (3) provide information about functional conservation with barley.
Interestingly, TaSL1(3A), TaSL1(3B) and TaSL1(3D) appear to be expressed at low levels in
young lemmas (Zadok stage Z59) [12], at very low levels in stigma and ovary, and not
expressed in mature anthers (Figure 6). This observation could suggest a diverse role in
flower development among wheat SL1 copies, thus highlighting the importance of validating
results when transferring knowledge across species.
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Figure

6.

Expression

pattern

for

wheat

genes

TaSL1(3A)/TraesCS3A01G043300

(black),

TaSL1(3B)/TraesCS3B01G040200 (dark grey) and TaSL1(3D)/TraesCS3D01G037400 (light grey) in
reproductive and floral tissues during middle and late stage development. Stages according to the Zadok
growth scale have been included. Error bars represent ± Standard Deviation. For each sample n = 3
independent

biological

replicates.

Expression

values

used

are

taken

from

http://bar.utoronto.ca/eplant_wheat/.

If we assume conservation of function, TaSL1 could potentially be deployed in a hybrid wheat
program in a similar context to Seed Production Technology (SPT, Pioneer Hybrid
International, Inc.) to develop transgenic-free hybrid seeds. Functional analysis of TaSL1(3A),
TaSL1(3B) and TaSL1(3D) can inform if triple mutant stacking is necessary to obtain a
completely penetrant multiovary phenotype and if, in a breeding scenario, all three loci need
be mutated or backcrossed in the female parent. Although backcrossing three loci increases
the breeding effort, the use of TaSL1 may still prove advantageous. In a hybrid breeding
context, use of a recessive trait such as multiovary is simpler for fertility restoration in F1
plants, as opposed to deploying a dominant trait.
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Conclusions

The research presented in this thesis has led to the following conclusions:
1. The barley multiovary mov1 (cv. Steptoe) mutant involves a deletion of ~ 0.95
Mb on the long arm of chromosome 7H. The missing region contains the DEFlike B-class gene HvMADS16.

2. The barley multiovary mov2 locus maps to a ~ 449 Kb region at the telomeric end
of the short arm of chromosome 3H. The region of interest includes the C2H2
zinc finger transcription factor HvSL1, which is absent in mov2.g plants (cv.
Steptoe).
3. The barley multiovary mov5 locus is located on the long arm of chromosome 2H
within an interval of ~ 3.8 Mb. In mov5.o plants (cv. Morex) the FLO/LFY
transcription factor HvLFY contains a [C/T] transition which results in a Pro ® Leu
non-synonymous substitution at a highly conserved protein residue.
4. As mov1, mov2.g and mov5.o are positioned on different chromosomes, the three
loci are not allelic.
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5. The same type of mutagenesis (fast neutron irradiation) can result in different
genomic lesions and varying degrees of severity.
6. The presence of HvMADS16 is necessary for correct specification of lodicules,
stamens and female gametophyte development. HvSL1 is needed for the proper
differentiation of stamens. Absence of HvSL1 does not have a pronounced effect
on female gametogenesis. HvLFY is necessary for proper floral organ
development.
7. Both transcription factors HvLFY and HvSL1 appear to act upstream of HvMADS16,
potentially activating HvMADS16 in an independent manner. However, HvSL1
alone is not sufficient to directly regulate the activity of B-class genes.

8. Genes that affect reproductive organ specification act very early in inflorescence
development, before and/or at the onset of organ primordia. Mutations affecting
these genes cause perturbations of the ABC model.
9. Barley B-class genes encode DEF-GLO obligate hetero-dimers, as demonstrated
for Arabidopsis and rice B-class genes.
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Contributions to knowledge

The research reported in the present thesis was targeted towards the developmental
characterization of barley multiovary mutants mov1, mov2.g and mov5.o and the
identification of their underlying genes, to provide information about male-sterile mutants
that could be applied to enhance cross-pollination in wheat hybrid breeding.
The contributions to knowledge of this thesis are:

1. Enhanced knowledge of flower development in barley through the identification
of candidate genes necessary for correct floral organogenesis, and development
of a unifying model to explain their interaction in the floral network.

2. Validation of the ABC model in barley and demonstration that, as for other
species, the model undergoes species-specific modifications in barley.

3. Demonstration that the multiovary phenotype is a spectrum, depending on what
checkpoint of the floral organogenesis pathway is affected. While some
mutations giving rise to multiovary can result in multiple seeds, others show
adverse pleiotropic effects such as complete female sterility or partial conversion
of floral organs. This affects applicability and determines if the phenotype is
commercially profitable.
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4. Discovery that there are multiple ways to obtain a multiovary plant, which
introduces the possibility of achieving a multiovary plant that maximises the gain
in cross-pollination with no or little compromising pleiotropic effects.

To my knowledge, this is the first report of a detailed characterization of barley mutants
mov1, mov2.g and mov5.o combined with a model explaining their interaction in driving
flower development. Although further experiments are required to support the conclusions,
this thesis represents a step forward towards our understanding of flower development in
barley, with the hope that one day Science can build upon these discoveries.
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Supplementary Material to Chapter 3

Supplementary Figure S1. Development of wild-type and mov1 inflorescences and
reproductive organs.
Supplementary Figure S2. Transcript abundance of floral development genes, as detected
by RT-qPCR in wild-type and mov1 inflorescences.
Supplementary Figure S3. In situ hybridization with sense probes on wild-type and mov1
inflorescences.
Supplementary Figure S4. Sequence alignment of MADS16 proteins from Hordeum vulgare,
Oryza sativa, Zea mays, Antirrhinum majus and Arabidopsis thaliana.
Supplementary Figure S5. Complementation and CRISPR strategy for mov1.

Supplementary Table S1. Segregation ratio of mov1 by genotyping with copy number
analysis and phenotyping in heterozygote plant material.
Supplementary Table S2. Annotated genes present in the mov1 deletion (7H) and genes
tested by PCR
Supplementary Table S3. Primer sequences used in this study.
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Supplementary Figure S1. Development of wild-type (WT) and mov1 (A) inflorescences and (B)
reproductive organs. Waddington stage is indicated for each developmental stage. Scale bars are:
250 µm (W2.0 - W3.0), 500 µm (W4.0), 1000 µm (W5.0 - 6.0) and 500 µm (W6.5 – 8.5).
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Supplementary Figure S2. Transcript abundance of floral development genes, as detected by RTqPCR in wild-type (black) and mov1 (red) inflorescences. Developmental stages refer to W2.0 (double
ridge), W3.5 (stamen primordia), W4.5 (carpel primordium) and W6.0 (stamen and carpel
development) Transcript abundance is shown for C-class gene HvMADS58 (HORVU1Hr1G029220); Aclass genes HvMADS14 (HORVU5Hr1G095630), HvMADS15 (HORVU2Hr1G063800); E-class genes
HvMADS7 (HORVU5Hr1G076400), HvMADS8 (HORVU7Hr1G054220), as well as HvMEL1
(HORVU5Hr1G107020) and HvMSP1 (HORVU6Hr1G033670). Error bars represent ± Standard Error.
For each developmental stage, two-tailed T-test P-values ≤0.05 (*), ≤0.005 (**) and ≤0.001 (***)
are shown for differences between wild type and mov1. For each sample n = 3 independent biological
replicates.
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Supplementary Figure S3. In situ hybridization with sense probes on wild-type and mov1
inflorescences.

Sense

probes

for

HvMADS16

(HORVU7Hr1G091210),

HvMADS3

(HORVU3Hr1G026650), HvMADS13 (HORVU1Hr1G023620) and HvDL (HORVU4Hr1G067780) were
assayed on inflorescences at stage W6.0. Scale bars: 250 µm.
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Supplementary Figure S4. Sequence alignment of MADS16 proteins from Hordeum vulgare
(HvMADS16 - HORVU7Hr1G091210), Oryza sativa (OsSPW1 - LOC_Os06g49840), Zea mays (ZmSi1 LOC541799), Antirrhinum majus (AmDEF - Am01g03890) and Arabidopsis thaliana (AtAP3 AT3G54340). The conserved MADS (blue line) and K-domain (red line) are shown, double lines
indicate the conserved nuclear localization signal (NLS), dashed lines indicate the amphipatic 𝛂helices K1, K2 and K3 which mediate interactions between MADS-box proteins. Figure contains
information from Yang et al. (2003); Gramzow and Theissen (2010).

Yang Y, Fanning L, Jack T. The K domain mediates hetero-dimerization of the Arabidopsis floral organ identity proteins,
APETALA3 and PISTILLATA. Plant Journal. 2003;33:47-59.
Gramzow L, Theissen G. A hitchhiker's guide to the MADS world of plants. Genome Biology. 2010;11:214.
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Supplementary Figure S5. Complementation and CRISPR strategy for mov1. (A) Strategy for mov1
complementation; mov1 (cv. Steptoe) segregating plants are grown and copy number is performed
to identify heterozygote plants at an early stage (Step 1), these plants can then be used as donor
material (T0) for Agrobacterium-mediated transformation (Step 2). If complementation is successful,
regenerants (T1) from the transformation should segregate genotypically, but not phenotypically
(Step 3). (B) CRISPR knockout strategy; Golden Promise plants are used donor material (T0) (Step 1)
for Agrobacterium-mediated transformation (Step 2). Regenerants (T1) are screened for both
phenotype and genotype (Step 3). Yellow represents wild-type phenotype, green indicates mov1
phenotype. (C) Position of the guideRNA (red); two different gRNA have been designed to target
HvMADS16 (HORVU7Hr1G091210) at +29 bp and +72 bp from the translational start site. (D) Details
of the CRISPR/Cas9 vector. Vector includes a plant codon optimized Cas9 driven by the maize
ubiquitin promoter (pZmUbi) and both gRNA (gRNA1 and gRNA2) driven by the rice small nuclear
RNA promoters U6a (pOsU6a) and U6b (pOsU6b), respectively. NosT stands for the Agrobacterium
nopaline synthase terminator.
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Supplementary Table S1. Segregation ratio of mov1 by genotyping with copy number analysis and
phenotyping in heterozygote plant material.

H0 = The observed phenotypes segregate with a 3:1 ratio
H1 = Not H0; observed phenotypes segregate differently from 3:1 ratio
Degrees of freedom (DF) = 1

Supplementary Table S2. Annotated genes present in the mov1 deletion (7H) and genes tested by
PCR. All genes were present in mov1, except for genes shown in bold. Annotations and genomic
coordinates based on the Morex reference assembly Hv_IBSC_PGSB_v2. Presence of gene
HORVU7Hr1G091190 could not be tested due to sequence repetitiveness and is therefore considered
within the deletion.
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Supplementary Table 3A. Primer sequences and Taqman probes used for copy number analysis to
genotype mov1 plants. Fluorophore at 5’ and 3’ quencher are indicated for each probe.

Supplementary Table 3B. PCR primer sequences for testing the presence of barley B-class genes.

Supplementary Table 3C. PCR primer sequences for testing the presence of genes upstream and
downstream from HvMADS16/HORVU7Hr1G091210 (bold) on chromosome 7H.
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Supplementary Table 3D. qRT-PCR primer sequences.

* HvMADS4 (HORVU1Hr1G063620) completely overlaps with HvKinase (HORVU1Hr1G063610). HvMADS4
transcript abundance has thus been obtained by subtracting HvKinase values (primers specific to HvKinase)
from HvMADS4 & HvKinase (primers designed to amplify both genes).

Supplementary Table 3E. Primer sequence for cloning of in situ hybridization antisense (AS) and sense
(S) probes. The T7 promoter sequence is underlined.
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Supplementary Table 3F. Primer sequences for BiFC cloning. HindIII restriction site is underlined in
all forward primers, XmaI restriction site is underlined in all reverse primers.

Supplementary Table 3G. Primer sequences for HvMADS16 (HORVU7Hr1G091210) CRISPR knockout.
gRNA sequence is underlined.
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Supplementary material to Chapter 4

Supplementary Figure S1. Spike morphology of wild type and mov2.g plants.
Supplementary Figure S2. Plant morphology of F1 plants from the mov2.g x Morex biparental population.
Supplementary Figure S3. Transcript abundance of floral development genes, as detected
by RT-qPCR in wild-type and mov2.g inflorescences.
Supplementary Figure S4. In silico prediction of zinc finger TFBSs in the putative promoter (3
Kb) of barley B-class genes.
Supplementary Figure S5. Barley protoplast transfection efficiency and vector maps.
Supplementary Figure S6. Vector map for generation of CRISPR/Cas9 knockout for HvSL1.

Supplementary Table S1. Germination ratio of heterozygous plant material segregating for
the mov2.g phenotype
Supplementary Table S2. Segregation ratios of mov2.g in growing material through
genotyping by copy number of HvSL1 and among F2 lines from the mov2.g (cv. Steptoe) x
Morex bi-parental population.
Supplementary Table S3. Annotated genes present in the mapped critical interval for mov2
between flanking markers chr3H_9748112 and chr3H_10289104.
Supplementary Table S4. Sequence of KASPTM markers on chromosomes 3H used to map the
mov2 locus.
Supplementary Table S5. Primer sequences used in this study.
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Supplementary Figure S1. Spike morphology of (A) wild type and (B - D) mov2.g plants. Scale bars: 1
cm.

Supplementary Figure S2. Plant morphology of F1 (mov2.g x Morex) plants from the mov2.g (cv.
Steptoe) x Morex bi-parental population. Scale bar: 20 cm. Floret phenotype is indicated.
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Supplementary Figure S3. Transcript abundance of floral development genes, as detected by RTqPCR in wild-type (black) and mov2.g (red) inflorescences. Developmental stages refer to W2.0
(double ridge), W3.5 (stamen primordia), W4.5 (carpel primordium) and W6.0 (stamen and carpel
development). Transcript abundance is shown for HvDL (HORVU4Hr1G067780); A-class genes
HvMADS14 (HORVU5Hr1G095630), HvMADS15 (HORVU2Hr1G063800); E-class genes HvMADS7
(HORVU5Hr1G076400), HvMADS8 (HORVU7Hr1G054220), as well as HvMEL1 (HORVU5Hr1G107020)
and HvMSP1 (HORVU6Hr1G033670). Error bars represent ± Standard Error. For each timepoint, twotailed T-test P-values ≤0.05 (*), ≤0.005 (**) and ≤0.001 (***) are shown for differences between
wild type and mov2.g. For each sample n = 3 independent biological replicates.
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Supplementary Figure S4. In silico prediction of zinc finger TFBSs in the putative promoter (3 Kb) of
barley B-class genes. (A) Arabidopsis thaliana C2H2 zinc finger input motif (Matrix ID MA1277.1) used
to predict Transcription Factor Binding Sites (TFBSs) in barley B-class genes. (B) Predicted TFBSs in
putative promoter (3 Kb) of HvMADS2 (HORVU3Hr1G091000), HvMADS4 (HORVU1Hr1G063620) and
HvMADS16 (HORVU7Hr1G091210) using a 75 % similarity threshold to input motif. Motifs identified
with an 80 % similarity threshold are indicated with *. TFBSs were predicted using JASPAR 7th release
(http://jaspar.genereg.net). (C) Graphical representation of TFBSs position in the 3 Kb putative
promoter. Motifs identified with an 80 % similarity threshold are indicated with *.
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Supplementary Figure S5. Barley protoplast transfection efficiency and vector maps. (A) For each
sample, efficiency of protoplast transfection was calculated by averaging the number of protoplasts
expressing YFP in three representative images. (B) Schematics of constructs used in the Dual
Luciferase assay (DLR). A YFP-containing construct was used as control for protoplast efficiency.
Constitutive expression of YFP was driven by the maize (Zea mays) ubiquitin promoter (pZmUbi).
Constitutive expression of HvSL1 (HORVU3Hr1G003740) was obtained by using the Cauliflower
Mosaic Virus 35S promoter (pCaMV35S). Putative promoters (3 Kb) of B-class genes (pHvMADS2,
pHvMADS4 and pHvMADS16) were cloned in the pGreenII-0800 LUC backbone which contains Firefly
(Photinus pyralis) and Renilla luciferase (Renilla reniformis). Constitutive expression of Renilla
luciferase acts as internal control for the DLR assay. rbcS-T represents the terminator of the ribulose1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase gene from Chrysanthemum morifolium; t35S indicates the CaMV35S
terminator. Scaler bars: 100 µm.
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Supplementary Figure S6. Vector map for generation of CRISPR/Cas9 knockout for HvSL1. (A) Position
of the guideRNA (red); two different gRNA designed to target HvSL1 (HORVU3Hr1G003740) at +39 bp
and +269 bp from the translational start site. (B) Details of the CRISPR/Cas9 vector. Vector includes a
plant codon optimized Cas9 driven by the maize ubiquitin promoter (pZmUbi) and both gRNA (gRNA1
and gRNA2) driven by the rice small nuclear RNA promoters U6a (pOsU6a) and U6b (pOsU6b),
respectively. NosT stands for the Agrobacterium nopaline synthase terminator.
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Supplementary Table S1. Germination ratios of heterozygous plant material segregating for the
mov2.g phenotype.

Supplementary Table S2A. Segregation ratios of mov2.g in growing material through genotyping by
copy number of HvSL1.

Supplementary Table S2B. Observed segregation ratios of mov2.g phenotype among F2 lines of the
mov2.g (cv. Steptoe) x Morex bi-parental population.

H0 = The observed phenotypes segregate with a 3:1 ratio
H1 = Not H0; observed phenotypes segregate differently from 3:1 ratio
Degrees of freedom (DF) = 1
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Supplementary Table S3. Annotated genes present in the mapped mov2 critical interval between
flanking markers chr3H_9748112 and chr3H_10289104. Annotations and genomic coordinates are
based on the Morex reference assembly Hv_IBSC_PGSB_v2, gene order is based on Morex
Scaffold_1432 (Dr. Martin Mascher, IPK Gatersleben, Germany). HvSL1 (HORVU3Hr1G003740) is
indicated in bold, genes tested by PCR are indicated with *.
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Supplementary Table S4. Sequence of KASPTM markers on chromosomes 3H used to map the mov2
locus. Flanking markers are indicated in bold. Marker order is based on the genetic map.

1

markers used to confirm heterozygosity of F1 plants

2

markers used to confirm mov2 position

3

markers used for mapping with F2 segregants

4

markers used for mapping with F3 recombinants
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Supplementary Table S5A. Primer sequences and Taqman probes used for copy number analysis to
genotype mov2.g plants. Fluorophore at 5’ and 3’ quencher are indicated for each probe.

Supplementary Table S5B. PCR primer sequences for testing the presence of genes upstream and
downstream from HvSL1/HORVU3Hr1G003740 (bold) on chromosome 3H.

Supplementary Table S5C. qRT-PCR primer sequences.
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* HvMADS4 (HORVU1Hr1G063620) completely overlaps with HvKinase (HORVU1Hr1G063610). HvMADS4
transcript abundance has thus been obtained by subtracting HvKinase values (primers specific to HvKinase)
from HvMADS4 & HvKinase (primers designed to amplify both genes).

Supplementary Table S5D. Primer sequences for Dual Luciferase assay cloning. ApaI restriction site
is underlined in all forward primers, SacII restriction site is underlined in all reverse primers.

Supplementary Table S5E. Primer sequences for HvSL1 (HORVU3Hr1G003740) CRISPR knockout.
gRNA sequence is underlined.
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Supplementary material to Chapter 5

Supplementary Figure S1. Examples of curled peduncle in mov5.o plants
Supplementary Figure S2. Representative images of selected 2-week old F2 plants from the
mov5.o (cv. Morex) x Steptoe bi-parental population showing stunted growth.
Supplementary Figure S3. Sequence alignment of FLO/LFY proteins from Hordeum vulgare,
Oryza sativa, Zea mays, Antirrhinum majus and Arabidopsis thaliana.
Supplementary Figure S4. Transcript abundance of floral development genes, as detected
by RT-qPCR in wild-type and mov5.o inflorescences.

Supplementary Table S1. Observed segregation ratios of the mov5.o phenotype among F2
lines of the mov5.o (cv. Morex) x Steptoe bi-parental population.
Supplementary Table S2. Annotated genes present in the mapped critical interval for mov5
between flanking markers chr2H_544617620 and chr2H_742203860.
Supplementary Table S3. Sequence of KASPTM markers used to map the mov5 locus.
Supplementary Table S4. Primer sequences used in this study.
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Supplementary Figures S1. Examples of curled peduncle in mov5.o plants. Scale bar: 1 cm.

Supplementary Figures S2. Representative images of selected 2-week old F2 plants from the mov5.o
(cv. Morex) x Steptoe bi-parental population showing stunted growth. Scale bar: 1cm.
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Supplementary Figure S3. Sequence alignment of FLO/LFY proteins from Hordeum vulgare (HvLFY HORVU2Hr1G102590), Oryza sativa (OsAPO2/RFL - LOC_Os04g51000), Zea mays (ZmZFL1 LOC542098 and ZmZFL2 - LOC103645994), Antirrhinum majus (AmFLO - Am06g19060) and
Arabidopsis thaliana (AtLFY - AT5G61850). The protein residues encoded by the first (purple line),
second (green line) and third (blue line) exons are indicated. Secondary structure elements are shown
for the N-terminal domain (𝛂1-5) and for the DNA-binding domain (β1-2, 𝛂6-12), using dashed lines
for 𝛂–helices and arrow for β-strands. The red box highlights the conserved Pro residue mutated in
mov5.o plants. Figure contains information from Sayou et al. (2016) and Hamès et al. (2008).
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Sayou C, Nanao MH, Jamin M, Posé D, Thevenon E, Grégoire L, et al. A SAM oligomerization domain shapes the genomic
binding landscape of the LEAFY transcription factor. Nature Communications. 2016;7:11222–12.
Hamès C, Ptchelkine D, Grimm C, Thevenon E, Moyroud E, Gérard F, et al. Structural basis for LEAFY floral switch function
and similarity with helix-turn-helix proteins. The EMBO Journal. 2008;27:2628–37.
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Supplementary Figure S4. Transcript abundance of floral development genes, as detected by RTqPCR in wild-type (black) and mov5.o (red) inflorescences. Developmental stages refer to W2.0
(double ridge), W3.5 (stamen primordia), W4.5 (carpel primordium) and W6.0 (stamen and carpel
development). Transcript abundance is shown for C-class gene HvMADS3 (HORVU3Hr1G026650); Dclass gene HvMADS13 (HORVU1Hr1G023620); HvDL (HORVU4Hr1G067780) and HvOSH1
(HORVU4Hr1G009730);

A-class

(HORVU2Hr1G063800);

as

well

genes
as

HvMADS14
HvMEL1

(HORVU5Hr1G095630),

(HORVU5Hr1G107020)

and

HvMADS15
HvMSP1

(HORVU6Hr1G033670). Error bars represent ± Standard Error. For each timepoint, two-tailed T-test
P-values ≤0.05 (*), ≤0.005 (**) and ≤0.001 (***) are shown for differences between wild type and
mov5.o. For each sample n = 3 independent biological replicates.
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Supplementary Table S1. Observed segregation ratios of the mov5.o phenotype among F2 lines of
the mov5.o (cv. Morex) x Steptoe bi-parental population.

H0 = The observed phenotypes segregate with a 3:1 ratio
H1 = Not H0; observed phenotypes segregate differently from 3:1 ratio
Degrees of freedom (DF) = 1
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Supplementary Table S2. Annotated genes present in the mapped critical interval for mov5 between
flanking markers chr2H_544617620 and chr2H_742203860. Annotations and genomic coordinates
are based on the Morex reference assembly Hv_IBSC_PGSB_v2. HvLFY (HORVU2Hr1G102590) is
indicated in bold, genes tested by PCR are indicated with *.
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Supplementary Table S2. Continued
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Supplementary Table S2. Continued
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Supplementary Table S3A. Sequence of KASPTM markers used to confirm heterozygosity of F1 plants
derived from a cross between mov5.o (cv. Morex) and Steptoe.

Supplementary Table S3B. Sequence of KASPTM markers used to identify as pre-screen to identify the
chromosome of interest, indicative marker on chromosome 2H is shown in bold. Marker order is
based on the genetic map.
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Supplementary Table S3C. Sequence of KASPTM markers on chromosome 2H used to map the mov5
locus, flanking markers are indicated in bold. Marker order is based on the genetic map.

* KASPTM marker within HvLFY that completely co-segregates with the mov5.o phenotype.
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Supplementary Table S4A. PCR primer sequences for testing the presence of genes within the
mapped critical interval for mov5 on chromosome 2H; HvLFY (HORVU2Hr1G102590) is indicated in
bold.
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Supplementary Table S4B. qRT-PCR primer sequences.

* HvMADS4 (HORVU1Hr1G063620) completely overlaps with HvKinase (HORVU1Hr1G063610). HvMADS4
transcript abundance has thus been obtained by subtracting HvKinase values (primers specific to HvKinase)
from HvMADS4 & HvKinase (primers designed to amplify both genes).
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Summary
Functional divergence after gene duplication plays a central role in plant evolution. Among
cereals, only barley, wheat and rye accumulate delphinidin-derived (blue) anthocyanins in
the aleurone layer of grains, but not rice, maize and sorghum. The underlying genetic basis
for this natural occurrence remains elusive. Here, we mapped the barley Blx1 locus involved
in blue aleurone to a ~ 1.13 Mb genetic interval on chromosome 4HL, thus identifying a trigenic cluster named MbHF35 (containing HvMYB4H, HvMYC4H and HvF35H). Sequence and
expression data supported the role of these genes in conferring blue-coloured (blue
aleurone) grains. Synteny analyses across monocot species showed that MbHF35 has only
evolved within distinct Triticeae lineages, as a result of dispersed gene duplication. Phylogeny
analyses revealed a shared evolution pattern for MbHF35 in Triticeae, suggesting that these
genes have co-evolved together. We also identified a Pooideae-specific flavonoid 3’,5’hydroxylase (F3’5’H) lineage, termed here Mo_F35H2 which has higher amino acid similarity
with eudicot F3’5’Hs, demonstrating a scenario of convergent evolution. Indeed, selection
tests identified 13 amino acid residues in Mo_F35H2 which underwent positive selection,
possibly driven by protein thermostability selection. Furthermore, exploring the barley
germplasm there’s evidence to suggest that HvMYB4H and HvMYC4H have underwent
human selection. Collectively, our study favours blue aleurone as a recently evolved trait
resulting from environmental adaptation. Our findings provide an evolutionary explanation
for the absence of blue anthocyanins in other cereals and highlight the importance of gene
functional divergence for plant diversity and environmental adaptation.
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Significance statement
Our findings provide a genetic and evolutionary explanation why only barley, wheat and rye
grains can develop blue colour in nature, but not rice, maize and sorghum.
Keywords: blue anthocyanin, blue aleurone, barley, convergent evolution, environmental
adaptation, domestication, gene duplication, flavonoid 3’,5’-hydroxylase, bHLH, MYB.

Introduction
Anthocyanins are ubiquitous plant secondary metabolites and play important roles in diverse
critical aspects of a plant’s life cycle [1,2]. This provides a perfect model to study the
interaction of plants with the environment. By absorbing different spectra of visible light,
anthocyanins are responsible for the colour of most flowers, fruits and seeds [3]; thus
participating in reproduction by attracting insect pollinators and seed dispersers [4,5]. They
also protect against UV radiation and strong light which has facilitated the establishment of
vascular plants on land from the original marine environments [2,6]. As defence mechanisms,
anthocyanins act as potent antioxidants [7] and some also demonstrate antiviral,
antibacterial and fungicidal activities co-operating in plant-pathogen interactions [5,8-12]. In
the health sector, the antioxidant capacities of anthocyanins have recently spurred
increasing interest for use in cancer, diabetes and inflammation prevention [13-15].
A MBW protein complex consisting of: R2R3-MYB transcription factors (TF), bHLH/MYC TF
and WD40 proteins is required for the strict spatio-temporal regulation of anthocyanin
production [16]. This complex is responsible for activating most of the biosynthetic genes of
the anthocyanin pathway (Figure S1). Among the structural biosynthetic enzymes, two
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enzymes belonging to the cytochrome P450 family catalyse the hydroxylation pattern of the
flavonoid B-ring backbone, them being flavonoid 3’-hydroxylase (F3’H) and flavonoid 3’5’hydroxylase (F3’5’H) [17,18] (Figure S1). Depending on the hydroxylation pattern of the
flavonoid B-ring anthocyanins can be divided into: pelargonidin (4’-hydroxylated), cyanidin
(3’4’-hydroxylated) and delphinidin (3’4’5’-hydroxylated); which produce red/orange, dark
red and purple/blue pigments, respectively [19].
Mature cereal grains may develop different colours (yellow, purple, red, blue, black and grey)
due to the different pigments accumulated. Cyanidin-derived (red) anthocyanin is dominant
in both the red- and black- coloured rice [20,21]. The red colour in the aleurone layer of maize
is associated with F3’H activity, which contributes to the production of cyaniding-derived
anthocyanin as well [22]. Despite their abundance in plants, delphinidin-derived (blue)
anthocyanins are absent in maize and rice grains [21]. However, accumulation of blue
anthocyanins in the aleurone layer of grains can be seen for barley (Hordeum vulgare), wheat
(Triticum aestivum) and rye (Secale cereale) [21,23-26]. Blue aleurone is a controversial trait:
it is advantageous in agronomy, not only as a source of anthocyanin-enriched foods [21,25],
but also as a visual trait to follow gene flow in hybrid breeding [24,27,28]. On the other hand,
blue aleurone is an undesired characteristic in malting barley varieties used for brewing beer.
It is therefore important to understand the genetics of blue aleurone in order to introduce
this trait only in appropriate breeding programs. In hexaploid wheat, blue aleurone derives
from introgression of chromosomal segments from wild relatives and behaves as a single
dominant Ba1 locus [29]. In contrast to wheat, the genetic basis of the blue aleurone trait in
barley is more complex. It is associated by five complementary loci located on chromosomes
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4H (Blx1, Blx3, Blx4) and 7H (Blx2, Blx5) [23,30]. However, the genes underlying these loci in
both wheat and barley remain to be characterized.
In the present study, the region associated with blue-coloured barley grains was mapped to
the long arm of chromosome 4H, predicted to be distant ~ 26.1 Mb from the acid soil
tolerance gene HvMATE [31]. Three linked genes HvMYB4H, HvMYC4H and HvF35H were
isolated and further characterized as candidates for Blx1. The evolutionary perspective taken
suggests an explanation as to why blue anthocyanins has only been observed in the grains of
some specific cereal crops. From a wider perspective, the identification of genes underlying
the Blx1 locus can have practical implications for both breeding and in the design of food
products with positive health benefits.
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Results
Anthocyanins accumulate in the aleurone layer during wheat and barley seed
development
Barley caryopses were sampled at 14, 21, 28, 35 and 42 Days Post Anthesis (DPA) (Figure 1A).
No significant colour differences were observed between blue (Halcyon) and white (Sloop)
aleurone varieties at 14 and 21 DPA. A blue/green hue emerged in Halcyon seeds at 28 DPA
and reached its highest intensity at 35 DPA. At maturity, though less distinct, colour
differences remained evident between Halcyon and Sloop. Mature blue aleurone grains
contain significantly higher total anthocyanin content (TAC) than white barley. Moreover,
the most abundant anthocyanins in blue aleurone barley were characterised as delphinidinand malvidin-derived anthocyanins, typically associated with a blue coloration (Figure S2 and
Appendix S1).
Developing wheat caryopses with contrasting aleurone colour were also sampled at 12, 15,
19, 22, 26 and 30 DPA (Figure 1B). No observable colour differences were present at 12 and
15 DPA. The blue pigmentation was evident around the embryo at 19 DPA in Sebesta Blue 3
and was observed to expand in a basal-apical direction within the aleurone as the seeds
developed. Sebesta Blue 3 seeds at maturity remained darker than Halcyon seeds and were
very distinct from Sebesta seeds, which appeared golden.

Genetic mapping of the Blx1 locus in barley
To identify the locus responsible for blue aleurone, genetic mapping in three barley
populations: MN607/Vlamingh (265 lines), Sloop/Halcyon (186 lines) and Sahara/08S917N260 (556 lines) was performed. The mapping identified critical region on the long arm of
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chromosome 4H (4HL) between markers JY93 and JY810, spanning an interval of only ~ 1.13
Mb (Figure 1C). To further confirm the mapping results, the interval found was further
verified in a barley Clipper/Sahara population (Data S1).
According to the public barley reference genome (Version r1) only seven candidate genes
were annotated within this interval (Table 1). Of these seven gene, a gene encoding a
putative flavonoid 3’, 5’-hydroxylase (HvF35H, Figure 1D) and a MYB (HvMYB4H, Figure 1E)
transcription factor (TF) were selected for further analyses based on their predicted function
in the anthocyanin biosynthesis. Recently, a basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) TF ThMYC4E was
shown to be critical for the blue aleurone trait in wheat [32]. Homology search for ThMYC4E
within the barley genome identified intergenic sequences with strong similarity (> 85 %,
Table 1, Figure 1F) within the mapped interval on chromosome 4H. This putative gene,
designated HvMYC4H, is located between HvMYB4H and HvF35H forming a tri-genic cluster
termed here the MbHF35 (MYB-bHLH-F3’5’H) cluster.
Genotyping of Bowman near isogenic line (NIL) BW063 (Blx1) showed that the interval
between flanking markers JY93 and JY810 is also substituted in BW063 compared to Bowman
(Figure 1C). BW063 contains the dominant allele for Blx1 and has a blue aleurone phenotype,
consistent with the MbHF35 cluster underlying the Blx1 locus.
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Figure 1. Developing grains with blue/white aleurone and genetic mapping. (A): Barley blue aleurone
variety Halcyon (top row) and white aleurone variety Sloop (bottom row) at 14, 21, 28, 35 and 42 Days
Post Anthesis (DPA). For wheat (B): Wheat blue aleurone variety Sebesta Blue 3 (top row) and white
aleurone variety Sebesta (bottom row) at 12, 15, 19, 22, 26 and 30 DPA. Scale bar: 1,000 µm. (C) Fine
mapping of the blue aleurone locus and representation of recombinant lines. Line IDs are displayed on the
right-hand side, bold indicates lines having blue aleurone phenotype. Gene structures displayed for
HvF35H (D), HvMYB4H (E) and HvMYC4H (F). Sequence variants identified between blue and white
haplotypes are indicated.

Table 1. List of genes within the mapped interval. Bold genes indicate candidates in the MbHF35 cluster.
HvMYC4H is not annotated in the reference genome assembly Hv_IBSC_PGSB_v2.

Genes within the MbHF35 cluster are significantly higher expressed in blue
cultivars
To dissect the dynamics of the MbHF35 cluster, RT-qPCR was performed on developing seeds
of Halcyon (b), BW063 (b), Sloop (w), and Bowman (w). Henceforth, (b) will be used to denote
blue aleurone varieties, while (w) will be used to indicate cultivars showing a white aleurone.
As shown in Figure 2A-2B, the overall expression of HvF35H in the developing seeds of blue
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aleurone varieties Halcyon (b) and BW063 (b) was significantly higher at most time points
compared to their white aleurone counterparts Sloop (w) and Bowman (w). Generally,
expression of HvF35H at 14 and 21 DPA was very low for all varieties analysed and showed
steep upregulation at 28 DPA. Peak expression of HvF35H in blue aleurone varieties (28 DPA)
temporally precedes highest expression in the white aleurone varieties Sloop (w) and
Bowman (w), which was detected at 42 DPA and 35 DPA, respectively. HvF35H levels were
barely detectable or not expressed at all in young leaves and stems.
Similarly to HvF35H, also HvMYC4H tended to be significantly higher expressed in blue
cultivars (Figure 2C-2D). As seen for HvF35H, HvMYC4H levels were generally low in the early
stages of seed development and rose at 28 DPA, with the sharpest increase present in
Halcyon (b) and BW063 (b). While HvMYC4H levels remained high in these blue aleurone
varieties, with peaks at 42 DPA for Halcyon (b) and 35 DPA for BW063 (b), expression
dropped or tended to remain low for Sloop (w) and Bowman (w). In addition, some HvMYC4H
transcription was also detected in leaf tissues for Halcyon (b) and BW063 (b), but not in Sloop
(w) and Bowman (w). Only a very low expression of HvMYC4H was observed in the stem.
The transcriptional profile for HvMYB4H was quite distinct (Figure 2E-2F). Unlike HvF35H and
HvMYC4H, HvMYB4H levels in Halcyon (b) increased gradually from the initial stages of seed
development and peaked at 28 DPA. Expression remained significantly lower or barely
detectable in white varieties Sloop (w) and Bowman (w). On the other hand, expression levels
tended to remain high in BW063 (b) when compared to Bowman (w), not only in seeds but
also in leaf and stem.
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Semi quantitative RT-PCR showed that also for the genes in the wheat MbHF35 cluster,
transcript abundance was higher in blue wheat cultivar (Sebesta Blue 3) than that in the
white cultivar Sebesta (Figure S3 and Appendix S2)

Figure 2. Transcriptional profiles of barley MbHF35 cluster genes. (A-B) qRT-PCR analyses for HvF35H; (CD) qRT-PCR analyses for HvMYC4H and (E-F) qRT-PCR analyses of HvMYB4H. For each sample, n=3 for 2
technical replicates. Error bars represent ± STD. Two-tailed t-test P-values ≤0.05 (*), ≤0.01 (**), ≤0.001
(***) and not significant (NS) are shown for differences between blue (Halcyon, BW063) and white (Sloop,
Bowman) aleurone cultivars.
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HvF35H, HvMYB4H and HvMYC4H are specifically expressed in aleurone cells
To validate the RT-qPCR results and determine the expression domain of HvF35H, HvMYB4H
and HvMYC4H in developing grains, mRNA in situ hybridisation was performed on Halcyon
(b) seeds at 28 DPA (Figure S4). For HvF35H, a clear signal was detected in the aleurone cells,
while no signal was detected in the husk and seed coat. Notably, for both test and control
samples a slight signal was also detected in the starchy cell layer adjacent to the aleurone
layer, but with no significant difference observable between sense and antisense RNA
probes. This suggests HvF35H is not expressed in the endosperm. Likewise, no signal was
detected in the embryo except for the tipping point which directly adjoins the aleurone cell
layer. However, this signal was relatively weak compared to aleurone cells. Interestingly,
HvF35H signal was noticeably stronger in the aleurone cells of the abaxial layer compared to
those on the adaxial side of the seed. For both HvMYB4H and HvMYC4H (Figure S4), similar
expression profiles as HvF35H were observed. Strong signals of HvMYB4H and HvMYC4H
expression were detected in the aleurone cells on the abaxial side of the seed, while
relatively weaker on the adaxial side. Moderate signals were also found in the embryo cells
adjoining the aleurone cells but not in the rest part of the embryo. In addition, no signal could
be detected in the starchy endosperm, husk and seed coat cells.

Distinct haplotypes for the MbHF35 cluster define blue and white coloured
barley
To identify genetic variation that may underlie the blue aleurone trait, the candidate genes
HvF35H, HvMYC4H and HvMYB4H were Sanger sequenced from selected blue and white
aleurone lines. For HvF35H, the genetic region 1078 bp upstream of the putative start codon
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was also considered. Alignment of HvF35H sequences of blue and white cultivars identified
2 distinct haplotypes. Ten conserved SNPs, resulting in 2 non-synonymous and 4 synonymous
substitutions were identified (Figure 3A), as well as a 1 bp insert/deletion (indel) and a 7 bp
indel. Interestingly, the reference cultivar Morex (w) shared the same haplotype as blue
barley with the exception of a 6 bp indel in the putative promoter (Data S2).
Sequencing of HvMYB4H revealed 10 SNPs between blue and white barley, including 2 nonsynonymous mutations in the coding region and 8 SNPs in the 3’UTR (Figure 3B). A 4 bp
insertion in blue barley was identified in the 3’UTR. In addition, a 6 bp deletion and a 2 bp
deletion in the 3’UTR were only identified in Morex (w) and Sloop (w), respectively.
Mapping of the Halcyon (b) HvMYC4H cDNA sequence to the barley reference genome
allowed to reconstruct the HvMYC4H gene structure (Figure 1F). HvMYC4H is composed of 8
exons, with a 18,846 bp intron between exon 5 and exon 6. Sequence alignment of the
HvMYC4H genes between blue and white barley (excluding the long intron) identified four
synonymous SNPs, one non-synonymous SNP within exons (Figure 3C), and several indels.
Of these indels, a 1 bp insertion at position +2504 in exon 6 of white aleurone barleys caused
a pre-mature termination in HvMYC4H translation. Sequencing of additional cultivars Dayton
(b), Henley (b), Gardiner (w) and 08S917N-260 (w) showed consistency in the blue and white
haplotypes identified (Data S2).
In addition to BW063 (b), possessing the dominant Blx1 allele, we also sequenced BW064
and BW065 which contain the recessive alleles blx3 and blx4, respectively. Results showed
that both BW064 and BW065 have the blue haplotype for the three identified candidate
genes (Data S2), further confirming the mapped locus as candidate for Blx1, and suggesting
that blx3 and blx4 reside elsewhere in the genome.
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HvMYB4H interacts with the putative promoter region of HvF35H
To understand the relationship between the genes of the MbHF35 cluster, the putative
promoter binding sites of HvF35H were predicted using bioinformatics tools. As listed in
Table S1, 13 MYB and 2 bHLH TFs were predicted to bind to the putative promoter region of
HvF35H. The DNA fragments identified as potential target sites for these MYBs are mainly
located at three regions: -911 to -882 (PR1), -360 to -340 (PR2) and -1 to +15 (PR3). Only PR1
and PR3 were selected for protein interaction test with HvMYB4H using electrophoretic
mobility shift assay (EMSA) since the previously mentioned Sanger sequencing detected no
genetic variation in PR2 (Figure 3A). Thus, recombinant HvMYB4H protein was expressed and
purified using the E. coli expression system (Figure S5). Short DNA fragments encompassing
PR1 and PR3 were cloned from Sloop (w) and Halcyon (b). EMSA tests showed that HvMYB4H
could bind PR3 from both blue and white barley (Figure S5), however, the binding interaction
with the blue HvF35H allele appears slightly stronger than interaction with the white allele.
Weaker interaction was also detected for PR1 in Sloop (w). Taken together, these results
indicate HvMYB4H is likely to regulate HvF35H with PR3 as the preferred target binding sites.

Synteny analyses indicate the presence of the MbHF35 cluster in barley, wheat
D sub-genome and rye
Micro-synteny for the genomic region surrounding the candidate genes was assessed.
Overall, the genes neighbouring the barley MbHF35 cluster were conserved and organized
in syntenous blocks in other species (Figure 4; Data S3). As expected, synteny and
conservation was highest for species belonging to the Triticeae tribe. Interestingly, direct
orthologues for the MbHF35 cluster could only be found in members of the Pooideae
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subfamily, and specifically only in some members of the Triticeae tribe (barley, sub-genome
D of bread wheat, A. tauschii and rye). Noteworthy, the MbHF35 orthologues in rye were
found at the same genetic position on chromosome 7R (Data S3), although fine genome
annotation is not yet available for this species. In both T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides and T.
urartu, an orthologue was identified for HvF35H while orthologues of HvMYC4H and
HvMYB4H were absent (Data S3). Interestingly, the MbHF35 clusters in barley and A. tauschii
are located at two different genetic locations, distanced by ~ 47.36 Mb using barley
chromosome 4H as the reference (Figure S6).
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Figure 4. Shared synteny across Poaceae for genes surrounding the mapped interval. The species,
taxonomic group and corresponding chromosome are indicated on the left. Gene names are indicated for
barley. Genes are depicted by polygons; the direction of the polygons indicate the transcriptional
orientation of the gene. Polygons of the same colour represent homologues across species. The black line
between genes indicates contiguous genes, dashed lines indicate the presence of non-syntenic genes,
whilst double slanted lines indicate gene clusters that are not physically proximal on the chromosome.
The black box defines the genes within the MbHF35 cluster. Since no genome browser could be found for
wheat and T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides, genes are shown based on their relative position, but evenly
distributed along a dashed line.
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HvF35H belongs to a distinct F3’5’H subclade within monocots
F3’5’H and F3’H are close homologs, leading to the production of blue and red anthocyanins,
respectively [33]. To investigate the evolutionary history of F3’5’H homologs, firstly, a
comprehensive Neighbour Joining (NJ) tree based on the amino acid sequence alignment was
constructed (Figure S7). In the NJ phylogeny, the F3’5’H lineage grouped into three distinct
subclades with strong bootstrapping support: one Eudicot F3’5’H branch (Eu_F35H) and two
Monocot F3’5’Hs branches (Mo_F35H1 and Mo_F35H2) (Figure S7). HvF35H fell within the
Mo_F35H2 subclade. Noteworthy, this subclade tended to group with Eu_F35H with strong
support (0.91; Figure S7), suggesting a closer relationship than with Mo_F35H1. This is
supported by the amino acid sequence similarity calculation (Data S4): 54.0 % (± 3.2)
between Eu_F35H and Mo_F35H2 compared to 50.79 % (± 4.6) between Mo_F35H2 and
Mo_F35H1. To verify this observation, a separate Maximum Likelihood (ML) phylogeny was
constructed. Also in this case Eu_F35H and Mo_F35H2 grouped together (0.70; Figure S8).
To further explore the evolutionary history of plant F3’5’H, a Bayesian phylogenetic tree
based on the CDS sequence alignment was constructed (Figure 5A). Overall, the phylogeny
has strong topology support. The three subclades (Eu_F35H, Mo_F35H1 and Mo_F35H2) can
still be clearly recognized. In contrast to the NJ and ML phylogenies, Mo_F35H2 now grouped
with Mo_F35H1, conforming to the known species phylogeny. A closer inspection shows that
Mo_F35H1 sequences are present in all monocot species considered, while Mo_F35H2
diverged from Mo_F35H1 and are only found in specific members of the Pooideae family.
Among these, the F3’5’Hs within the MbHF35 clusters in barley, wheat, A. tauschii and rye
form a distinct branch from the other Mo_F35H2 homologs.
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Phylogeny analyses reveal a shared evolutionary pattern for MYC, MYB and
F3’5’H gene families in Triticeae
Due to the presence of a Mo_F35H2 lineage, the evolutionary relationship of the Triticeae
tribe F3’5’Hs was resolved in a separate phylogeny, whereby Triticeae F3’5’Hs were fixed as
a monophyletic group. As shown in Figure 5B, the HvF35H orthologues from barley, wheat,
A. tauschii, rye and T. urartu were grouped in a single lineage (Tr_F35Ha). Tr_F35Ha grouped
with another subclade Tr_F35Hb. Together, these subclades comprise the F35H2 genes
identified in the Triticeae tribe. The remaining F3’5’H genes evolved into a separate lineage,
Tr_F35Hc, that corresponds to the Mo_F35H1 group.
To similarly investigate the evolutionary origin of HvMYC4H, genuine orthologues of
HvMYC4H were identified by a comprehensive NJ tree (Figure S9). ThMYC4E, HvMYC4H and
TaMYC4D (wheat D-genome orthologue of HvMYC4H) grouped with the previously
characterized rice RA [34], maize RS [35], maize LC [36] and barley Ant2 [37] to form an
independent branch (Figure S9). This branch was subsequently used for CDS-based Bayesian
phylogeny construction. As shown in Figure 5C, the rice RA gene diverged first, followed by
the Panicoideae MYCs. The most recently-evolved branches correspond to the Triticeae
MYCs, which evolved into 3 major subclades: Tr_MYCa, Tr_MYCb and Tr_MYCc (Figure 5C).
In subclade Tr_MYCa, the genes: ThMYC4E, HvMYC4H, TaMYC4D, AET4Gv20566100.1 (A.
tauschii) and Sc7Loc00217123.1 (rye) formed a single lineage separated from the other
wheat MYC homologues (Tr_MYCb). This indicates that Tr_MYCa diverged relatively late and
has evolved independently in the Triticeae subfamily. Similar to that seen for F3’5’H Bayesian
phylogeny, Tr_MYCa sequences were only present in barley, wheat, A. tauschii and rye.
The evolutionary history of HvMYB4H was analysed using a similar method to HvMYC4H.
Genuine HvMYB4H orthologues were identified by a comprehensive NJ phylogeny (Figure
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S10). As shown in Figure 5D, Panicoideae species and rice MYBs diverged first, with the
previously characterized maize C1 gene within this group. Then, Triticeae MYB homologs
evolved into three major subclades: Tr_MYBa, Tr_MYBb and Tr_MYBc. These subclades
matched well with the Tr_MYCa, Tr_MYCb and Tr_MYCc subclades. Notably, the Tr_MYBa
clade covers the MYB genes of MbHF35 clusters in barley, wheat, A. tauschii and rye, and
grouped with the Tr_MYBb subclade. In contrast, Tr_MYBc seemed to be more divergent
from Tr_MYBa and Tr_MYBb.
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(Table S2) determined that the three-ratio model fits the dataset better than the two-ratio
and one-ratio models. Under the three-ratio model, the ω values for Eu_F35H, Mo_F35H1
and Mo_F35H2 were estimated to be 0.13183, 0.00144 and 0.00163, respectively (Table 2).
This suggests that all plant F3’5’Hs are under strong purifying selection, while F3’5’Hs in
monocot plants tend to be more conserved than their eudicot counterparts.
Branch-site models, which allow the detection of positive selection on specific sites in
specified branches, were applied to the same dataset (Table 2). ω assessments showed that
14.81 % (P2 + P3) of the amino acid sites in the Mo_F35H2 lineage were under positive
selection, compared to only 6.08 % in the Mo_F35H1 subclade. Thirteen amino acid sites in
the Mo_F35H2 branch were identified to be under positive selection (P ≤ 0.05). Comparison
with the neutral site-specific Model M1 showed that these sites are indeed under positive
selection in the Mo_F35H2 lineage. In contrast, no amino site in Mo_F35H1 could be
identified as significantly under positive selection (Table 2).
Similar selection tests were also performed on monocot MYCs (Table S3) and MYBs (Table
S4). Under the best fitting models, the Tr_MYCa branch displayed a higher ω value (0.48319)
than Tr_MYCb and Tr_MYCc (0.31972), whilst no significant difference in the ω value was
found for Tr_MYBa, Tr_MYBb and Tr_MYBc (ω = 0.20890), except a single amino acid in
Tr_MYBb was identified to be under positive selection. Taken together, these results indicate
that Tr_MYCa has been under higher selection pressure than the other MYC branches. All
MYB branches underwent similar selection pressure, whilst slight positive selection was
detected in Tr_MYBb, acting on a single amino acid.
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Table 2. Natural selection tests on plant F3’5’Hs.

a

In the site-specific model M1, two site classes were specified: highly conserved sites (ω0) and neutral sites

(ω1=1). For the site-specific model M2, there were three site classes: highly conserved sites (ω0), neutral sites
(ω1=1) and positively selected sites (ω2). In Model A, four site classes were specified. The first two classes had
ω ratios of ω0 and ω1 respectively, corresponding to highly conserved sites and neutral sites across all lineages.
In the other two site classes, the background lineages had ω0 or ω1 while the foreground lineages had ω2.
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b

Positively selected amino acids at P-value ≤0.05 are numbered according to HvF35H (Uniprot No:

A0A287PC56) excluding the first 30 amino acids predicted as membrane targeting signal.

Mo_F35H2 proteins have undergone convergent evolution toward Eu_F35H
To analyse the amino acid site substitutions in different F3’5’H subclades, ancestral amino
acid sequences for Eu_F35H, Mo_F35H1 and Mo_F35H2 were reconstructed and analysed.
Using Eu_F35H as the outgroup, Tajima’s Relative Rate Tests (RRT) [38] showed that
Mo_F35H2 have evolved significantly faster than Mo_F35H1 (P = 0.03815; Figure S11). In
contrast, when Eu_F35H and Mo_F35H1 were compared using Mo_F35H2 as the outgroup,
no significant difference in evolutionary rates were detected (P = 0.22544; Figure S11).
Ancestral sequence alignment revealed 173 amino acid substitutions between Eu_F35H and
Mo_F35H2, compared to 185 substitutions between Mo_F35H1 and Mo_F35H2 (Figure 6A),
supporting a closer distance between Eu_F35H and Mo_F35H2. Noteworthy, Mo_F35H2
resembled Eu_F35H instead of Mo_F35H1 at 62 sites (Figure 6A). This suggests that
Mo_F35H2 represents an intermediate state between Mo_F35H1 and Eu_F35H and support
the hypothesis of convergent evolution in Mo_F35H2.
The overall conservation of the Cytochrome P450s 3D structure has led to identification of
six substrate recognition sites (SRS) responsible for catalytic activity [39]. In the
reconstructed ancestral sequences SRS1, SRS2 and SRS3 exhibited a higher degree of
divergence while SRS4, SRS5 and SRS6 tended to be more conserved (Figure 6A).
Furthermore, amino acid substitutions at SRS4 and SRS5 were more frequent in Mo_F35H1.
Similar observations were seen by alignment of the original F3’5’H sequences (Data S6). Two
amino acid sites (211T, 268N) within SRS3 and SRS4, respectively, were found to be affected
by positive selection (Figure 6A).
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Selection on Mo_F35H2 appears to be driven by protein thermostability
To investigate the environmental factor driving the positive selection on Mo_F35H2, protein
structure model of HvF35H was performed. As shown in Figure 6B, the overall structure of
HvF35H is well conserved with the Cytochrome P450 protein structure (Protein Data Bank:
4R1Z). The spatial locations of the 13 amino acid residues identified under positive selection
were analysed. The two residues (211T, 268N) belonging to SRS3 and SRS4 were found
located at the predicted catalytic centre, with their side-chains positioned proximal to the
superimposed enzyme substrate (Figure 6C), suggesting a potential effect on enzyme
activity. Interestingly, the other 11 residues were located on the exterior surface of the
HvF35H structure (Figure 6D-6E). Ten (24R, 32L, 96R, 101E, 164D, 170R, 378P, 394R, 460K,
468R) of those surface residues belong to non-polar amino acids. It has been reported that
protein surface amino acid composition is biased between thermophilic and mesophilic
proteins [40]. Protein thermostability is owning to their preference to non-polar amino acids
[41]. Another well-recognised contributing factor to protein thermostability is the formation
of salt bridge [41,42], which only involves the non-covalent interaction between Arg/Lys
(bases) and Asp/Glu (acids). Out of the 11 surface residues affected by positive selection in
HvF35H, 8 residues (24R, 32L, 96R, 101E, 164D, 170R, 394R, 468R) have the potential to form
salt bridge, of which 6 residues are (24R, 101E, 164D, 170R, 394R, 468R) predicted to form
salt bridges in the HvF35H model (Data S7). Most of other Mo_F35H2 proteins resemble
HvF35H at these amino acid sites, whilst Mo_F35H1 retain amino acids that don’t have the
salt bridging potential (Data S7). These observations are consistent with previous report that
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the additional salt bridges in thermostable proteins are almost exclusively in solvent-exposed
surface regions [42].
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data in rice, the F35H1 expression level was also higher in roots, while remained low in seeds
and barely detectable in the aleurone. A similar trend was also observed for the F35H1 gene
in Sorghum (data not shown). In maize instead, F35H1 expression peaked in leaf tissue during
the vegetative stage. Overall, Mo_F35H1 genes were found to be highly expressed in roots
or other vegetative tissues, but only weakly expressed in grain.
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Discussion
A tri-genic cluster underlies the Blx1 locus in barley
Blue colouration in barley is associated by five complementary loci Blx1-5 [30]. In the present
study, we mapped Blx1 to a physical interval of ~ 1.13 Mb on the long arm of chromosome
4H. This critical region is greatly reduced compared to previous mapping studies [43] and is
positioned only ~ 26.13 Mb away from the acid soil tolerant gene HvMATE [31],
corroborating the observed close linkage between the blue phenotype and HvMATE. A trigenic cluster encompassing HvMYB4H, HvMYC4H and HvF35H (MbHF35 cluster) was
identified at the mapped interval. The presence of these genes is consistent with anthocyanin
accumulation: HvMYC4H and HvMYB4H belong to transcription factor classes which form the
MBW complex to regulate anthocyanin biosynthesis [16], while HvF35H encodes a structural
enzyme in anthocyanin production [17]. Of the genes identified in the MbHF35 cluster,
HvMYB4H is proposed as a MYB TF involved in aleurone colour. In-vitro protein and DNA
interaction tests showed that HvMYB4H is able to bind the putative promoter region of
HvF35H, indicating HvMYB4H may be involved in the regulation of HvF35H. HvMYC4H is not
annotated in the current genome assembly; it has been found due to its high sequence
similarity to the recently published ThMYC4E, which has been proposed as candidate for blue
aleurone phenotype in wheat [32]. An article published during the preparation of this
manuscript looking at the regulatory components for blue aleurone also identified HvMYC4H
[43]. The authors determined HvMyc2 on chromosome 4H by sequence similarity to HvAnt2,
as well as a F3’5’H gene in close proximity. HvMyc2 and F3’5’H correspond to HvMYC4H and
HvF35H identified in this study, thereby adding further evidence to their role in blue aleurone
phenotype. Strygina, et al. (2017) also identified the MYB TF HvMpc2 [43]. Results from the
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present work tend to exclude HvMpc2 as a candidate for the Blx loci as this gene falls outside
the mapped interval. The blue aleurone mutant line (NGB20651) used in their study to
characterise the blue aleurone trait is in fact an intense blue aleurone line, which contains
the Intense blue aleurone locus ibl1 (BGS 716). It’s necessary for future studies to verify if
HvMpc2 corresponds ibl1.
Blue aleurone in wheat seems to share a similar genetic basis to barley. In wheat this trait is
controlled by a single dominant locus Ba1 that has been introgressed from wild relatives [29].
In the present study, we found that orthologues of HvMYC4H, HvMYB4H and HvF35H genes
are also conserved in the wheat D sub-genome (designated as TaMYC4D, TaMYB4D and
TaF35H). These genes also display higher expression levels in blue aleurone relative to white
aleurone wheats. Considering the close genetic linkage of the genes within the MbHF35
cluster and their shared evolutionary pattern, we speculate that the Ba1 locus in wheat may
also involve the coordinate action of a tri-genic cluster. This study may serve as a guide for
the identification of the genes responsible for blue aleurone in other species. For example,
we observed the presence of the MbHF35 orthologues at a linked genetic location on
chromosome 7R in rye. This is in accord with reports that blue aleurone in rye requires the
dominant alleles at six loci (vi1-vi6), with vi1 mapping to chromosome 7R [26,44]. Further
studies are needed to verify if vi1 corresponds to the MbHF35 homologues identified in rye.
Likewise, a recent study has mapped the blue aleurone gene in Thinopyrun ponticum, the
donor of the blue gene in blue aleurone wheat, to a small genetic segment on chromosome
4Ag [45].
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Blue aleurone is a recently-evolved trait in the Triticeae
Aleurone colour is an interesting and useful agronomic trait in cereal plants. Depending on
the type of anthocyanin accumulated in the aleurone cells, aleurone layer can assume
different colorations. In maize, accumulation of pelargonidin and cyanidin pigments
determine red or purple aleurones, respectively [22]. The production of cyanidin requires
F3’H activity. Likewise, black rice accumulates abundant cyanidin and peonidin anthocyanins
in the aleurone layer [20]. In contrast to other pigmentations, blue aleurone has only been
observed in barley, wheat and rye. Blue coloured grains predominantly accumulate
delphinidin-derived anthocyanins [21,25,26], which requires the function of F3’5’Hs. Indeed,
by synteny and phylogeny we identified the MbHF35 cluster only in the Triticeae tribe. It is
worth noticing that the HvMYC4H homolog in A. tauschii, is currently annotated as a lowconfidence gene and is only a partial sequence. This indicates that a non-functional allele or
a pseudogene is present in A. tauschii, thereby leaving barley, wheat and rye the only species
with fully functional alleles for blue aleurone.
In Triticeae, the MbHF35 containing genes formed distinct phylogeny lineages (Tr_F35Ha,
Tr_MYCa and Tr_MYBa), which diverge relatively late from Tr_F35Hb, Tr_MYCb and
Tr_MYBb, respectively. The shared evolutionary pattern of the MbHF35 cluster, together
with their physical linkage on chromosomes, support the hypothesis that they may have coevolved together. Both the synteny and the colinear block analyses indicate that the MbHF35
cluster has resulted from gene insertion in strictly conserved genetic loci. Particularly, the
MbHF35 clusters in barley and A. tauschii are positioned ~ 47.36 Mb away using barley
chromosome 4H as reference, indicating the MbHF35 cluster has shifted at least one time
either in barley or in A. tauschiii. These findings are consistent with the MbHF35 cluster being
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dispersed or proximal gene duplicates (Appendix S3; Data S8). We propose the blue aleurone
trait to have emerged only recently in the common ancestor of barley and wheat D genome,
which corresponds to a period about 13 million years ago (Mya) [46].

HvMYC4H and HvMYB4H may have underwent human selection during
domestication
Transcriptional analyses show that HvMYB4H, HvMYC4H and HvF35H are significantly higher
expressed in the grains of blue aleurone varieties, with all three genes showing a clear
aleurone-specific expression by in situ hybridization. The aleurone-specific expression profile
of HvF35H identified in the present study is corroborated by a recent publication [47], in
which the F3’5’H-1 (corresponding to HvF35H) was also found to be transcribed specifically
in the aleurone cells of blue coloured barley. The expression patterns of HvMYB4H, HvMYC4H
and HvF35H in blue and white aleurone barleys can potentially be explained by the distinct
haplotypes observed. In particular, for HvMYC4H a 1 bp insertion was identified in the coding
region of white aleurone cultivars. This frameshift mutation, also identified by [43], causes
premature termination in protein translation, thus rendering the allele non-functional.
Significant variations including a 4 bp indel were also identified in the 3’UTR of HvMYB4H,
which may affect the transcriptional regulation of this gene. Speculatively, HvMYB4H and
HvMYC4H may act upstream to HvF35H and as seen from qPCR results and EMSA. Although
the 1-bp frame-shift indel in HvMYC4H may be the most critical mutation, we believe that
this is not the sole reason for the white aleurone colour. Blue coloured grain contains a
mixture of delphinidin- and cyanidin- type anthocyanins. It is known that the expression of
blue colour is associated with a higher F3’5’H/F3’H expression ratio . Thus in this study, the
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decreased transcriptional level of HvF35H in white barley should also play a critical role for
white aleurone trait. Due to the close genetic linkage between the three genes, it is unlikely
to discern by mapping the individual contribution of each gene to the blue aleurone
phenotype. More studies are needed to address this hypothesis.
Interestingly, genotyping of a collection of barley landraces and wild barley originated from
diverse geographic backgrounds (Appendix S4) showed that the identified blue alleles for
HvMYB4H and HvMYC4H are strictly conserved in wild barley. The majority of these wild
barley display blue aleurone. In addition to wild barley, blue alleles of HvMYB4H and
HvMYC4H are conserved in all barley landraces displaying blue aleurone. In contrast, all the
barley landraces with the white HvMYC4H and/or HvMYB4H alleles display the white
aleurone phenotype (Appendix S4). These results, together with the strict conservation of
HvMYB4H and HvMYC4H alleles in wild barley, indicate that white aleurone barley may have
resulted from human’s selection of the white HvMYC4H and HvMYB4H alleles during
domestication and further breeding. This indication corroborates with previous reports that
the composition of metabolites including anthocyanins in cereal grains have changed
significantly during human selection [48].

Mo_F35H2 underwent convergent evolution and protein thermostability
selection
The identification of a Mo_F35H2 lineage is an interesting finding in this study. In contrast to
the commonly conserved Mo_F35H1 genes, Mo_F35H2 sequences were only present in
Pooideae. We found that Mo_F35H2 displayed higher amino acid sequence similarity with
Eu_F35H homologues. This observation indicates that convergent or parallel amino acid
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sequence substitutions have occurred in the Mo_F35H2 and Eu_F35H lineages, which is
confirmed by the ancestral sequence reconstruction. Although phenotypic convergence is a
widespread observation in many aspects of plants and animals, examples of convergent
evolution at the amino acid level are very limited, particularly in higher plants [49,50]. The
data presented here demonstrates an example of adaptive convergent evolution for
Mo_F35H2 in Pooideae. Despite Eu_F35H, Mo_F35H1 and Mo_F35H2 were all under strong
purifying selection, the Mo_F35H2 lineage was identified to evolve significantly faster than
Mo_F35H1. These observations suggest a critical role played by environmental factors in the
evolution of delphinidin-derived anthocyanins in seeds. Indeed, modelling of Mo_F35H2
proteins implies a strong signal for selection of increased thermostability. These observations
suggest heat or strong light may have been involved during the evolution of Mo_F35H2,
which makes sense that Mo_F35H2 expressed in grains would be more exposed to light and
heat effects than Mo_F35H1 in vegetative tissues (mainly root). It has been well-documented
that some thermostable bacterium thrive extreme environmental conditions, for example
high temperature and high pressure, through the adoption of thermostable proteins with
biased amino acid composition [40-42]. Here, our study reports that a similar strategy may
have been adopted by higher plants. This represents a significant advance on our
understanding of environmental adaptation for plants. Climate change has been recognized
as a great challenge for the sustainable production of many crops [51,52]. Recently, it was
reported that the increases of heat and drought extreme events under climate change would
substantially decrease world barley yield [53]. In this context, the potential association of
blue coloured barley with heat stress adaptation may has an important implication for future
barley breeding and production.
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Gene duplication, functional divergence and environmental adaptation
Species specific expansion is a common phenomenon among various gene families, which
have been suggested to play a central role for plant diversity [54]. In the present study, we
showed that the regulatory network of anthocyanin biosynthesis in cereal plants,
encompassing the MYB, MYC and F3’5’H genes, has undergone at least two divergence
events in Triticeae. Recently, a similar observation has been made for the F3’H genes,
another important structural gene in the anthocyanin biosynthetic pathway [55]. Together,
these results may indicate a WGD event in the common ancestor of Triticeae. WGD can result
in gene duplication and plant polyploidy, which plays an important role in the evolution of
biological diversity [56]. The unique evolution of the genes within the MbHF35 cluster may
have contributed to exclusive evolution of the blue aleurone trait in wheat, barley and rye.
Speculatively, the absence of HvMYC4H and HvMYB4H orthologues in T. urartu and T.
turgidum may have been due to gene loss after duplication, a common mechanism during
gene evolution [57]. Following gene duplication, beneficial functional divergence could
happen at both the gene expression level and the protein structural level [54,57]. In our
study, survey of public transcriptional data suggests that Mo_F35H1 genes are mainly
expressed in vegetative tissues, rather than in grains. This, together with the grain-specific
expression of Mo_F35H2 genes, may explain the absence of delphinidin-derived
anthocyanins in maize and rice grains [21]. Ancestral sequence and protein modelling
analyses identified amino acid substitutions at the predicted substrate binding sites among
different F3’5’H groups, suggesting a potential divergence in enzyme efficiency as well.
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The emergence of the blue aleurone trait may be linked to adaptive advantages associated
with accumulation of delphinidin-derived anthocyanin in the grains. Numerous studies
report how flavonoid production is responsive to environmental stressors such as drought,
frost, nutrition levels and strong UV exposure [2,6]. Indeed, the present study provides clear
evidence that light exposure can significantly increase the TAC in Bowman barley grains.
Flavonoid accumulation also plays a critical role in seed dormancy and viability [58,59]. This
association suggests an important role for flavonoid accumulation in environmental
adaptation, as plants adopt seed dormancy to avoid adverse temporary conditions. The
association of blue aleurone trait with environmental adaptation also makes sense at the
phytochemical level, when considering that blue anthocyanins have a broader light
absorption spectrum and higher anti-oxidant capacity than red anthocyanins. This may have
played a role in helping Pooideae occupy a much broader ecological niche than non-Pooideae
plants such as rice and maize, for which the surrounding environmental conditions are
relatively milder.

Conclusions
We have identified HvMYB4H, HvMYC4H and HvF35H as genes underlying the Blx1 locus. We
provide evidence that HvMYB4H, HvMYC4H and HvF35H have resulted from dispersed gene
duplication and have co-evolved specifically in the Triticeae tribe. We demonstrate a rare
example of convergent evolution for Mo_F35H2, which appears to be affected by protein
thermostability selection. We speculate that blue aleurone trait has evolved quite recently
as an environmental adaptation in barley, wheat and rye and this trait has been affected by
human selection during barley and wheat domestication and breeding. Our study shed lights
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on the evolutionary origin of blue anthocyanins in these cereal grains and highlights the need
for further studies to dissect the contribution of each gene to the blue aleurone phenotype.
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Experimental procedures
Plant materials and sampling
DH populations MN607/Vlamingh, Sloop/Halcyon, Clipper/Sahara and the F2 population
Sahara/08S917N-260 were developed at the Department of Primary Industries and Regional
Development (DPRID), Western Australia or the University of Adelaide. The NIL line was
obtained from Professor Jerome Franckowiak. Other barley varieties derived from the
germplasm collection at DPRID. Barley lines were grown in the glasshouse during June and
October 2017. Developing seeds were sampled with three biological replicates (at least two
spikes per sample). Leaf and stem samples were collected at the four-leaf stage. All samples
were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C.

DNA extraction, genotyping, gene cloning and sequencing
Tissues were fine-ground using the TissueLyser (Qiagen, Germany) and DNA was extracted
as described in Kovalchuk (2014) [60]. Genotyping PCR was performed in a VeritiTM 96-Well
Thermal Cycler (Thermo Fisher Scientific, US) and were checked by 2 % agarose or 6 %
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. KASP™ assays were designed using Primer Picker (LGC
Genomics). Assays were prepared using the LGC Genomics SNPline™ and assays were
performed using KASP Master mix, following the manufacturer’s instructions. For gene
cloning and sequencing, target PCR fragments were purified using ISOLATE II PCR and Gel Kit
(Bioline, Australia) for Sanger sequencing.
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RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and RT-PCR
Samples were ground into fine powder in a pre-cooled mortar with liquid nitrogen. For barley
seeds, RNA was extracted as described by Wang et al. (2012) [61]. For leaf and stem, the
ISOLATE II RNA Plant Kit (Bioline, Australia) was used. cDNA synthesis was carried out using
SensiFASTTM (Bioline, Australia) following the manufacturer’s instructions. SensiFASTTM SYBR
No-ROX Kit (Bioline, Australia) was used for the RT-qPCR experiments. Each reaction contains
5 µL SensiFAST mix, 4.2 µL cDNA template, 0.8 µL forward/reverse primers (500 nM). RTqPCR reaction was carried out using the ViiA7 Real-Time PCR System (Thermo Fisher, USA) in
384-well plates. The barley actin gene was used as reference gene. Three biological replicates
were included for each time point. Each sample was run in two technical replicates. The
transcription values were calculated using the comparative Ct method (2-ΔCt) [62].

mRNA in situ hybridization
The target PCR fragment was cloned into pSPT18 and pSPT19 vectors using BamHI and SacI
restriction sites. Digoxigenin (DIG)-labelled RNA probes were synthesized by in vitro
transcription using T7 RNA polymerase from the DIG RNA Labelling Kit (Roche, US). Barley
seed samples were fixed in 50 % ethanol, 5 % acetic acid and 3.7 % formaldehyde. The fixedseeds were dehydrated in an ethanol and Histo-Clear series before embedding in Paraplast®.
Microtome was used to cut longitudinal seed sections (6 μm) which were mounted on glass
slides. In situ hybridization was carried out as described by Jackson (1991) [63] with slight
modifications. Immunological detection was performed by incubation with Anti-DigoxigeninAP (SIGMA, US). NBT-BCIP (SIGMA, US) was used for colour reaction according to the
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manufacturer’s instructions. All sections were visualized with the Olympus BX51 microscope
system.

Synteny analysis
Orthologous genes were retrieved using BLASTP and/or TBLASTN against public sequence
databases of other species: IWGSC (https://www.wheatgenome.org) for wheat; ATGSP
(http://aegilops.wheat.ucdavis.edu/ATGSP/)

for

A.

tauschii;

WEWseq

(https://wheat.pw.usda.gov/GG3/wildemmer) for T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides; MBKBASE
(http://www.mbkbase.org/Tu/)

for

T.

uratu;

IPK

(http://webblast.ipk-

gatersleben.de/ryeselect/) for rye; RGAP (http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu) for rice;
Gramene (http://ensembl.gramene.org/Zea_mays/Info/Index) for maize; and Phytozome
(https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html) for B. distachyon, S. italica and S. bicolor.
Genes were confirmed by BLASTP/BLASTN back to barley, and by consulting databases of
orthologous

grouping:

OrthoDB

(http://www.orthodb.org)

and

EggNOG

(http://eggnogdb.embl.de/#/app/home). All orthologous genes found in this way had an Evalue < 2.3e-31.

Phylogeny inference
The amino acid sequences of HvF35H, HvMYC4H, HvMYB4H were used to query against
genomic datasets of target species. The longest transcript was used when alternative
transcripts were present. Sequence alignment was performed using MUSCLE [64]. The NJ
phylogeny was inferred by MEGA7 v7.0 [65] using the p-distance substitution model with
partial gap deletion (75 %). The branching support was assessed by the Interior-branch Test
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method (1000 iterations). The Maximum Likelihood (ML) tree was inferred by MEGA7 v7.0
using JTT+G substitution model and was tested by bootstrapping (500 times). For Bayesian
phylogeny, codon-based alignment of the coding sequences (CDS) were carried out using
MUSCLE (8 iterations). Significant gaps and the predicted membrane-binding sites for F3’5’Hs
were trimmed to reduce data noise. The phylogeny was searched by Bayesian simulations
implemented in BEAST 2 [66] under strict molecular clock assumption using an unlinked
substitution model Yule + G (5 categories). A single Markov Chain - Monte Carlo Chain was
run for 1,500,000 generations with 1,000 pre burn-in until convergence. The final
phylogenetic tree was inferred by TreeAnnotator [66] with the first 10,000 trees discarded.
All

phylogenetic

trees

in

the

present

study

were

annotated

using

FigTree

(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).

Natural selection tests
Codon-based Maximum Likelihood estimates of ω (dN/dS) were implemented using codeml
in PAML 4.7 package [67]. The CDS alignment files and Bayesian phylogenetic trees were
used

as

input

files.

Branching

pattern

was

specified

using

Treeview1.6.6

(http://taxonomy.zoology.gla.ac.uk/rod/treeview.html). LRTs were performed to assess the
significance of different hypotheses. P-values were calculated using the GraphPad software
(http://graphpad.com/quickcalcs/PValue1.cfm).

Ancestral sequence reconstruction
Reconstruction of the ancestral sequences was performed using codeml in PAML 4.7 [67]
based on the amino sequences back-translated from the CDS alignment files. The Empirical
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Frequency model was used. The reconstructed sequences representing the ancestral status
of Eu_F35H, Mo_F35H1 and Mo_F35H2 were used for Tajima’s RRT [38] analyses
implemented in MEGA7 v7.0 [65]. Substrate Recognition Sites (SRS) for plant F3’5’Hs were
inferred based on sequence alignment as described by Gotoh (1992) [39] and Dueholm et al.
(2015) [68].

Protein modelling
BLASTp was employed to identify homologous templates in the RCSB Protein Data Bank
(https://www.rcsb.org/). The structural model of HvF35H was generated based on a
combination of multiple structures of Cytochrome P450 proteins (chain A of PDB: 4R1Z, 4R20
and 4I8V). Protein modelling was carried out using the Modeller server, based on sequence
alignment performed in Chimera (V1.12). The best models were chosen based on their
lowest Discrete Optimized Protein Energy (DOPE) values and GA 341 score of 1, which
indicate reliability of these models. The final model was validated by Ramachandran plot
analysis using PROCHECK (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/software/PROCHECK). The
potential occurrence of salt bridge was predicted using the ESBRI tool [69]. Molecular
visualizations were performed using PyMOL (Version 1.3r1. Schrodinger, LLC).

Accession numbers
The gene sequences in this study have been deposited at GenBank under accession No.
MH618639-MH618662. Other data files are available in the Figshare data repository at
https://figshare.com/s/32dad83a1028b0405e38.
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Appendix S1. Blue aleurone barley contains higher levels of delphinidin-derived anthocyanins.
Total anthocyanin content (TAC) was extracted and compared for Halcyon (b), Sloop (w), BW063 (b),
Bowman (w). As expected, TAC in blue aleurone varieties was significantly higher than that of white
aleurone varieties (Figure S2). In particular, Halcyon (b) displayed the highest TAC concentration,
which is ~ 26.5 % higher than BW063 (b). In contrast, white aleurone barley Bowman (w) had the
lowest TAC, 17.7 % lower than Sloop (w). The potential effect of light exposure on anthocyanin
accumulation was investigated. TAC was determined for Bowman (w) seeds exposed to light after the
removal of husk following pollination. After light treatment, exposed Bowman seeds accumulated
significantly higher TAC compared to intact Bowman (w) seeds.
The concentrations of six anthocyanins commonly present in cereal grains were also determined in
blue and white aleurone barleys (Figure S2). The most abundant anthocyanins in blue varieties
MN607 (b) and Halcyon (b) were malvidin-3-glucoside and delphinidin-3-glucoside, followed by a
noticeable amount of malvidin-3-galactoside (malvidin also belongs to delphinidin-derived
anthocyanins; Figure S1). Cyanidin-3-galactoside, cyanidin-3-glucoside and delphinidin-3-galactoside
accumulated to a much lower level in these two varieties. Similarly, white varieties Vlamingh (w) and
Sloop (w) contained high amounts of malvidin-3-glucoside and malvidin-3-galactoside, respectively;
albeit to a lower degree compared to blue varieties. Vlamingh (w) and Sloop (w) also accumulated
high levels of cyanidin-3-glucoside, which was found only in relatively low concentrations in MN607
(b) and Halcyon (b).

Appendix S2. MbHF35 cluster genes are significantly higher expressed in blue wheat.
The transcription of the three MbHF35 box genes in wheat (TaF35H4D, TaMYC4D and TaMYB4D)
were tested by semi-quantitative RT-PCR on isolated aleurone tissue at 15 DPA, 19 DPA and 22 DPA.
TaF35H4D was expressed in both white and blue wheat, with a stronger signal at 19 DPA and 22 DPA
in blue aleurone wheat Sebesta Blue 3 (b) (Figure S3). For TaMYC4D, expression was only detected in
Sebesta Blue (b) at 19 DPA and 22 DPA, but not at 15 DPA. No TaMYC4D expression was detected at
any stage of seed development in white aleurone wheat Sebesta (w) (Figure S3). Similarly to
TaF35H4D, TaMYB4D was also more strongly expressed at 19 DPA and 22 DPA in Sebesta Blue 3 (b)
(Figure S3).
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Appendix S3. MbHF35 cluster genes result from dispersed gene duplication.
The expansion patterns of the MbHF35 gene families were analysed in eight monocot species (Data
S8). Four duplication mechanisms were specified: WGD (whole genome)/segmental duplication,
tandem duplication, proximal duplication and dispersed duplication. The majority of monocot F3’5’H
genes, including all F35H2 genes, were identified as either proximal or dispersed duplicates. No
WGD/segmental duplication was identified for F3’5’Hs across all monocot species studied. In
addition, Tr_MYCa and Tr_MYBa were all identified as dispersed duplicates (Data S8).

Appendix S4. HvMYB4H and HvMYC4H alleles are conserved in both wild barley and blue aleurone
barley.
To explore the evolutionary origin of the blue and white alleles of HvF35H, HvMYC4H and HvMYB4H,
indel and allele-specific Kompetitive Allele Specific PCR (KASP) markers were designed for HvF35H,
HvMYC4H and HvMYB4H, targeting 58 the identified 6-bp and 5-bp indel for HvF35H, the 4-bp 3UTR
indel for HvMYB4H and the 1-bp frame-shift indel for HvMYC4H, respectively. These markers were
used to genotype 93 lines of wild barley (14) and landraces (79) collected from various geographic
background. In addition, the genomic data of an additional 6 wild barley lines (4 from Israel and 2
from Tibet) were also searched from in-house genome resequencing database. Results showed that
all of the wild barley (20) contained the blue haplotype for HvMYB4H and HvMYB4H (Data S1G). For
HvF35H, interestingly, 16 wild lines have the white allele, whilst the other 4 lines displayed a different
allele (termed L-allele) distinct from both the blue and white alleles identified. Of these 20 wild
barleys, 15 displayed a blue aleurone phenotype, while the rest have red (2), black (2) and grey (1)
seed colour. For the other barley landraces studied, 27 lines displayed blue aleurone phenotype.
Genotyping results showed that all of these blue lines have the blue alleles for HvMYB4H and
HvMYC4H, while the HvF35H alleles are diverse, including 19 blue, 3 white, 3 L-allele and 2 Morex
alleles. These results indicate that HvMYB4H and HvMYC4H are strictly conserved in wild barley, while
the three HvF35H alleles are all functional in blue aleurone barley. Notably, we also identified 10
landraces containing the blue HvMYC4H allele but with the white HvMYB4H and HvF35H alleles (Data
S1G). All of these 10 landraces demonstrate white seed colour. In addition, 13 barley landraces with
white aleurone were identified to contain the blue haplotype for HvF35H, HvMYB4H and HvMYC4H.
This indicate that these lines may contain other recessive loci for the blue aleurone trait, similar as
the case with BW064 (blx3) and BW065 (blx4).
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Supporting Method. Anthocyanin extraction and profiling.
For Total Anthocyanin Content (TAC) measurement, mature grains were ground into fine powder
using a coffee miller. Three grams of ground powder were used for anthocyanin extraction by
following the extraction process described by Abdel-Aal et al. (2006). Three biological replicates were
measured for each variety. The anthocyanin concentration was determined using a UV-vis
spectrophotometer (Beckham, USA) by measuring the absorbance at 535 nm. The TAC was calculated
as described by Abdel-Aal and Hucl (1999). Intact grain samples were sent for anthocyanin profiling
by HPLC at Creative Proteomics, USA.

Supporting Method. Wheat line sampling, RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and semi RT-PCR.
Wheat lines were grown under 12-hour photoperiod and 23 °C day/16 °C night temperatures.
Anthesis was defined as Zadok stage Z61 (Zadoks et al., 1974). Seeds were collected at 15, 19 and 22
DPA and aleurone was manually dissected using the method described by Mrva et al. (2006) with
slight modification. All samples were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at – 80 °C. For RNA
extraction, samples were ground into fine powder in a pre-cooled mortar with liquid nitrogen. For
wheat, isolated aleurone layers from 16 seeds were pooled together and total RNA extraction was
performed following the method described by Betts et al. (2017). cDNA synthesis was carried out
using ProtoScript II First Strand Synthesis (New England Biolab, USA) following the manufacturers’
instructions. For semi-quantitative RT-PCR in wheat Q5 polymerase was used following
manufacturer’s protocol in a final reaction volume of 12.5 μL.

Supporting Method. Heterologous expression and purification of recombinant HvMYB4H protein.
The coding domain sequence of HvMYB4H gene was cloned from Halcyon using
attattggatccCTTCGGCGGTGCGGCAAGAG (forward primer with BamHI site) and
attattgagctcATCTACGCACGTTTGCGTCTC (reverse primer with SacI site). The amplified PCR fragment
was verified by sanger sequencing and cloned into pET30a(+) vector (Novagen, Germany) using the
included restriction enzyme sites. The constructed plasmid was transformed into BL21-CondonPlusRP strain (Integrated Sciences, Australia). In vivo production of recombinant protein was carried out
in 1 L flask. 100 mL of LB medium inoculated with E. coli cells harbouring the desired plasmids was
incubated at 37 °C with shaking at 200 rpm until the OD600 reached about 0.6. Protein expression was
induced by adding IPTG to a final concentration of 0.5 mM. Cells were continuously grown overnight
at 18 °C and harvested by centrifugation (25 minutes, 4000 rpm, 4 °C). The separated cell pellet was
then suspended in 5 mL suspension buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT) and
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was sonicated on ice for 4 minutes with 1 minute interval every minute. Cell lysate was centrifuged
at 14, 000 g, 4 °C for 25 minutes. Recombinant protein purification was performed using Profinity
IMAC resin (Bio-Rad, USA) in a gravity flow column by following the manufacturer’s instruction. The
elution fraction containing the target recombinant protein was verified on 10 % SDS-PAGE gel using
Coomassie brilliant blue R-250 staining.

Supporting Method. Electrophoretic mobility shift assay.
DNA fragments encompassing the PR1 and PR3 regions of Sloop, Halcyon were cloned by standard
PCR using forward and reverse primers ACTTTGTGTACCATCGTGTGGA/GATCAGGTTCAGGGTTTAAG
and GTGCAACACGAGATCGATTTTGC/AAGGGTCAGGTGCATGATGG. PCR products were purified using
ISOLATE II PCR and Gel Kit (Bioline, Australia). EMSA tests were performed using Electrophoretic
Mobility-Shift Assay (EMSA) Kit (ThermoFisher, US) by following the manufacture’s instruction.

Supporting Method. Promoter binding site prediction.
The promoter binding sites for HvF35H were predicted using the online PlantTFDB database
(http://plantregmap.cbi.pku.edu.cn/binding_site_prediction.php). The genetic region comprising
1078 bp upstream of the start codon was analysed (Morex as reference). The P-value threshold was
set at 1e-4. Identified transcription factors and corresponding binding sites were sorted based on Pvalue. Amino acid sequences of the MYB and bHLH transcription factor hits were used as query
sequences for TBLASTN against the reference barley genomic database Hv_IBSC_PGSB_v2 to identify
corresponding gene IDs.

Supporting Method. Gene duplication pattern characterization.
Gene duplication patterns were characterised using the MCScanX package (Wang et al., 2012). Amino
acid sequence data and GTF data for Z. mays, S. bicolor, P. hallii, O. sativa and B. distachyon were
downloaded from Phytozome databases (https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#). For H.
vulgare, T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides and A. tauschii, genomic data at http://webblast.ipkgatersleben.de/barley_ibsc/,
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3dm05grokhl0nbv/AAC3wvlYmAher8fY0srX3gX9a?dl=0

and

http://aegilops.wheat.ucdavis.edu/ATGSP/annotation/ was used. The original genomic data were
further processed to generate input files for MCScanX. Intra- and inter-species genome comparisons
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were performed using NCBI-BLAST-2.2.29 tool with an E-value threshold of 1e-05. Intra-genome allvs-all BLAST was performed for gene duplication pattern identification.

Supporting Method. Gene expression data mining.
Transcriptional data for the target homologous genes was extracted from individual databases: for
wheat (https://wheat.pw.usda.gov/WheatExp/), barley (https://apex.ipkgatersleben.
de/apex/f?p=284:10),

rice

(http://expression.147

ic4r.org/index),

maize

(https://www.maizegdb.org/) and sorghum (http://sorghum.riken.jp/morokoshi/Home.html).
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Figure S1. Schematic representation of the anthocyanin biosynthesis pathway. Abbreviations of the
enzymes: CHS - chalcone synthase; CHI - chalcone isomerase; FNS - flavone synthase; FHT - flavanone
3-hydroxylase; F3’H - flavonoid 3’-hydroxylase; F3’5’H - flavonoid 3’,5’-hydroxylase; FLS – flavonol
synthase; DFR - dihydroflavonol 4-reductase; LAR - leucoanthocyanidin 4-reductase; ANS anthocyanidin

synthase;

methyltransferase.
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FGT

-

flavonoid

3-O-glucosyltransferase;

AMT

-

anthocyanin

Figure S2. Anthocyanin composition and profiling in selected barley cultivars. (a) Mean Total
Anthocyanin Content (TAC) in blue (Halcyon, BW063) and white (Sloop, Bowman) aleurone barleys.
Error bars represent ± SE, n=3. Student’s two-tailed t-test P-values ≤ 0.01 are indicated by **. (b)
Anthocyanin composition in blue (MN607, Halcyon) and white (Sloop, Vlamingh) aleurone barleys,
n=1. Cyanidin-3-galactoside and cyanidin-3-glucosides are red anthocyanins, while the other
anthocyanins are blue.
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Figure S3. Semi quantitative RT-PCR for wheat MbHF35 cluster genes on isolated aleurone tissue. (a)
TaF35H4D, (b) TaMYC4D, (c) TaMYB4D and (d) TaGAPDH. For (a-d) lanes 1-3 contain tissue from
“Sebesta” at 15, 19 and 22 Days Post Anthesis (DPA), respectively. Lanes 4-6 contain tissue from
“Sebesta Blue 3” at 15, 19 and 22 DPA, respectively. Lane 7 represents genomic DNA from “Sebesta”
leaf tissue, whilst lane 8 represents genomic DNA from “Sebesta Blue 3” leaf tissue. Lane 9 indicates
No Template Control (NTC).
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Figure S4. Whole seeds mRNA in situ hybridization of HvF35H. (a) HvF35H; (b) HvMYB4H; (c)
HvMYC4H. Developing blue barley seeds (Halcyon, 28 DPA) were tested with antisense and sense
probes.
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Figure S5. Recombinant HvMYB4H purification and EMSA tests. (a) SDS-PAGE gel check of the purified
HvMYB4H protein. Lanes A: marker, B: supernatant, C: pellet, D: washing, E-H: elution fractions. Red
arrow indicates the position of the expressed HvMYB4H. (b) EMSA tests of HvMYB4H protein with
the putative promoter regions (PR1 & PR3) of HvF35H from Halcyon (blue allele) and Sloop (white
allele). Lanes 1: no protein (control), 2-6: increasing protein from 1.0 μL to 7.5 μL, 7: no DNA (control).
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Figure S6. Comparison of colinear blocks containing the MbHF35 cluster in barley and A. tauschiii. (a)
Colinear block containing the A. tauschii MbHF35 cluster. (b) Position of barley MbHF35 cluster using
A. tauschii as reference. (c) Colinear block containing the barley MbHF35 cluster using barley
chromosome 4H as reference. The collinearity graph was generated using the MCScanX package.
Species names were indicated on top. The first column refers the reference chromosome. Dark red
shading indicates tandem duplicate genes. Yellow shading represents colinear genes. Light red
shading indicates the location of the MbHF35 cluster.
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Figure S7. Comprehensive Neighbour Joining (NJ) tree for plant F3’5’H and F3’H. The phylogeny was
developed using p-distance substitution model. Branch support (interior branching 1000 times) was
labelled above each branch. Sequence IDs for previously characterised plant F3’5’Hs and F3’Hs are
named according to the Uniprot format. HvF35H (HORVU4Hr1G063780.1) is marked with *.
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Figure S8. Maximum Likelihood (ML) phylogeny of plant F3’5’Hs based on the amino acid sequence
alignment. Phylogeny was developed using JTT+G substitution model. Bootstrapping support (500
times) was indicated above each branch. Remote Physcomitrella patens (paten homologs) are used
as an outgroup. Sequence IDs for previously characterised plant F3’5’Hs and F3’Hs are named in the
Uniprot format. HvF35H (HORVU4Hr1G063780.1) is marked with *.
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Figure S9. Comprehensive Neighbour Joining (NJ) tree of plant MYC family. Phylogeny was developed
using the p-distance substitution model with 1000 times interior branching support test. Homologous
MYC amino acid sequences from 12 Monocot species (H. vulgare, T. aestivum, T. turgidum, T. urartu,
A. tauschii, S. cereale, B. distachyon, O. sativa, P. hallii, S. italica, S. bicolor, Z. mays) and 7 Eudicot
species (S. tuberosum, S. lycopersicum, V. Vinifera, P. trichocarpa, C. sinensis, T. cacao, G. max) were
retrieved and analysed. The branch coloured in red was selected as genuine MYC orthologues for
downstream analyses. HvMYC4H and ThMYC4E are marked with *.
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Figure S10. Comprehensive Neighbour Joining (NJ) tree of monocot MYB family. Phylogeny was
developed using the p-distance substitution model with 1000 times interior branching support test.
Homologous MYB amino acid sequences from 12 Monocot species (H. vulgare, T. aestivum, T.
turgidum, T. urartu, A. tauschii, S. cereale, B. distachyon, O. sativa, P. hallii, S. italica, S. bicolor, Z.
mays) and 7 Eudicot species (S. tuberosum, S. lycopersicum, V. Vinifera, P. trichocarpa, C. sinensis, T.
cacao, G. max) were retrieved and analysed. The branch coloured in red was selected as genuine MYB
orthologues for downstream analyses. HvMYB4H (HORVU4Hr1G063760) is marked with *. Only the
subgroup containing the target HvMYB4H is displayed here. See Data S12 for the complete NJ tree.
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Figure S11. Results from Tajima’s test. (a) Comparison of Mo_F35H2 with Mo_F35H1 using Eu_F35H
as an outgroup; (b) Comparison of Mo_F35H1 with Eu_F35H using Mo_F35H2 as an outgroup. The
reconstructed ancestral sequences for each F3’5’H group were used (Data S8).
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Figure S12. Transcriptional profiles of Mo_F35H1 genes. Normalized transcriptional data for the
Mo_F35H1 genes in barley (a), wheat (b), rice (c) and maize (d) were extracted from public databases.
Descriptions of the tissues are listed below the graph.
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Table S1. In silico promoter binding sites prediction for HvF35H. Predicted Transcription Factors (TF)
located on chromosome 4H and 7H were highlighted in bold. The transcription start site for HvF35H
is set as “0” for binding site numbering.
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Table S2. Likelihood Ratio Tests (LRTs) on the MbHF35 cluster for selection analyses. df refers the
degree of freedom. 2Δl is calculated based on the l = lnL values for the various models tested in Table
2, S2 and S3.
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Table S3. Natural selection tests on monocot MYC family.

a

In the site-specific model M1, two site classes were specified: highly conserved sites (ω0) and neutral sites

(ω1=1). For the site-specific model M2, there were three site classes: highly conserved sites (ω0), neutral sites
(ω1=1) and positively selected sites (ω2). In Model A, four site classes were specified. The first two classes had
ω ratios of ω0 and ω1, respectively, corresponding to highly conserved sites and neutral sites across all lineages.
In the other two site classes, the background lineages had ω0 or ω1 while the foreground lineages had ω2.
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Table S4. Natural selection tests on monocot MYB family.

a

In the site-specific model M1, two site classes were specified: highly conserved sites (ω0) and neutral

sites (ω1=1). For the site-specific model M2, there were three site classes: highly conserved sites (ω0),
neutral sites (ω1=1) and positively selected sites (ω2). In Model A, four site classes were specified. The first
two classes had ω ratios of ω0 and ω1, respectively, corresponding to highly conserved sites and neutral
sites across all lineages. In the other two site classes, the background lineages had ω0 or ω1 while the
foreground lineages had ω2.
b

Positively selected amino acids at P-value ≤0.05 are numbered according to the barley MYBb gene

(HORVU4Hr1G082610.1).

Supplementary Data S1 - S8. Data files are available in the Figshare data repository at
https://figshare.com/s/32dad83a1028b0405e38.
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